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Tsimshian claim talks nOW close 
SEA OF WEED. Forest Worker Development program graduate Wayne [.egg mows down two 
metre high fireweed on a second growth site near Humphrey Creek in the K~timat Valley. With 
lhe coming of winter snows, those weeds would fold over under the welght, damaging the 
young conifers growing undemeath. And when spring comes the shade-intolerant species will 
get a start on their growing season before the weeds close in again. 
A work program works 
That, says Legg, is because 
the step toseif-employment is 
easier said than done. 
"Unfortunately, there's no 
financial bridge available to go 
from worker to employer," he 
points out. 
Because silviculture is still 
seen as a dsky business, he 
says financial institutions are 
reluctant o lend the money 
needed to start a business; 
"A young person 
could make a.good 
career and living ff 
willing to put in the 
time to learn." 
And it takes more than a few 
dollars to equip even a small 
conUractor. Apart from the'ob- 
vious such as chain saws and 
weed cutters, potential con- 
tractors also have to shell out 
for safety gear and first aid 
supplies required by Workers 
that kind of debt load that 
.scares some people off. Not 
Unlike some of the banks , ',the 
average guy doesn't want to 
take that risk." 
And there are those who 
simply don't see that silvienl- 
lure is the future of forestry, 
Legg is convinced they are 
wrong. "A young person could 
makea good career and living 
if willing to putin the time to 
learn." ' 
Keau agrees. Pointing out 
Forest Renewal B.C. has  
tsrgetted silvicultural pro, 
grams, he adds, "We can find 
a lot of Work for them." 
R & W started out In June 
with a pruning contract and 
will returnto that type of work l 
once the brushing and weeding 
th i s  7.5 .hectare'plot in the 
KitlmatValley is completedl, [
From there, ifll depend on I what's available and the 
weather. : . . .  ' 
Although the conUacts 'are 
coming, ~gg doesn,t pretend 
he and his cohorts are getting' 
F 
OR THIRTY 
years he tended 
bar. Now 
• Wayne Legg 
,. tends tomorrow,s forests. 
Leg& Ron Haynes and 
Bernie Hubbard are R & W 
Contracting, a new sil- 
vicultural outfit on the local 
scene that takes on pruning, 
spacing and brushing and 
weeding contracts for the 
Forest Service. 
The Uio are also the first 
graduates of the Forest Worker 
Development program 
(FWDP) to have used the skills 
they have learned to form their 
own company. 
• FWDP has been in place here 
for the' past three years. It is 
.designed to offer people on so- 
ctal assistance an opportunity 
to find steady employment in
the forest sector, working ei- 
ther for established companies 
or forming their own. 
Kalum district forest officer 
Richard Kesnexp!alns the pro- 
gram has three stages: enUy, Compensation Board regula- rich off the contracts theY'Ve .'
bddgtng and contracting (self- tions and water tanks and hand nailed down this year. , , 
employment). " tools'to meet Forest Service However, he adds, we re I 
Although '200 ' individuals , fire prevention regulations;:i~, ~ making wages" and thatqibe 
have gone through the pro - :  I ~  says it  cost R & W theboOm 'Ibm fo~ ~ the f'~t J 
gram, this is the first time any,: about $25,000 to'~get upand couple of years, It s al l  a r] 
have successfully madef f  to i running.~ ! {;:: i i - '  i '  leaf:tin d .roc.~o ', h,, i,^~.,= !
that final stage, he say s, . ! , :  : . . .  It s the:thoUght 0f, taklng on  .:: oU~:91ust iikeiife ~''; ::::; 
i " if i I ' :' '"'i i . . . .  ' ' ': ! : ? I  
THE QUIET phase of the Tsirn- 
shian land claims negotiations i  
about o end. 
Negotiators for the Tsimshian 
Trial Council, which claims the 
area from Terrace to Prince 
Rupert and portions of the north 
coast, have met their federal and 
provincial counterparts for the 
first time. 
At the same time, federal and 
provincial officials also met here 
with people and orgsnizations 
that could form the arca's third 
party advisory group for the talks. 
Chief Tsimshian negotiator 
Gerald .Wesley said the tn'bal 
council has spent the last year 
preparing and has been declared 
ready by the B.C. Treaty Com- 
mission, which acts as an impar- 
tial overseer of land claim talks. 
The tribal council is now wait- 
ing for the federal and provincial 
governments to be declared 
ready. When that happens, the 
three parties ,will establish the 
ales, procedures and-t0.pies for 
negotiations. .- 
"We have no doubt that the 
by the federal and provincial ne- 
gotiators on specific laims issues 
but won't have a seat at the main 
negotiating table. 
The group's meetings will be 
open to the public and could, as is 
the case in other areas, be the 
channel through which informa- 
tion is released. 
The group will carry with it 
some land claims experience as 
most of its members already sit 
on one formed for the Nisga'a 
talks. 
The Tsimshlan want to 
be as open as possible 
but there will be details 
not released. 
Wesley said the Tsimshian want 
to beas  open as posa$1e but 
noted there will be details not 
released. 
"Weimay not be. able to share 
So far the provincial health 
ministry i has refused the hospi- 
tal's request for a peer review, 
neighbouring native groups in- 
cluding the Haisla to the south 
and the Nisga'a to the north. 
It's standard policy of the feder- 
al and provincial govermnenls not 
to conclude negotiations until 
boundaries are settled. 
"We look at this as verymUch 
an internal process," said Wee. 
lel~0rthwest native groups Set up 
an agreement'tn 1991 0n'hovvtO 
define boui~daries and =the Tsim-- 
shian and the Nisga'a have met 
several times. 
Meanwhile, :i~ provincial 
aboriginal affairs official says lo- 
cal residents can-look forward 
soon to the first in a series of 
meetings'to explain the ins and 
outs of the Tsimshisn claim tuliP, i
Shelagh' ~Stanley said.,a, date 
hasn't been set but anticipates the 
first meeting will be held bef01"e 
the end of October. 
She made thccomment-follow. 
ing a first meeting, held'Sept. 14 
at Kitamaat Village, t O explain 
the Haisla Claim talks. 
everything in the ~n{ext that any At the same time, provincial of-: 
governments are moving toward gov~eht  has issues to be pro- ficials are considering opening a 
us and are in line with under- tectedu'n~l finality," he addS]. land claims information office;in 
standing the steps we have," said Also important to the Tsin~hian Te4rtaee, That's been • long shtnd~ 
Wesley... . ;',, • " ... . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . , ,  • . . . . . . . .  ~ . ,  is date .rm,'ming h0w,:th¢;ady,~oi-yL ~g..,refiueat, :~ 'started(wh~.  
• . _  . . . . . . . . . . . .  g g . . .  :7:1i.'.. ~ 
third party adwsory group~ to the federal and pro~/incial govern- :But. provincial :offlchls:,:now,!..'- 
be made up of local governments, mentwant th e Ssme grouptogive .warn that gov.e~ent budge~"~; 
businesses, outdoor groups and advice on the Haisla clainL;: '. getting *flgb:.t:.a'nclltliat~.~"/n!~:: ; 
others - -  will operate, he con- Equal!y important to the~Tsim- notbe able~to'aff0rd all ~{~ey: , .  
tinued. It'll be asked for advice shian is.fixing its boundaries with wantto do. • : : : . c :~=, . ,  
Mills cash crunch tight ns 
CUTS IN SERVICES are likely -Ycommunity support o:back the 
at Mills Memorial Hospital unless " hospital up~:in./its " f ight  for 
Victoria agrees the  hospital Ik regional hospitaJ"status.-:, : : : . 
deserves more money. Mills.i Memorial. Hospitai,s 
That was the message sent out budget has been frozen for the 
by the Terrace Regional Health last four yesrs,~and the number o'f 
Care Society board last week as bedshns.beenchopped ~m89to  
the cash crunch oa the hospital 52 during that t !F~. . . /~ . ,  , :. 
increased. Despite that, the number of 
Reduced surgery and cuts to specialists base, d in  Temce Ila$ 
some specialized services are grown to the pointthat the' city i~ 
possible, forcing some patients to the envy of the northWesL " , i 
~avel at their own cost to Van- Mills Memorial points to stats 
couver, said board chair Olga that show many of!its/patients 
Power. r come here from around the'north- 
"At this point'in time I'm not west. • ' .  " ' .:".-: " i- 
prepared to say 'This is what Victofla, has refused to listen to 
we're going to cut," she said. . , : "  . " • " . . . .  Mills regional hospstsl mgumeat, 
Mills Memorial's budget deficit , and instead says' tlie .h0spltal is 
is presently $290,000 and Olga Power oveffunded for the population of 
projected to reach $650,000 by . - ' cuts it could face being fired and Terrace proper. , . . . .  - 
year's end. ' replaced by appointees from Vie- Local health omClals:fe'ar an 
toria. • exodus o f  the.,specinlista Wl~0 
Power said eliminating the have' come here if the'province 
deficit at this point in the year is refuses , to . .acknowledge Mtlls! 
and has told the board to t'md unlikely. regional sewl~ and.~er  ~ts 
more places tocut. "It doesn't look ' like we're are imposed.- . '/'"-~. ?;.: i:~ ~,' : 
The board had hoped a peer going to have a 'balanced budget "We'~,e:been cost-effiCient'in 
review might result in Victoria at all," Power Said. "We know the past and we are continuing~it6 
agreeing the hospital provides a that's not good bnslnessi as a be cust-efficient," Power.said. 
regional service in the northwest, board. But at this p0iatin time, "But we:rean't continue to:.w0rk 
and increasing its budget. ' that's ourpositlon." ' with a ~ero,increase.tmder th  
If the board refuses to make Power is calling for widespread ~reaent si uation." . . .  
Overrun hits $95,'000 
I THE COST overrun on the identifies as library expansion added, city taxpayershave had to 
library expansion project is now overrun.doesn't include all the kick in an extra $144,000 this 
projected to hit $95,000. . . . .  extracosts ofthe project. - yearfor ~ library expansion:, !' 
That figure is still only five ' .  The city also paid $25,000 : : That s up 54 per cent over tlle 
: per cent oi ~ ihe total originai this year'forlsheiVing that it in|' 6rig ~ $2621~ they:i~ere su~ 
' budgeted Cost of$i183 milli0n:' 'tially chopped from the plans in .  #s~ tO pay Upfronli. ' 
' :Butbecauseaprovincial BC . an effort o cut costs. .:~: : . i .~ateo i l idh~ve~narea l  
21 grantand the Kitimat:Stikine ' : ,~nother $i3;000 ~.w~mken : '  fiscal disaster: ~anie;ouJ n0t too 
Regional Distnct,s hare of:the : out of Surplus:thisy¢ar toi~ay for . badiih:"the ! nd," ciw finance 
project c0siS:~efixed,.Te~ce, i the/frontCounter ~a~. ~: i i!.chal~DavidHuli$~d:,.: :  :~-: 
taxpayers are paYinga dispr0p0r, i: ::{: ,And:then tliere;s $11;~ paid` :
ti0nate share of the overrrun{ : t0 rep~itr the Lower;Little Park :!~ expeeied,~6ve~nt mat; lead- 
The city's Origin~ up.front ~ i irrigati0n system 'etJts;suehas~ch0p 
cost was to be $262;000/~,,ith the
balance o~,$ ii212 million to be . was ;charged ;to the :p~ an~ ii: ~d  air c0hdtdo'iflhg: i ~~ 
20  ;~c~ation badg6f+n6i!g~st th~ ~ The~6iiy h6h hadto:fire 
. i .  ye~sl a~cordifig~t0 e i t~:~urer  i' !~ l!brarypi:oje'et:. ~ i :i .ii:~ i: ~-.I :, i!.~ i pfoj~ef ~ehit'e~t after:it was 








LOCAL STUDENTS are being 
urged to stick to the roads on 
RADELET & COI~PANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B,C. 
Corporate Reorganizations • Tax Disputes 
James W. Radelet Phone 689.0878 Fax 689-1388 
theirTerraceWay tORCMpand fromissuedSCh0ol.the plea i" M.W. (Mark) Poppleton -71 " Press after  a female  Ca ledon ia  student  I Territory Manager TERRACE LOCAL  638.1850 MOBILE 638-9360 .<~ I 
was attacked while walking ~ IBOIqlRRIASlER.IPAI~lrSRflP. [.d| 
I ~ l  what's knowa to studentslUlisas the o l  -800-323-3737 Indian Face ttall - - i t  down I~, 1 
Lanfear Hill and comes out be- LETOURNEAU "ISUZU ENGINES "CHAMPION'PRENTICE ] 
hind Lambley//VlcCnnnell Ave. 
A male In his 30s grabbed the 
girl by the neck aRer making a I~  ~ L~ 
.o.,o_,,o,,..o.,.., (.!|1|¥11 tllln the attacker was scared off by a 
couple of other students using the 1 I I I m .ml i  m m m, 
NOTHING SERIOUS is II trail, r()lM=q:ll =  wrong with local bingo moneys, If students do decide to use the ~ l  
says a public gaming branch trails, RCMP advise they travel ~ 1 




18.6 cu. ft. capacity 
• Two humidity-controlMd 
~e.thru crispers . 
• Encrgy-~vi~g design 
• Deep freezer door shelv~ 
• Available inDesignerWhite 
or Designer Almond 
*899 oo 
tion is now underway. 
North Coast gaming inspec- 
tor Rita Connacher said a com- 
plaint has been received, but she 
refused to identify which non- 
profit group or groups with bin- 
go licences at the Lucky Dollar 
Bingo Palace are under 
investigation. " .. 
"'We've received the corn- 
plaintand we're just doing a lit- 
tle investigation on our own," 
Connacher said. "There's noth- 
ing big happening." 
She said mmours are flying 
and people are sensitive because 
of allegations two years ago of 
rigged games at the"bingo 
palace. That led Connacher to 
impose changes, and the hall 
operator installed a computer- 
ized bingo card verifier. 
"I think because of the trou- 
ble of a couple of years ago 
some people are intimidated and 
afraid that something's really 
wrong, and so far, as far as we 
know, there isn't," she said. "It 
may have been blown out of  
proportion." . 
Connacher has directed all 
the Terrace groups to do an 
inventory of their paper supplies 
that are used for bingo cards. 
Blockade 
comes down 
A BLOCKADE of the B.C. 
Rail line by Gitxsan natives 
north of Hazelton is down. 
.B.C ..... Rail,. employees 
~rnoved the week-old blockade 
at the Bear Lake reserve 
Saturday with 18 RCMP offic- 
ers there to enforce an injunc- 
tion..There were no arrests. 
Natives of the Fort 
Connelly band put up the block- 
ade to protest plans to log the 
area without consulting them. 
So far the province has not 
acted on earlier threats to cut the 
Gitxsan from treaty negotiations 
if blockades co~dnued. 
A provinci~ negotiator said 
he has been trying without suc- 
cess to determine whether the 
Gitxsan Treaty Office played a 
role in the Bear Lake blockade. 
Cuts Slammed 
Federal cuts to transfer pay- 
merits could translate into a $9- 
million loss for health care in 
Skeena, predicts Health 
Minister Paul Ramsey. 
Ramsey spoke out at a con- 
ference last week where provin- 
cial health ministers were trying 
to persuade Ottawa to back 
down on federal cuts to medi- 
care that will total $375 million 
by March 1997. 
"If we break down the 
impact of that, the Skeena 
region stands to face a potential 
reduction of $9 million,"] 
Ramsey said during a telephone I interview. 
Truck stolen 
POLICE ARE still looking 
for thieves who stole and then 
crashed a '94 Mazda truck 
Sunday night. 
Police found the purple 
pickup truck abandoned around 
5 &re.Monday morning after it 
was involved in a single-vehicle 
accident in Thomhill near Clone 
Ave. The truck was stolen from 
the Thomhtll Mazda dealership. 
Two injured 
TWO MEN were taken to 
hospital early Monday after a 
truck crashed north of town. 
RCMP said the 1991 GMC 
pickup was southbound on 
Kalum Lake Ddve when it lost 
control, hit a telephone pole, 
and ended up in a ditch. 
Police say alcohol is sus- 
pected as being a factor in the 
crash. The investigation is 
continuing. 
Watch for those 
flashing lights 
FLASHING RED lights on a 
halted school bus mean 'Do not 
pass'. 
But that seems to be lost on 
some motorists, say Terrace 
RCMP. 
Constable J.IL Walker noted the 
detachment has been receiving 
complaints since school got back 
in earlier this month. 
"We are urging motodsts to 
pay dose attention the flashing 
red lights and obey all laws," he 
said. 
As a result of the complaints, he 
warned, the RCMP will be step. 
ping up its enforcement In this 
area. 
Correction 
In last week's paper on page A5,  
Fern Kaska was mistakenly 
quoted as saying "Now medica- 
tion assist her in keeping sane." 
That quote should have been at- 
In'outed to the woman in the arti- 
cle referred to as Susan. 
Terrace Cr ime Stoppers  are ask ing  your  
assistance in solv ing a Break & Enter wh ich  was 
reported September  15, 1995, occurr ing between 
September  13 at 12:00 PM and September  14 at 
9:30 PM,  in the 3600 b lock o f  Ka lum Street. 
Culpr i ts  entered the res idence by a bedroom 
window.  Once  ins ide the home a b lack,  Sears  
VCR a grey Fi la Mounta in  Bike and a men 's  
b lack  T imex watch  were  sto len.  Approx imate  
value is $450.00. 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000 for information leading to an arrest and 
charges laid against any individual in this or any 
other unsolved crime. If you have any 
information, call Crimestoppers a t  604-635-TIPS, 
that's 604-635-8477. Callers will not be required 
to reveal their identity nor  testify in court. 
Call 63S-TIPS 
Refrigerators, Ranges, Washer & Dryers 
- ALL  ON SALE  - 
See our flyer insert in this paper for full details or 
better yet, drop in the store. 
• 
/~/ l~k, '~'  ' r~ '~ '~ t 4501 Lakeise 
~ " ~  L . ~  Terrace, BC ~I l I t _~ t] 
COUNTRYWIDE 1-800.813-1158~"  
FURNITURE(since &1963)APPLIANCE ~ I - - - -  
Owned and Operated by Totem Furnit,me & Appliam~ Ltd. 
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I . . .~ :~ ........ ~.,:..::. . : '~ : . : .~ .~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ m ~  ~:~~. . . ,~ .~. . .  , ~ ~ l  
I .~:~: .~,~:~. - :~. . .~. : :~. , : :  - - ~ ~ --  ~ -- ~"  " ~ ~-~r~-~ ~"  l~ . ; : : !~/ - :~ ' l l I~ l ,  
,-------------__________________. 
]% AROUND THE CLOCK OFFER! 
I ~ ~ C lock  F reshness"  ? 
I LY  ( /~ / r~r~x )~ke Your C~olce Fro= ~ ~d~ WeV ~ 
I@ ~ o f  Baked Goods ,  Soups,  Chil l ,  ~..~/ 
.^ "~1 - I | ~ III m Sandwiches and More  , .  , Made Fresh ~ y^ 
i/;~t,.~ ~ D a l l y .  Enjoy Your Choice with Our . /~  
I@ ( ALWA¥S FRESH ~FarnousCof~ee. ~.  
i ':. 
, _  - - o . . , , .ou, .^o. ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I _~ ~s-z~6z ;oo'~%ou~'#r ~ 
N.W. CAOEMY 
~,OF PERFORMING lit I~  You've Always GotTIme For Tim Hortons ® (1~ 
" ~ 308-4722LakelseAve. .% I .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LEARN TO %) , : 
~,  Chr i s t ine  Shaw , /  ~ The Be= C i.ese Food A~d Canadian Cu|s|ne 
i f  Brass, Plecturn Guitar, , .~ %~: ~.~'  ~ Convenient 12 Different Chtnese "~ 
~_. A ccordlan, Saxophone, ~,% _ ~ Comblnatlon Plates for Your ~ X 
' with ~ ~ ~ ~ Zasy Order. .~  
.d ~ Eric Simmons .~  Ik~[' r I / , /~k!~1%``  I`ICE~SED ee~.MlsEs- ~JR 32 
"~" Classical Guitar "- T&~ ~'//~ ~ ! CONDITtONED "~ 
' w i th l l ' lm i~h l l l l ps  ~ %~ /~ ~ j~ l l  ! • r WEEKDAYS: 11:0OAM-11:OOPM ~',% 
j[ Vo ice  w i th  ,~  .%~ I ~i11~ ' FRI,-  SAT.: 11:00AM-  MIDNIGHT q%" 
%%~ Mi l l  ~N SUNDAY ' ,  4 :00PM- ,0 :0OPM %~ 
~, Becky Bloskl %, t~ t llJ I RESERVATION OR TAKE, OUT ORDER ".~. % 
/ EIMITEID P IANO AND ~> i~ ~ " : k  ~ PLEASE CALl, ~.~ 
,~  VIOLIN OPENINGS J ~..o~, 
" , ,  CALL638-1183 &.  ~ .  I ~ ~ Ut , , ] IU I  I [ , J10~ Terrace BC , "  
"~ TO REGISTER ~ % ~ ' ' ' "% % fl ~ ~ AcrossFromTerraceCo.op % 
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THIS YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
23.5* 9.4 11.2 
23.5 10.6 11.1 
22.8 9.9 11.1 
16.4 12.8 0.2 0.2 
19.7 8.3 1.0 10.8 
17.90 8.5 6.0 
23.1 7.6 10.5 
LAST YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
17,1 11.2 16.8 0,2 
17,5 11.9 10.6 3,1 
18.2 12.3 1.2 3,9 
15.8 11.4 0.8 0,2 
16.5 7.1 14.6 6,9 
13.8 5.6 2.6 
21.3 9.3 4,0 
DALLY RECORDS; 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
23,3 1967 -1.4 
24,7 1982 2,8 
23,4 1981 1,5 
23,4 1982 2,4 
24,0 1982 0.4 
23,3 1975 1.4 
















ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS m 
Please obey all traffic control signs and persons, The highway will be busy with 
patching crews, sign maintenance, bridge repair, mowing and centre line painting. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1.800-665.5051. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO ~ . ~  --  
1 ~ / ~  # NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
/ / /  / 
/7 1 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
Pound pooch  w ings  south  
A FRISKY DOG airlifted to Vic- 
toria Friday may have already 
found a new home there. 
"Murphy" was the first hound 
jetted out of town in an effort to 
place northern dogs with families 
in the provincial capital. 
The Victoria SPCA can't meet 
the demand for dogs and has 
started a Flying Dog Program to 
bring in adoptees from across the 
province. 
Ter/ace city councillor David 
Hull read about the program and 
seized on it as a way of placing 
unwanted ogs from the Terrace 
Animal Shelter, rather than put- 
ting them to sleep. 
Murphy had belonged to a 
woman with small children in 
Prince Rupert, who found she 
could no longer look after him. 
"She was in tears over having 
to give him up," said city animal 
control officer Frank Bowsher. 
But the floor of the animal 
shelter was being sandblasted and 
rather than have Murphy dis- 
turbed by the noise, the decision 
was madeto send him south. 
The plane fare, normally about 
$90 for a dog, was waived by Ca- 
nadian Air Cargo. And local vet 
Lou Elorza provided a medical 
checkup and up to date shots for 
Murphy. 
To go to Victoria, a dog must 
be healthy, have a good disposi- 
tion, and like kids. 
Victoria SPCA's Lynn West 
says98 of the 101 dogs flown to 
Victoria from elsewhere in the 
province have been placed with 
homes in the Victoria area. 
The three unplaced dogs had 
health or temperament problems 
that didn't become known until 
after they arrived. 
Doggy demand in Victoria is 
testament to the success there in 
cont/olling populations. 
"We're the makers of our own 
misfortune," West says. "We 
have pursued a very aggressive 
spay/neuter p ogram for 20 years, 
and I think we have in fact solved 
the problem of excess dogs in our 
area." 
With demand for dogs exceed- 
ing supply, West says her staff 
are very selective about where the 
dogs go. 
"We turn down a lot of people 
that come in looking," she said. 
ABOUT TO rack some air miles, Murphy waited patiently for the plane that last week whisked him 
to Victoria and a new home. The canine was Terrace's first "export" under the Flying Dog Program. 
The money helps support the 
shelter, but isn't a big money- 
maker. 
"We operate on a loss," West 
said. "We're not profiting from 
this. There's no profit in animal 
welfare." 
The idea won't make a huge 
difference in the number of dogs 
And,they,do~'t,give.them~away: ~ ;,d~troyed ~~T.errace..~i. ~::.:~" :::- ,* 
~People',kvh6 :~ant dogs lily the" "Frank Bowsher says the majority: 
Victoria SPCA at least $56 for of dogs that are destroyed at the' 
them'~ and over $100 if spaying Terrace Animal Shelter are sick 
or neutering is required, or vicious. 
Only nine of the 23 destroyed 
this year were put down because 
homes couldn't be found, he said. 
The numbers are well down 
from what they were in the early 
1980's - -  when hundreds of dogs 
"The stress level at the shelter 
is very high at certain times of the 
year," he added. "We're all 
animal overs here." 
Last year 80 dogs were put 
down, many of them early in the 
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News In Brief 
Man charged with murder 
A WHITEHORSE resident is due back in Smithers provincial court 
Oct. 23 to fix a date for a preliminary hearing on a first degree mur- 
der charge. 
/ackie Chief, 26, originally from Good Hope Lake, is charged in 
. the Sept. 2 shooting death of Clayton Dennis, 27. Dennis, originally 
from Houston, was living in Good Hope Lake at the time of his 
death. He has two children. 
RCMP have seized a 7.62 calibre Chinese-made SKS assault rifle 
in connection with the incident. 
Sgt. Mason Dodds of the Dease Lake RCMP detachment said the 
weapon is going to be sent to a crime lab in Vancouver for a finger- 
print examination. 
It has yet be determined if the weapon is prohibited, Dodds added. 
Chief has been in custody since Msarrest. 
A bail application hearing Sept. 18 in Smithers was adjourned. No 
new date has been set. 
Bank lays off workers 
THE BANK OF Montreal has laid off one full time and one part 
time worker at its Terrace branch in response to the growth of new 
technology. 
"The fact of the matter is there's more of a trend to electronic 
banking," said bank spokesman Joe Barbera last week. "More 
people are electing to do their basic transactions electronically. 
More people are using bank cards. In urban centres people rarely go 
to their branch for basic services." 
Barbera said the bank does rely on attrition to reduce its work- 
force and lays off only when necessary. The Bank of Montreal here 
had 18 full and part time workers prior to the layoff. 
CUPE settles with board 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 and Canadian Union of Public Employees 
(CUPE) local 2861 have reached agreement on a new three-year 
contract to expire June 30, 1997. 
Details of the agreement will not be released until the agreement 
has been ratified by the school board, CUPEmembers and the B.C. 
Public Service Employers Association. However, school trustee 
Stew Christeasen said the deal falls within the provincial govern- 
ment's preserved limits Of a maximum increase of 1.2 per cent, 
wages and benefits combined. 
Local 2861 covers approximately 70 janitorial and maintenance 
workers in the district. 
Thieves hit rail station, 
PRINCE RUPERT RCMP are seeking information on a break-in at 
the VIA Rail station in that community. 
Thieves entered the building between 7:30 and 8:00 p.m. last 
Thursday, Sept. 21, broke into lockers and made off with approxi- 
mately $200 in beer and liquor and $200 cash. 
Anyone with information on this crime are asked to contact Crime 
Stoppers at 627-STOP or the RCblP detachment a  624-2136. 
Get-tough plan nets fines • 
TOUGH NEW measures from the province to collect unpaid traffic 
were put down each year ~ but year due to an outbreak of parvo fines are getting some results. ' 
Bowsher says anything to place virus. About $531,000 in fines have been paid since the Motor Vehicle 
dogs with caring families is Although the Flying Dog pro- Branch announced in Feb~ry  it would hand Over unpaid ~affic 
worthwhile, gram will help some dogs, Bow- ticl~'ets o Ci~i|e~tion~gencJ~;Collecfio/fmeastit~s rang~ froiws&~d- 
.~'.~We db&'t;w.ant;t6 l~U~'~hi~als '" ]sh'et.says t~.b~t~way:people can~ , :* . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " "~"~ • "' . . . . . . . . . . .  ' , . . . . . . .  znz a;wamzng letter, to deducting money froh~'baiik 'ac~unts'and: ,, 
tO sleep;;"Bowsher::saYsi"adding";:help/prevent;Sl~ets ;: from,, being' ~" I ' ' ~ . . . .  "1":" ~ ' 1' " ' . . . . . . . . . . .  * . . . . .  " ' " " ~ ' 
.~  ~, . , ) '4 : r  . " "  ~'- ' " '  • , ~ . . . .  ~illlll;bUlll~;FII3::li411~Ju~" " : :  ~ ' ,  ' "1 I: 
zt's llard on hzs staff when there destroyed zs to keep. thezr shots up Even so, the total of  outstanding fines is still growing at a rate of I -' 
are major outbreaks of diseases todate. : ": , i | 
like parvo virus. $400,000 per month. ' |' 
:::V' j " " 
UP TO $100" on the Aquatred,  
Eagle Aquatred & Wrangler  Aquatred 
Manufacturers' Rebate from Goodyear 
AQUATRED . 
Size Rebate 
All 13" SIZES S20.00/11re 
All 14" SIZES 20,00/]ire 




All 14" SIZES 
ALL 15", SIZES 25.00/fire 




A-~ 14" SEES SlO.-'~-Rre 
ALL 15" SIZES 15.00/'ffre 
ALL 16" SIZES 2S.O0/Tire 
'Wilh the purchase of 4 selected Goodyear tires. 
~ rn |~u ~ . . . . .  nnO=n L S ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DECATHLON INTREPID INVICTA GS 
RJDJCK~JBD]r'Jr~M ,:J)JI ICJESJ, 
ALL SEASON RADIAL 
CONCORDE , ~ ~  
~ze Pri(e 
PI55/~13 36.99 ~ ~ f ~  
~,~,,  ,,.99 ~ / , ~ I  u 
Starting ~ ~ [ ~  
From ~ ~ t ~ i ,  ~ 
PERFORMANCE RA0]AL , ,~~ 
CONCORDE S R , ~ ~  
Size ' Brke 
P205/70R14 $79.99 ~ f ,  
P215/~ORI4 82.99 ~ '~ ' f ,~ l  
~,,/,0,,, . , o~g]  
start i0,$7~~ From m_~": l i~ ~ 
Giant 
Bonanza Sale 
' until oCtobe; 7th '~:: ' " '  
[ Stanfields Turtleneck ~ ' - , : '  : 
• . Pants  $ /T-Sh,rt-  eJ I 28,99 / " "  ill I -JD,31 I RegulerShlrts , S t r ia  ~a 
/ T B " ! - - - - I  I Reg.$34.98 ', :: L ,~I I~ ~ 
. Tall Shirt* .:.. $ [ Reg. $17.50 [ : 31,99 
I Universal Workwear Boot Cut ] I Wool-lined Cruiser 
J ean  IJacketb ,P'°n°or $£Q QQ 
41VI I Id l  UAI  I S-XLReo.89198 $WV.VV 
Reg. S34.9  1 [ 74;99 
l ~ ~ l  16" Steel :ro9 Rubber L'" I 
J eans  $. R991 Boot  ,: $ /199 
l Marshlands Printed [ I Icelandic ] 
Sweatshirts $4Z[991[soc.s  )/slAqRr 
,e,.,,,.,, " "  I l""."." /'L'"'"J 
$4.,~95 $~195 ST99S [Lev,  Wh,te D,n,  ] I Stretch twill ,' . I 
S'a~'~1~ ''~" Sa~li°nmg"~w-- Stafl°mgl-- ,Reg.rSh'rts s44., I II, ,gegl $54.98 $~1 d l l  I I ,,o=oo,.0,.,, • ..... 99 Pants 99 
elss/75RI4 P205/75RI5 14/t PIBS/7~Ia 89,,5 1905/70RI5 1ODe PI85/75R14 00,gJ P~5/70RI5 118,9 v'lnstallaUonlncluded $=2.0~ 
/ r  Store Hours , 
:;i i i;::/:!;:: - 513OA Highway 16 West  - I I/I' Oa .m~.M°n"SaL Skeena635.3249Mall,Terracel: 
~ ~ ~  ~ ~ rB 
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l Surplus city 
All YES. What a feeling. Cash in your jeans. A 
twinkle in your eye. And a city at your feet. 
That's the way city council should be feeling 
when contemplating a projected surplus of more 
than $3 million as it readies to prepare the 
municipal budget for 1996. Just think, $3 million 
about what 2,000 homeowners would pay in 
property tax. 
Of course, some of this money has technically 
already been spent or committed to projects that 
were to be done this year but will be done in 
1996. 
Yet there's an overall feeling 1996 will be a 
very active year for the city. There'll be lots of 
construction activity, equipment moving about 
and things happening. 
To be sure, what is going to happen is expected 
by city taxpayers. We do pay taxes and in return 
must be assured the city is run properly and that 
the level of services provided and planned for is 
adequate. 
But there's also a nagging suspicion that it's 
awful nice to have this kind of bank account 
tucked away in time for 1996 because it is a 
municipal election year. 
City council finance chairman David Hull was 
quic k to dismiss this notion, saying that the con- 
centration of city council this year was on re- 
organization and spending cuts. The resulting 
surplus was not intended to be an election war 
chest, he added. 
Be that as it may, city council can't ignore the 
reality of having cash inthe bank. Some of it 
was accomplished by staff layoffs and ctits, the 
• effects of, which are still • percolating,through-the 
city government system. ,::,: .~21 ,:,,., l ~ ~ 
I~t's hope ihat Council, in its fiscal, zeal, hasn't 
taken away the ability of the city to provide a liv- 
able, attractive and all round community'sUiiable 
for the diverse elements of those who make up 
its citizenry. 
[ 
. . , !  
Not in Canada 
AS PUBLIC relations coups go, it was astound- 
ing. Just a few days after the surrender of the 
armed gang at Gustafsen Lake, TV newscasts 
carried an interview with one of the RCMP 
Emergency Response Team members who took 
part in the most dangerous incidents. 
There was no doubt in this police officer's mind 
that those in the camp had the training and the 
weapons and were out to kill himself and his fel- 
low RCMP officers. 
Now place that against the politics that will sur- 
round the trials of those who are either charged 
now or who will be charged for various crimes. 
There's no doubt the RCMP wanted to make its 
point ~ this was a group ready to kill. Now it's 
the turn of the public to make its point ~ what 
happened must not be tolerated in Canada. 
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Medicare boa,,;ts point to vote 
VICTORIA - -  For several 
months now, Premier Harcourt 
has been primed to tell British 
Columbians that his govern- 
ment is protecting Medicare, 
no matter what. 
Ask him .what the NDP is 
doing these days, and he'll tell 
you it's protecting Medicare. 
Ask him what he's going to do 
on the next long weekend, and 
he'll tell you something about 
protecting Medicare. Hell, ask 
him what time it is, and he'll 
sa~', "We're protecting 
Medicare." HUBERT BEYER 
It has become obvious that 
the NDP is planning to make 
Medicare one of the major is- 
sues in the next election. Small waiting lists. "Two new can- 
wonder, therefore, that I found cer clinics, and expanded 
a folder on my desk the other organ-donor program, better 
day, informing nii~;'in gresi? i '~anagemeat , nd ~0ver $18.5 
detail how the NDP"is'[g~htg':"~~million in additional funding 
:.about;,you guessed it; protect-:'"this year are reducing waiting 
ing Medicare. 
A 'Fact Sheet' lists "Five 
things B.C, is doing to protect 
Medicare." Increased funding 
is on top of the list. 
"While other provinces and 
the federal government are cut- 
ting back health care funding, 
this govermnent has provided 
$1.3 billion in additional 
provincial funding since 1991, 
a 23 per cent increase," the 
fact sheet says. 
Next is the govermnent's 
program to reduce surgery 
lists, especially for cancer 
treatment and heart surgery." 
I 'm happy to hear that. I had 
to go to Seattle a few years ago 
to have my ticker repaired, be- 
cause the vcaiting list at home 
was about a year. 
"Extra billing has been 
banned," the fact sheet goes 
on to say. "As  of October 1, 
1995, all patients will be pro- 
teated from extra billing by 
doctors for Medicare services. 
The new Medicare Protection 
Act ensures that all British 
Columbians have equal access 
to Medicare services, regard- 
less of income. B.C, is the only 
province in the country that 
has taken this progressive 
step." 
Number five on the fact sheet 
of what the NDP is doing to 
protect Medicare is its resolve 
not to allow a two-tier health 
care system. "British Colum- 
bia is taking a strong position 
against the creation of a two- 
tier American-style health sys- 
tem," it says. 
And finally, there is the 
promise, and that's all it is, so 
far, of reduced bureaucracy 
and less waste. Seven hundred 
independent health 
bureaucracies, it says, will be 
integrated under 100 regional 
health boards and communiiy 
'health ~uncils. More thhn 
3,200 staff are expected to 
leave the health ministry over 
the next three years, it goes on. 
And there you have the 
major plank in the NDP's elec- 
tion platform. The govern- 
meat's preoccupation with 
Medicare protection leads me 
to believe the on-again, off- 
again election may be on 
again.Add to that the premier's 
instructions last week to all 
NDP constituency associations 
to be ready for a election, to 
get their candidates in place, to 
map out their strategies, and 
you come up with the distinc- 
tive possibility of a fall elec- 
tion. 
There are some compelling 
reasons for the premier to go to 
the people this fall rather than 
next year. First off, the polls 
have shown some improve- 
ment in the NDP's fortunes. A
shot at re-election is no longer 
impossible, although still dif- 
ficulL 
Waiting until next year, how- 
ever, may not improve the 
NDP's odds. It's traditionally 
suicidal for any government to 
call an election in the last year 
of its mandate. But more im- 
portant, next year, the federal 
government's cutback in tra as- 
fur payment will severely im- 
pact on the provincial govem- 
~..rnent'lS'budgeti .: ,'~ ~,;..l, , . . . . .  
In short, the NDP's chances 
~. of:getting a second,mandate 
may be in doubt this year, but 
worse next year. At best, the 
government has a chance to get 
re-elected this fall, at worst, it 
may save the gene pool to 
form a strong opposition. 
At any rate, if I were the 
premier, I would call the elec- 
tion this fall. But then, I 'm not 
the premier, one of life's little 
blessings I 'm grateful for. 
(Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel:(604) 360.6442; Fax:(604) 
383-6783; E.Maih 
hbeyer@direct.ca) 
In the aft - rmath of Gustafsen Lake 
I I :  I : [ * l l Iq :  [ ]  : l  I ~[aI~l: l  I~  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
Clearly, B.C.'s topography is
a major cause of our natives' 
unrest. Hardly a day goes by 
without a new roadblock and 
often a lake Is involved. 
Gustafsen Lake. Douglas Lake. 
Adams Lake. Now I2ease Lake 
with a pile of railroad ties 
blocking the railway near 
Prince George, 
Perhaps i[ we bulldozed our 
mountains and filled in our 
lakes we could forestall any 
copycat standoffs. You don't 
hear of roadblocks or standoffs 
in flat Saskatchewan. 
We fail to properly ap- 
preciate the dedication of our 
RCMP or their ability to duck. 
After two weeks of crawling 
around in Caribo0 bush, targets 
of AK47's, our members 
return to Terrace to be met by 
an kate citizen parading in 
front of the court house wear- 
ing a sandwich board protest. 
ing his unwilling removal from 
the Skeena by police con- 
cerned about the safety of him- 
self and his homemade craft. 
Go figure. 
B.C. Tourism ought to estab- 
lish a "traveling roadblock" 
similar to a touring theatre 
group. They could train wel. 
fare recipients to perform as a 
company, move them for a 
month's engagement ~ un- 
announced - -  to any part of 
the province where the econo. 
my is flagging, 
Once in place on private 
With the Gustafsen Lake 
standoff peacefully ended, it's 
time to assess the event and 
find a new "IV interest. 
One of the standoff winneix 
has to be the bandanna market. 
Just as Princess Di boosted hat 
sales, this standoff has 
popularized the wearing of in- 
tricately designed face masks. 
Why, even union members 
have adopted the accessory. In 
a Vancouver protest march last 
week, a fisherman hid behind a 
fetching design. 
We need a clearing house for 
nicknames. The adoption of 
wolverine as a moniker by 
someone now charged with at- 
tempted murder shows a 
blatant disrespect for the 
honourable furbearer and 
should have animal rights 
people up in arms. But oh, no. 
They've not come to the 
defense of this defamed beast. 
But let a white man slur the 
creature... 
Where in the province are 
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property, they could strut about 
waving AK47 replicas and or- 
dering bystanders from their 
hastily fenced compound, 
demand the Queen come to 
tea, and boldly pronounce 
"We're not leaving except in 
body bags." 
Police would converge. New 
media would descend. Busi- 
ness would bustle. 
About the time things began 
to look overly serious, public 
relations people would an- 
nounce tile entire exercise a 
'hoax. Participants would queue 
to collect their overdue wel- 
fare. 
Hey, it worked for 100 Mile 
House. 
While it was touch and go, 
the standoff made for gripping 
television, Every news reporter 
in the province got a turn visit- 
ing a part of tile country he 
may never have seen before. 
With the successful conclu- 
sion to the standoff, television 
is as stale as the Quebec 
separation argument. The new 
fall shows will be just iu time. 
-rt  hl My 
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Natives want uncut patches protected 
SERIOUS EFFORT must be put 
into protecting pine mushroom 
patches from logging, or there 
won't be a mushroom industry to 
regulate. 
Thatwas Nisga'a Tribal Coun- 
cil economic development officer 
Art Mercer's response to ongoing 
provincial government efforts to 
licence mushroom buyers. 
The province is attempting to 
amend the Forest Practices Code 
to allow a system of licensing 
buyers, to gain information on the 
• industry. But the permit system 
won't be in place in time for this 
year's mushroom season. 
Mercer applauds the research 
efforts, but says the province 
, must now pay attention to 
t . 
,. mushrooms before the best 
IIP arches are cut down. 
"We had hoped the govern- 
ment's recommendations would 
'0 have been more positive for the 
, general public," he said. 
, "There's going to be more con- 
fl|ct between the general public 
and the forest industry," he said. 
"Because we know they're on a 
collision course." 
Mercer contends pine 
mushrooms in certain areas pro- 
~duce much more value over the 
60-year otation of a forest han 
logging the timber. 
Logging an area ends its 
viability as a mushroom patch. 
. Mercer advocates a tax on the 
i industry ~ not on pickers or 
buyers, but an export ax on ship- 
'Shroom. 
 regs awa,t 
men's of mushrooms as they 
leave the country. 
An export tax would be more 
efficient han going after individ- 
ual pickers and buyers, he said. 
And it would provide money for 
ongoing research efforts. 
"And if they're looking for a 
royalty of some sort they can 
certainly get it at the export level. 
That's a logical place to look at 
it." 
But most importantly, says 
Mercer, is that such an export ax 
would put mushrooms on more 
equal footing with timber. 
producing areas have been logged 
off in the last five years, Loring 
contends. 
"We want to see that in uncut 
territory these mushroom zones 
are protected," Loring said. 
The Gitxsan are continuing to 
identify mushroom productive 
areas in their high-tech GIS map- 
ping system in the areas they 
claim as their traditional territory. 
Loring is leading that effort in 
Eagle Clan territory, which is pre- 
dominantly the railway side of 
the Skeena River, ~trctching from 
places like Dorreen and Ritchie to 
" re want to see that in uncut territory 
these mushroom zones are protected." 
"Once they do that it forces the 
ministry of forests to accept pine 
mushrooms as a commodity," he 
said. 
" I f  we continue to log the way 
we log we will be taking other 
commodities out that can produce 
on a yearly basis and generate 
revenue for the Terrace, Nasa and 
Kitwanga economy that benefits 
all the people in northwestern 
B.C." 
Gitxsan eagle clan spokesman 
Art Loring backs up Mercer in 
calling for urgent action to save 
the mushroom grounds. 
Many prime mushroom- 
Kitwanga. 
He said they want to build more 
trust with pickers in the hopes 
that they will eventually join 
Gitxsan research, efforts with an 
aim to preserving mushroom- 
productive areas. 
They're again asking pickers in 
Gitxsan traditional territory to 
take out a picking permit and 
report he amount of mushrooms 
taken. 
But they won't be charging a 
fee for the permits - -  something 
that angered some pickers last 
year. 
Loring thanks the 30 Terrace 
II Sorry 'shrooms 
pickers who last year provided in- 
formation, which he says will 
remain confidential. 
Others were less receptive to 
Gitxsan efforts, he said. 
"There were two or three really 
wild people last'year who I hope 
don't start pulling guns," he said. 
"We just want to talk to them." 
If trust can eventually be gained 
with pickers, he said, native 
groups could act as advocates for 
pickers in dealing with the 
government- 
"There won't be anything left 
to pick • if they don't do some- 
thing," he says. "We're the ones 
that have put alot of pressure on 
the ministry of forests. We're not 
going to just stand by and let 
them harvest in valuable 
mus]L oom areas." 
"], we do get that kind of 
cooperation, we can almost guar- 
antee that we would have enough 
pressure and enough background 
information to protect those 
areas." 
The Gitxsan will be operating 
their own mushroom depot again 
this year at Kitwanga and in the 
Kispiox. 
Nisga'a natives have no plans 
to issue permits, says Mercer, and 
they definitely won't make any 
efforts at restricting picking. 
"For us to restrict people, we 
would only be putting ourselves 
at an economic disadvantage for 
our entrepreneurs and businesses 
in the valley," Mercer said. 
", Z: 
.% 
A GLORIOUSLY SUNNY September has translated into a terrible start of the pine mushroom 
season, says Steve Kowal, of TC's 'Shroom Shack. Despite last week's price bump to $24 asa 
pound for #1's, there are still very few mushrooms coming in, and they're often dry or wormy. 
A few depots actually shut down last week and moved to more productive regions of 1he pro- 
vince. Kowal says there's still all of October ahead of us, but a good crop will depend on the 
arrival of cool fall rains. 
decision 
PROPOSED legislation to license 
mushroom buyers is expected to 
be before cabinet in October. 
The forest ministry's Nelly de 
ii Guns says the plan won't be in 
-place for this year, but might be 
~i by next year if the amendments to 
. the!Forest Practices Code are 
passed,: 
~: i"Within a month we should 
have a decision one way or anoth- 
~. er," she said. 
- De•Gnus says government ef- 
~ forts to regulate mushroom 
:~buyers are aimed at getting more 
, information about he industry. 
..... ,The main purpose of regula- 
ti0n is to give government a tool 
to collect information on the in- 
dustry," she says. 
~-. The motive is not m find a way 
~/to tax the industry, but simply to 
better manage it and ensure its 
i sustainability, she said. 
"We don't want to impact on 
ihe way people do, their busi- 
ness," she added. 
It's hoped licensing will supple- 
ment he knowledge being gained 
through various research projects 
i into the pine mushroom industry. 
De Geus says they hope that 
within five years enonugh 
ecological, economic and 
• soctalogical data will be collected 
(that officials can put together a
~'long-tenn plan for management 
of the industry. 
~ An economist's report earlier 
:this year concluded the pine 
mushroom industry is valuable to 
the region. 
It advocated regulation to track 
the  industry and to help make it 
sa fer .  
But economist Phil Meyer con- 
eluded any taxation of pickers 
would be largely unfair to the 
people who most need mushroom 
money - -  the unemployed and 
people on social assistance. 
4 
Many goods from the woods 
? 
:/ 
MUSHROOMS aren't the only 
new way of making money in the 
woods. 
Cedar boughs, medicinal plants 
and a mind-boggling array of 
other so called "agroforest pro- 
ducts" are also being harvested 
from B.C.'s forests. 
A provincial government report 
has Identified several such cure- 
go flea. 
And forest ministry officials ee 
eventual regulation of the pine 
. mushroom industry as a test case 
for controlling the harvest of 
~. other products from the woods. 
The value of floral greens har- 
vested from B.C. and the north- 
west U,S. now exceeds pine 
mushrooms by 50 per cent. 
Here's a summary of what's out 
there: " 
• Floral greenery: greenery, 
substitutes for wheat flour in al- 
lergenic diets. Other examples are 
fiddleheads, skunk~ cabbage, 
devil's club and wild ginger. 
• Native'landscaping plants: 
The trend toward things native 
and wild also exists in landscap- 
ing plants and shrubs, the report 
says. Landscaping with native 
species ts  "increasingly 
preferred" because native species 
are better adapted to local climate 
and conditions, and are often 
more disease- and insect- 
resistant The report says many 
homeowners now want "Pacific 
Northwest gardens." 
• Mis~Haueena . botanical 
forest produe~: I ndude~ honey 
and byproducts, maple: syrup, and 
aider etc. wood for smelting. Nnt- 
ural dyes, -- 
conifer boughs (for wreath. 
making), aromatic oils, basketry 
filler, and fresh or dried flowers. 
Also craft products, such as bark 
for basket weaving, buds, and 
natural dyes. $38 million (US) 
worth of floral greens and ~9.6 
million worth of conifer boughs 
bought from harvesters in 1989 in 
Washington, Oregon and B.C. 
• Medicinal and pharmaeeuti. 
eal products: a range of plants 
and fungi with medicinal 
properties of interest to 
pharmaceutical companies. Also 
various teas and oils that have 
markets as traditional herbal 
remedies. Most prominent is the 
western yew bark. The drug taxol 
has been isolated from the yew 
bark and is hailed as one of the 
most significant advances tn can- 
cer therapy in recent history. The 
province- brought in interim 
regulations in 1991 to prevent 
over-harvesting of the western 
yew. The yew harvest more than 
doubled in two years, reaching 
34,544 kg in B.C. by 1993. Labs 
have now succeeded insynthesiz- 
ing taxol, so harvest of yew bark 
is expected to decline. 
• Wild berries and fruit: The 
report lists blueberries, blackber- 
ries, black currants, high bush 
cranberry, red huckleberry, and 
Saskatoon berries as being com- 
mercially harvested. It also cites 
extensive personal/recreational 
use of local fruits and berries. 
[] Herb and vegetable produc- 
ts: The 'report cites increasing 
commercial demand in urban 
centres for wild herbs and vegeta- 
bles. Examples are biscuit root, 
camas root and cattail roots as 
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The Mail Bag 
Teen mother hits back 
An open letter to Claudette Sandecki 
Dear Mrs. Sandedd: 
Regarding your colunm "Listen Up You Young Studs", I think 
you are a very narrow minded old woman. I am a 14-year-old 
mother of one and you are certainly not responsible for my baby 
or any other teen's baby for that matter. 
If I lacked anything better to do than sex, that's none of your 
business. That's like my asking you how often you and your hus- 
band get it on. Obviously ou lacked anything better to do than 
bash teen parents. 
As for experimenting with sexual intercourse, didn't you ever 
experiment a any time in your life? The circumstances of my par- 
ticular situation are none of your business but I happen to know 
many, many other teens who take the pill regularly every day and, 
just for the record, I have never forgotten to feed my baby. She's a 
healthy 12 1/2 pounds at 7 weeksl 
As for cautioning me about sex without birth control, I am total- 
ly aware of the pregnancy risk and the S.T.D. risk. You seem to 
think all young women are such airheaded nymphomaniacs. Don't 
insult my intelligence. 
Again, you are not responsible for my daughter nor were you 
respons~le for my pregnancy. As for her father, he is a very 
responsible and loving dad and we are engaged to be married as 
soon as I reach the age of majority. 
My parents are responsible for me until I reach 19 but they are 
not responsible for my daughter;, my fiancee and I are. I went out 
arid gets job so I could provide for my daughter. I am also finish- 
ing high school through correspondence courses at Paces. 
As for spending nry allowance on makeup, Cigarettes, and music 
tapes, I hardly wear any makeup and that's on rare occasions. I 
don't smoke and there is no music important enough to me to 
make my daughter go without. 
"Murderers don't serve life sentences. Why should newborns?" 
That is such a rude, ignorant, and insulting comment. Are you 
trying to imply that all babies born to teen parents are trapped in a 
lower class, low income neglecting lifestyle? Well, I provide as 
good as or better for my daughter than some adults parenting 
young children out there. She's a perfectly well looked after, 
much loved, and healthy baby girl. You can take back your 
sympathy because we don't need it. 
In the future you really should try to be more open minded and 
less naive. Try to remember that you're no better than any teen 
parent, including me. This issue has been around since the begin- 
ning of life on esrthand that kind of antiquated ignorance isn't 
going to do anything towards helping solve the problem. 
Sarah Greenwood 
Terrace, B.C. 
Inaccurate sign misleads 
Dear Sir:. 
Guilty until proven innocent, again. What is the word of the law 
when it concerns how our laws are presented to the general pub- 
lic? Do we trust that he By-law enforcement officer is giving us 
accurate information? 
Traffic signs are like flash cards, drilling ideas into people's 
minds, usually helping drivem along...'Stop'. Drivers are trained 
to pay attention to these. 'S low.. .  Children Playing.' 
Which a Sign gives misinformation, it provides a shock to the 
. , /System'~of.accum.u]at~,., owledge~ ' o h[tchh~ing.e.pick,up is.Il-
legal' is an if ih~raie dfitement~0f ~ lawl It, is~a, flasl~i~i~,~ el- 
,, thor changing people's perceptions 6f~l/ow they ~thought~th"eJa~, 
~'g'as (iS)~ "~d/0r enfordhg~the ~tate" 'Of igliolah~ ~ ~vl~iC~i~ n o~t 
people seem to reside concerning the law. 
S~ting a law on a sign should be as strsrghfforward and ac- 
curate as possible. A sign saying'The pick-up of hitch-hikem is
illegal within city limits' placed as you emer  c i ty  limits, Would 
properly state the law and allow people the ~ental head space to 
pickup Outside the city as is their ight. ' i 
Addi/ig more confusion ,0the story, a recent smallarticle from 
the August 23 front page of the Terrace  S tandard ,  'Thumbs down 
ti/hi~hing a ride' propedy states the law in it's opening sentence; 
however, this sentence itself is as misleading as the signs in ques. 
,ion. "Motorists a~e getting a reminder that pick up is illegal 
within city limits." Motorists are not getting that reminder , -  the 
signs say nothing about.that. C.st.Kim Hall said th~re~are p ople 
who do not realize the by-law exists and the sign will act as a 
reminder. How is this possible if the sign doesn'tstate the law? 
The article mentions that Problem Oriented Policing seminar 
identified the possibility that hitch hikers could be resp0ns~le for 
recent vandalism occurring in carlo'siNe information is given o, 
how the conclusion was reached. Being present at a bank robbery 
does not make you a thief. What happened to innocent until 
proven guilty? Is a hitchhiker any more suspect than a mill worker 
that walks to work along the same stretch every day at' dawn? 
Blaming local crimes on' travelers does nothing but breed 
xenophobia (or fear of foreigners) ".-, something Terrace ~can't 
really afford considering flow much money is spent here by 
tourists each year. ~ '"" 
Hitch-hikers want a ride. They need to get somewhere. They 
stand at an intersection or tern while walking in the desir~ed direc- 
tion and ask a simple question with a outstretched: thumb. ;I~is is 
not illegal and neitheris picking someone up outaide clty]imits. ~i :~ 
Perhaps your Problem Oriented Policing should be fix!ng the 
real problem here, and Stop placing:the blan 
lems on innocent p~ople. 
Porno stand said: herOic 
.• Iam writing fills letter in support 0flsobd~,Bropl~ylsh~k 
stand ngaimt pornography in our library and'6 alert:citlzens to
something Icail anAIDS epidemic waiting to happen.: i ~ y
Former exotic dsncem tell of the latest degenerate fad ~to sweep 
the gin jo in ts -  hp dancing. Unfortunately the public th~ this 
is some new form of flash dancing or dirty dancing. : . :  
• Ex-dancers tell of being forced to lap dance or be Cured. It in- 
-, volves naked dancem writhing on the laps.of their male~cest0mers 
who ejaculate in their pants or expose themsdves for the dancers 
to stimulate them. ': ~~ ~ '~ 
They are oPen uncomfortable at beint goosed by these men 
who think It s s jolly thing to do . . . . . .  . . . .  .~  
Since many Canadiahdancem refuse ito lap dance these.gin 
jbints are talking about bringing former tc 
from Bangkok. : . . 
In Asian countries like Bangkok lt ts co 
girls to dance naked on waikways like sl; 
male customers to select for prostitution. ~: ...... ; ........... 
Once they grow into adults they atone longer attractlve'ln ~ ia  
and these young w0men will be invited to Canada ~tolap dance. If 
~is. is Canada's conumuidiy standard, God had better apologizeto 
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may move here 
A NEUROLOGIST could be 
based in Terrace by next spring. 
The specialist, who presently 
heads a large hospital neurology 
department, wants to move here 
to ge t away from the city and 
closer to more rural living, ac- 
cording to Terrace Dr. Bill Red- 
path. 
"It 's really a. sign of the times 
that people of this stature are be- 
ginning to relocate here for life- 
style reasons," Redpath said. 
The new neurologist would 
have •an office in the new Park 
Ave. Medical Centre, now under 
construction, and would establish 
a regional neurology referral ser- 
vice based here. 
He still needs to get hospital 
privileges here. 
Redpath said the service would 
be much more convenient for 
northwesterners who often must 
travel to Prince George or Van- 
couver for neurology referrals. 
Mills Memorial Hospital has 
not supported the clinic's request 
for permission to build .an x-ray 
lab, because of concerns a com- 
pefiting service could hurt the 
hospital's budget 
Also planning to relocate to the 
new medical centre here are a 
husband and wife pair of general 
practitioners from Moose Jaw, 
Sask. 
The new medical centre con- 
tinues to rise, and Redpath is still 
hoping it will be open Mar. 1. 
• The centre grew from four 
oors~j 'we  flq~r~, at the~J~L~, 
minu~ cons~¢tion b~n:~#~ 
R~i~,~id  th'~']ocal ,~o~ ~.~.' 
building the $6 million centre 
have sold the extra floor to a local 
compiny, the Almwood Group, 
which will lease the off'ice space 
ouL 
Contract inked 
O'BRIEN Road and Bridge 
Maintenance Ltd. his sign.ed a 
60-month contract to be the high- 
ways ministry's road and bridge 
contractor in the Prince Rupert 
area. 
The contract is effective Oct  12 
and replaces one which expires 
Oct 11. 
O'Brien has been the ministry's 
contractor for the north coast 
since it farmed out maintenance 
work there in 1988. 
The contract covers 294km of 
road and 45 bridges in Prince 
Rupert and on the Queen Char- 
lotte Islands. 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals 
Eric S. Sykes 
Claude Chamberland. President of 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd, is 
pleased to announce the appointment 
of Eric S. Sykes to the position of 
Regional Director of Operations for 
British Columbia. 
Mr. Sykes' current responsibilities will 
expand from Director of Operations 
for Alton's largest melter to include 
the management of Power Operations 
and Corporate Affairs in B.C. 
A graduate ofthe University of B.C. 
in Engineering, Mr, Sykes first worked 
for Alton in Kitimat in 1970. Between 
1982 and 1990, Mr. Sykes held senior 
management positions with Alcan in 
Montreal, Australia and the U,S. 
before returning toKitimat in 1990 as 
Works Manager. 
Alton Smelters and Chemicals Ltd is 
a subsidiary of Mean Aluminium 
Limited, the world's econd largest 
aluminum producer, mploying 13,000 
Canadians and 37,000 people 
w0ddwide. 
fALCAN ' 
II Paint swapped 
AT LEAST 40 people - -  including Mary and Benjamin Ha igh-  stopped at the B.C. Paint 
Care Association's mobile paint exchange truck Sept. 19 to drop off old paint and maybe take 
something they need. The program is aimed at diverting old paint containers from the landfills. 
The travelling depots are financed by a 50 cent charge on each new can of paint sold. 
i 
More money in recycling 
THE ECONOMICS of recycling 
may have improved since the 
Skeena Valley Recycling 
Society's depot shut down nearly 
three years ago. 
A Kitimat recycler" says the 
depot operated by Kitlmat Under- 
standing the Environment 
(KUTE) is getting a good return 
now on newsprint and cardboard. 
"We're not making gobs of 
money," Wendy Clement said. 
"But we're certainly able to stay 
af loat" 
She said cardboard prices have 
risen to the point that many 
Kitimat suppliers to the depot 
have started marketing their 
cardboard elsewhere and pocket- 
ing the profit themselves. 
Councillor David Hull said he's 
heard people in Vancouver are 
now stealing cardboard out of the 
dumpsters for the recycling value. 
"It 's a very volatile market," 
Clement added. 
Newsprint is reeyeled at 
Eurocan's pulp and paper mill in 
Kitimat. 
KUTE plans to set up a once-a- 
month branch depot in Terrace in 
the form of a truck parked on the 
Skeena Mall parking lot 
Clement said she hopes the 
depot could be open here by late 
October. 
She said they're also going to 
be looking for Terrace volunteers 
to work with KUTE in operating 
the Terrace depot 
The last recycling depot to op- 
erate in Terrace closed around 
Christmas 1992 because it was 
unable to make enough money to 
pay rent on its warehouse. 
Parking lot deal gets renewed 
THE CITY has leased out once 
again half of its parking spots in 
the wide laneway between the 
farmers market and Park Ave., 
bordering on Lower Little Park. 
And the 43 spots are once again 
On an annual basis, the new 
lease will provide the city with 
$645 a month compared to the 
$215 a month under the old 
terms. 
City administrator Bob Hallsor 
go to $20 as the new fee when we 
renegotiate in two years," he 
said. 
Hallsor noted that the city is 
pursuing renters of parking lots 
that don't now meet by-law stan- 
going to Nash Developments, an said officials looked at what pri- dard#ofbeing paved, lit and hav- 
~llit~!~riipany of. . . . . .  Skeenn Broad=.'. . . .. vale interests..- are charg'_ g:"for ...... mgadequato_ _ . draina~:_ . :~  ~".,~ 
( a.~i ~2.<..~ ,41;i~:,: r; ~,i~- downtown parking rates. • The $15:a month under the new 
Nash and the city have a two- "The range was between $10 terms is less than what other 
year deal until July 1, 1997which 
provides the latter with $~5 (plus 
GST) a month for each space. 
Nash had been paying just $5 
per spot per month on a lease ar- 
rangement that ran out last No- 
vember. 
and $25. At $10 those spots don't 
meet our by-law standard and we 
thought $25 was a little ex- 
treme," said Hailsor. 
"We thought $20 was quite a 
jump from $5 right away so by 
charging $15 now, we'll probably 
people pay at a parking lot owned 
by Nash in the 4800 Block of 
Lazelle. 
There, the rate is $25 a month 
or $10 more than what Nash is 
being charged by the city. 
LISA SENGARA 
JUST STRUCK OUT, 
BUT SHE HASN'T 
MISSED A THING 
ALL EVENING. 
iLi 
WE HAVE EXTENDED OUR HOURS 
TO SERVE YOU BEITER! 
Monday  to  Thursday  
& Saturday 
9 am - 6 prn 
' ~  Fr iday  
9 am - 8 prn 
HOUSE • COMMERCIAL" BOAT. R.V. 
• AUTO PLAN- FINANCING NOW AVAILABLE 
- - -~#~1% ICaanla~na~t' IA 
. . . . . .  ~/--:,[.7~:#T.~6F.t ..... . _~. . . . . - - .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,  
• / 4C~6 " : .~e~_ 1 .......... S~¢.  i~ .S . . L td  ......... .....=. 
4617 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 N2 
Bus. (604) 635-5232 
Fax. (604) 635-3288 




leremy Donald Orr-Hull 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 27. 1995 
Weight: 7Ibs 5 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Dave Hull & Tommy err 
A Baby Brother for Alicia 
Baby's Name: 
Morgen Brook Devost 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 29 at 4:40 am 
Weight: 7Ibs 11 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Richard & Dianne Devost 
Baby Sister for Daniea 
Baby's Name: 
Melinda Grace Kelli Nelson 
Bate & Time of Birth: 
August 29, 1995 at 1:02 pm 
Weh~ht: 8 lbs I0 oz Sex: Female 
Baby's Name: 
Ashley Paige Morgan 
Date & Tirae of Birth: 
August 30, 1995 at 9:43 am. 
Weight: 9Ibs 2 oz Sex: Female 




Tiearraye Mariah Thomas 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 29, 1995 at 2:40 pro. 
Weight: 8Ibs 6oz.. Sex: Female 
Parents: Dempsey Thomas &
Mandy Gillis 
First Baby Girl 
Baby's Name: 
Ashley Nicole Ballinger 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 31. 1995 at 12:34 am. 
\ 
, TM BC TELs SmartTouch services h, 
you  and Lisa control  the play at home.  
Take CALL FORWARDING. It moves yot 
number ight along with you, to your cellula] 
residence - even your  trip to the ballpark. 
In case you miss a call or message, CALL Rt 
lets you  press *69 to f ind Who last phon,  
it redials that number  automat ica l ly  for Ul 
minutes,  Press *66 and our  CALL AGAIN 
also redials for you for half  an hour. It keep., 
the number,  even whi le  you  make and  r 
o ther  calls. I 
To f ind  out  
services can he lp  you  s imp l i fy  th ings  at 
base, visit your  local. BC TEL Phone l~ar t  S 
call 1-800-591-SAVE. 
ORDER ONE SMARTTOUCH SERVICF, BEFORI" DECEN 
1995 AND G ETA SECOND ONE FREE I'OR 30 DAYS,, 
RIGHT NOW 1- 800-591-SAVE.  
SmartTouch.  
Because your  life is call ing 
BCTEL  
• PhoneMart 
f f  your second sewin is [,rh'ed hly, her tluot tile first 
the least expenslt¢ service will be flee. Regnh|r service charges do r 
Offer available [or sitlgle Bite customers/new orders oltly. 
CALl. ANSWER ' ('ALL WAITING • GALL FOIIWARI)ING • THREE-WAY CALLING • SMART RING'" • CALL DISPLAY • CALL RETURN o CALL 
, i No hw, 
COuncil Nati  
Shorts 
Pave plans 
will go ahead 
SPARKS ST. residents on the 
bench and the southside will 
get their road repaved whether 
they like it or not. 
Councillors agreed last week 
the city should override the ob- 
jections and pave Sparks from 
Haugland to Keith Ave. and 
from Galr to the Kitselas Ac- 
cess road. 
The c0uncil.initiated Local 
Improvement Project (LIP) on 
the southside to pave and in- 
stall sewer at a cost of $22.33 
per frontage foot was opposed 
by 51.6 per cent of the Sparks 
St homeowners there. But 
they represent only 45.2 per 
cent of the assessed value of 
the property. 
Residents must have a major- 
ity of owners representing 
more than 50 per cent of the 
property value opposed to 
defeat a council-initiated LIP. 
The project on th& bench was 
opposed by 44.4 per cent of 
Sparks homeowners, represent- 
ing 48 per cent of the assessed 
value. 
The North Sparks LIP will 
pave the street at a cost of 
about $12 per frontage foot. 
Both projects were recipients 
of substantial ~government in- 
frastructure grants which cut 
the cost of the LIPs. 
Finance committee chairman 
David Hull shook his head 
with disbelief that some real. 
dents would still oppose them. 
"A 66 per cent discount and 
they still don't want it," he 
said. "How much cheaper do 
lhey think it will get?" 
"Ask the people on Twedle 
who are paying $67 per foot." 
Road push 
called for 
RUTH HAL,LOCK is worried 
there's already too much road 
work planned for 1996 and that 
much of it again may not get 
completed. - .. . " ' I " " L ' r t> 
:' The city is'projecting a'year-- 
end surplus in  all accounts 'of 
just over $3 million in various 
accounts because a number of 
proposed public works projects 
couldn't be completed. 
In some eases contractors 
were too busy or were com- 
mitted elsewhere. 
City hall's reorganization 
also contributed to delays of 
some projects this year. 
"We better get it done in 
'96, because that's an election 
year," Hallock said. 
She said she doesn't view it 
as wise to leave large public 
works projects straddling be. 
tween the terms of two city 
councils. 
'"96 will be the catchup 
year, I suspect," councillor 
David Hull said. 
• Rail crossing 
gates wanted 
CN RAIL is asking the city to 
pay about $18,500 towards the 
~stallation of a flashing cross- 
ing light and crossing gates 
: where the raft line crosses 
Frank St. 
' But so far city officials aren't 
: eager to hand over any money. 
• ~They're asking for a better 
breakdown of the anticipated 
costs. And they suggest he 
city may opt out of paying for 
the crossing ates. 
Councillors echoed the con- 
ccrn ofdirector of engineering 
Stew Christensen that the gates 
will be expensive to ttplace ff 
they're broken by big trucks. 
He predicted annual 
maintenance costs of more 
than $10,000 with the gates. 
Without hem, the cost would 
decrease but the city would 
likely still pay CN about 
$4,000 a year to maintain the 
[lights - -  a figure that 
~ , I'astounded councillors present. 
;Chdstensen said Transport 
Canada has designated the 




THE CITY will pay an 
estimated $23,400 to rebuild 
the decaying sidewalk and 
curb In front of the Terrace Inn 
building on Greig Ave. 
Councillors last week recom- 





NATIVE  studen 
Community Col 
will find a new, 
to them this year. 
Mac Derrick h 
position of First 
Access Coordinal 
The students ] 
aiding come fro~ 
grounds. There 




result of an exan 
lcge carried out h 
lationship with 
munities. 
From this also 
mendation to estt 
tions education cc 
The plan is to ! 
in place by year's 
work tow~irds co 
education and trai 
The motivation behind the col- 
lege's actions does not come 
from a growing number of native 
students enrolling in programs in 
the college. In fact, Derrick con- 
ceded, the college doesn't even 
know how many native'students 
it has. 
Nor is NWCC unique in creat- 
tug the post. There are 23 other 
first nations co-ordinators atpost- 
secondary institutions across the 
province. 
AS PART OF Orientation Week at the Terrace campus of Northwest Community College, students 
placed pins in a map of B.C. indicating where they came from. That's Chadene Ottenbros above. 
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One of Derrick's first priorities 
will be to establish a talking cir- 
cle which would meet in the 
evenings. The talking circle 
would be the first of many ways 
Derrick hopes to make native cul- 
ture visible on campus. 
"I' l l  be helping to promote cul- 
tursl awareness, as well as help- 
log students overcome barriers to 
successful learning," she ex- 
plained. 
As part of raising that aware- 
ness, Derrick plans to meet with 
students to organize a feast and 
an orientation session which will 
explain the sweat lodge 
ceremony. 
All cultures will be invited to  
take part in these and other 
events, in an effort to promote 
cross-cultural understanding. 
She will also be organizing a 
cultural competency program for 
college staff and the public. 
College 
facts 
JUST WHAT happe~,behind the 
walls of the ~North{vest Com- 
munity College ,campuses across 
the region? Who~k ' studying, what 
do they spend and what does it 
, cost to run this post-secondary in-
stitution? 
Just over 40 per cent of all stu- 
dents at NWCC attend college in 
Terrace. The next hree most pop- 
ular campuses are Prince Rupert 
at 19.4 per cent, Kltimat at 11.9 
per cent and Hazelton at 9.5 per 
cent. These communities are fol- 
lowed by Stnithers, Houston, 
Nasa Valley, Queen Charlotte Is- 
lands and Stewart. 
The college region stretches 
across 130,000 sq. kin. and has a 
population of approximately 
90,000 people. 
In October last year the college 
counted 1,028 full time students, 
522 part time students and an im- 
pressive 7,731 students enrolled 
in night school and general inter- 
eat programs. 
The average age of the typical 
NWCC student was 29 years old, 
and 59 per cent of all students 
were feraale. The shfinldng num- 
ber of male students seems to fol- 
low a national trend in post- 
secondary education, as women 
are in~easingly outnumbering 
men at these institutions. 
What does it cost to enrich the 
minds of all these students? 
The gross annual budget for the 
1995/96 school year is 
$18,030,000: Your average full 
time student chips in $1,188 of 
that figure. -- 
!",<. 
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Whatever condition your car is in...if you can get it here, we,I 
on most  n e w  
Hur ry .  th i s  i s  a 
IT JUST FEELS RIGHT 
,";". " .7 .  ~ " 
Guaranteea  
- " '7~ 
Trade . In  
M a z d a ' s  in  s tock ,  ~ 
l i  rn i ted  t i m e  o f fe r l  
Featur ing  one  o f  the - :best  :~: - -  
war rant ies  in  the  bus iness ,  
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' " ~ '  " ~1 Doorly maintained 
Omen Tip from ;; ~' ~ I r  account for half ~ cars 
" of our smog.producing 
i: • ' ~ . emissions. Tune it up 
, EmronmM ,ansda and help cJearlheair l  
'.You'll save both energy 
and moneyl 
/ > • : 
THANK YOU, 
v i " - 
TERRACE t 
: Our Grand Opening was such a big success, we've decided to continue 
the savings excitement with fl~ese.fabulous specials just for you! 
= Reaching new heights 
VOLUNTEERS helped build a storage garage last weekend at the Terrace Child Development 
Centre. The garage will house the shuttle bus on one side. and provide badly needed storage 
space on the other side. Drywall should be completed this week. 
ORENDA:  
Decision day delayed 
OP, ENDA FOREST Products 
will get more time to decide the 
future of  its timber operations in 
northwestern B.C. 
The forests ministry is seeking 
a one-month extension to the 
deadline of today for the compa- 
ny to accept or reject a proposed 
new timber licence in the 
Stewart-l~eziadin rea. 
That's because the ministry's 
offer for a new 15-year licence 
has not yet been finalized, says 
assistant regional forestry man- 
ager Vern Strain says. 
The extension will give Orenda 
the time necessary to consider the 
new offer once it's presented. 
If the company accepts the new 
licence ~ instead of renewing its 
existing one for another five 
years - -  it would likely have to 
have some sort of processing fa- 
cility in place almost immediate- 
ly. 
Sticking with the old licence 
would see Orenda run up against 
a deadline of Nov. 15, 1996 to 
have'~a processing facility in 
place.: ~ : . 
"The latest offer is a bit more 
of a tighter deadline," said the 
forest service's C-raeme Hynd. 
The forests minister could still 
exempt Orenda from the require- 
ments of  either licence. 
But all the signals are that cur- 
rent forests minister Andrew Pet- 
ter will demand at least a whole- 
log chipper be set up. 
Orenda has failed to deliver on 
promises to build a $500 million 
high-tech pulp and paper mill 
south of Lakelse Lake. 
Meanwhile it has continued to 
cut 342,000 cubic metres of wood 
per year. 
,'Right now the name 
of the game seems to 
be to get the stock up 
to five bucks and dump 
it.'" ................... BURTON 
Petter, ministry officials, and 
locals all want to see Orenda do 
more with the wood. 
They also objected to an effort 
earlier this year to sell off the 
company and divert wood from 
its licence to a mothballed new- 
sprint mill on Vancouver Island. 
Stewart mayor Andy Burton is 
one of those looking for more 
jobs, more stability, and a better 
public return on the region's 
. " I"~ornhi([  Motors  
forests than has been obtained to 
date. 
"The intent from day one was 
to establish an industry here and I 
still want to see it happen," 
Burton added. "We're now 10 
years down the road, and right 
now the name of the game seems 
to be to get the stock up to five 
bucks and dump it." 
He said he "hasn't heard a 
word" from Orenda officials 
since May when they were talk- 
ing about a mobile chipper based 
in Stewart as a way of satisfying 
the terms of their licence. 
Orenda vice-president Frank 
Foster efused to comment. 
*'The senior management of 
Orenda is unavailable for media 
interviews," said Margo Bates, of 
the public relations firm that 
works for Orenda. "They feel it 
is not appropriate to comment on 
any discussions underway at this 
time." 
~i~': ~ " -- 
3026 H ighway 16,  East, Terrace ~.,,ro4t 
Featuring Cars From Suboru, Hyundal & Mazda 
RARE-SUPER CLEAN UNITS 
1989 Volkswagen Jetta Turbo Diesel 5 spd. 
Low km's. 
1988 Subaru Loyal, 4x45 spd. with air. 
1992 Subaru Loyal, 4x45 spd. Low km's. 
SAVE 25% 
MEN'S 
'L. A. BLUES' 
STOHEWASHED 
JEANS 
5 pocket style in bleached or  









Comfortable 100% co .on .  
Tan, Black, Navy l  Sizes 8-16. 
REG, $34.99 
$17.49 






5 pocket style in Green, Navy,  
(hocotate or  Burgundyl 
100% cotton. Sizes 4-6X. 
REG. $17 .99  
S9.99 
UMIT OF 2 PER CUSTOMER 





1 PIECE PYJAMAS 
SAVE 
Cozy 100% cotton with 
assorted cartoon prints. 
Sizes S,M,L. 
REG. $29.99  
$17.99 
LIMIT OF 2 PEU CUSTOMER 
© 
MEN'S 
'L. A. BLUES' 
SULPHUR DYE 
JEANS 
Choose from Blue, Green, Beige, 
or  Black in 100% cotton denlml 
Sizes 28-38. 
REG. $34 .99  
*249  
LIMIT OF 2 PER CUSTOMER 
TERRACE - 4645 GREIG AVE. 
ITEMS AVAILABI.E AT OUR TERRACE LOCATION ONLY 






Ruggedly styled for  extra comfodl 
Sizes 7-12.. 
R IG .  $44 .99  
s26,9y 
Llt~i3' OF 2 PAIR PER CUSTOMER 
-: ' L  
m i If You'd Uko To Buy or tees, a How or Previously m m 
DITtBI¢ MAII¢~ Owned (or or ~utk, AHY ~KE OR MODEL, ~ ~ . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SEE RITCHIE TODAYII! 
Louso & Flea!/~,nuger 63S-7286 1 0 U~OftOW,  1-800-5S9-7288 
i " 
[] mm m m,,a  
.............. L,.:::.:i~.~i ~ ~; ~'f " . " ,  
- " : " ' :~ .  " ::.iiii':~!.i::::::::i :.,LIL~....[::..:::! 
I renovating so we can serve you better for ri~ '~' m, 
the next 50years. " ~ilii ( A 
Please bear with us, ~~ - -  [] 
N 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  
A GENDIS COMPANY 
CREDIT UNION 
4650 LazeUe Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-7282 
We belong to your @ 
Serving Members And Their Families 
The Credit Union advantage/We are a profit sharing, member 
owned lnstltutlon., : 
.,. We Belong To You 
McEwan 
Terrace 
, "British £ lumbia's Best 
Chev. Olds ~ G i~O Dealers 
TERRACE 635-4941 K IT IMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF  TOWN - 1 -800-BMcEWAN* 
(1-800-662-3926) 
We can make it happen at the Bright Spot on Highway 16 West in Terrace 
I I 
'Value pdce d $t~.eoe u~h,.~_ tre~ht and RD.L ~oi~; ~,; c~ St SO per month based on a 36 month ~ase Ic~ ~h~e oq~ ~ed as deiul~d• A rn~um dove, ~-Ta~r,; ~$M50 p~s g~o .ecudtf depoeR and I sl rncnlh~ pn most fequked. Total oMtgal~ I¢ Sg430 
l~f~_.lh~_b ..I~..8e. ~ to p ,~ l  Id bus *pd~. rllldkqil~ ~&.20~"Vldu, pf~s of SlS.406 Includes f~Oht ~ P.D.I. I~m~nt o~ k~38 I~r month I~led on s 30 month len|e ~veh~ *Equipped ss describld A m~lmum dow~ n~ment o1. .. . . . . . .  .38~To(aJof 
• ' ~ - . . . . .  ~..r ~-o  ~,~,,,~.u ~l~n~m . Pv~.  L,~erce m|umnce spa laxes net inc Uget sl~Plel to 1995 ITmle~ Dildet may ItMeaJe lot less. Th~ ltml~od time ~f6r ~ not be mmbt~id wllh other often, See desk/~ detaJb. O Graham Az/veflblng, In¢, AH r~it~ reserved. Printed In the U,k~8"A, , 
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Airport haste questioned 
COUNCILLOR Gordon Hull is 
concerned the city is getting in 
too deep on the Terrace-Kitimat 
airport question. 
" I  thought we were just trying 
to get information, not purchase 
it," Hull protested at last week's 
council meeting. 
His comments came during dis- 
cussion of a committee recom- 
mendation economic develop- 
ment officer Ken Veldman be 
sent to the BC. Aviatio~ Council 
Conference. 
Maintaining it was time for 
more city officials to get involved 
in the process, David Hull had 
suggested sending a member of 
administration other than Void- 
man and a councillor other than 
himself to the conference. 
While rejecting the idea of 
sending two representatives, Val 
George agreed it was time to "get 
serious" about the airport ques- 
tion. 
However, Gordon Hull argued 
the city could not afford the air- 
port and should therefore be stay- 
. ing out of it altogether. " I  don't 
think we should put the tax bur- 
den or potential for it on the 
backs of :taxpayers," he said. 
Noting the workshops at the con- 
ference were about how to take 
over an airport, he added, " I  
didn't think this council had got 
there." 
Mayor Jack Talstrs agreed 
council had not yet decided to 
take over the facility, but pointed 
out the reality was the federal 
government would "unload this 
airport on somebody sometime." 
He said the city should there- 
fore send Vcidman to the confer- 
ence and let him do the job he 
was hired to do. 
Backing the idea of sending just 
Veldman, Ed Graydon suggested 
councillors shouldn't get in- 
volved in such sessions until 
"there's meat on the table." 
Council voted 5-2 to send the 
economic development officer 
only, Gordon Hull and David 
Hull opposing. It later agreed to 
David Hull's proposal to hold an 
airport workshop to include coun- 
cil, the chamber of commerce and 
the Tourism and Economic De- 
velopment advisory commission. 
PASSENGERS boarding at the Terrace-Kitirnat airport could one 
day find an extra few bucks tacked on to their ticket price if a 
new airport authority here adopts the system used in Nanalmo. 
Nanaimo offers profi 
CiTY OFFICIALS are looking 
• south for an example of how a 
locally-operated airport might 
function. 
, Nanaimo airport is not only run 
by an independent authority, it 
also makes money, a rare occur- 
fence among smaller airports ha 
Canada, 
Learning from the Nanaimo air- 
, port will become important as the 
city moves closer to take over ne- 
gotiations with the federal 
government, says Ken Veldman, 
L its economic development officer. 
?hey've had the experience. 
¢'ve gone through a lot of it 
already," noted Veldman. 
: What Nanaimo does is relevant 
to Terrace because the former's 
annual passenger traffic count is 
120,000 people, placing it in the 
ballpark ' of Terrsce's approxi- 
mately 100,000 passengers a 
year. 
[ i  ~; The move toward local airport 
authorit ies became official this 
year with the announcement by 
the federal government i wants 
• to get out of the smaller airport 
business. 
That becomes a challenge, says 
Veidman, because those local air- 
ports will have to generate a 10t 
of their own revenue to cover 
costs now subsidized by the fed- 
eral government. Here, that sub- 
TaD 
$800,000 a year. 
But the Nanaimo airport makes 
money and puts those profits into 
an account for capital improve- 
merits, says Stan Budd of the 
Nanaimo Airport Commission. 
lie estimates revenue this year 
at $777,000 with costs of 
$640,000. 
What makes Nanaimo different 
from other smaller airports is a 
lack of landing fees for airlines. 
Instead, the Nanaimo authority 
charges each passenger $4. 
That fee is added to the price of 
airline tickets and is then col- 
lected by the airlines. 
The fee is then remitted to the 
airport, minus a 10 per cent hand- 
ling charge. 
The 10 per cent, adds Budd, is 
enough to cover leasing costs 
paid by the airlines for space in 
the terminal building. 
Asked if the airlines are happy 
with the arrangement, Budd said, 
"I would be i f I  were them." 
And what makes the Nanaimo 
authority happy is a steady 
revenue flow without having to 
pay administrative and other costs 
to collect it. 
Budd feels the passenger fee ar- 
nngement makes Nanaimo an at- 
tractive place for airlines. 
The airport also has a robust 
paid parking burliness which, in a 
le pointers 
in revenues. 
It's also been able to trim 
labour costs the federal govern- 
'ment is only now lookingat for 
other small airports. 
Chief among those is the ab- 
sence of fell time firefightess. 
Part of  that is due to the size 
and classification of aircraft now 
flying into Nanaimo. 
They aren't of  the size and fre- 
quency which require full time 
firefighters, ays Bud& 
Instead, other regular employ- 
cos of the airport are trained to 
use its firefighting equipment and 
the airport has an arrangement 
with a volunteer fire department 
located a mile away. 
"Few airports make money if 
they carry full time firefighters," 
noted Bud& 
The Nanaime airport has been 
operated by a local commission 
since 1991. Prior to that, the air- 
port was operated through n lease 
between the city and the federal 
government dating back to 1952. 
.'losure 
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a., Monday to 
NEW .~ 
BIOLAGE UV TM " 
BREAKTHROUGH k 
CARE FOR ~i'~' .. 
SUN'SAFE HAIR :~ 
Discover BIaLAGE uv. TM 
the secret o silky, lustrous 
summer hatrl Just a quick .~.~_~ :. 
spray of Top Security TM hair 
spray - or a dab of Head ~,  ~.~ 
for The Sun TM gel - hOld 
your style while Special ~ '~ ~" 
Solar Sun-screens and ~ ,~,: 
Antl-oxlClants help block ':~!I?'.~:,~; / 
sun damage,.,Humldlty ~ .. ' 
Resistors fight frizzles and t 
essential plant oils to -' I 
remolsturlze halr rifled by ~, ~./; : 
hot summer wlnds. The :!~ .: "~ 
perfect ending to a sun- ~ 
filled day? Blolage UV's 
triple-action Take Three TM shampoo to cleanse 
away salt water and chlorine build-up as It's 
luxurious lather sllkensand conditions fn one fast 
and easy step. Our recommendation for beautiful- 
and radiant - summer hair? Blolage UV from Matrix 
Essentlals,..breakthrough care for sun safe hair. 
Nmotrix !:.:%. ., 
HAIR  GALLERY 
4711D Keith Ave., Terrace 635"3729 
EARLY  AD 
DEADL INES 
Production Schedules through 
the Thenksgiving.DaY Long 
Weekend Will resultin an 
sidy amounts to approximately busy month, can provide $10,000 ' EARLY  ADVERTIS ING DEanLINE 
,enience this may .For classified and display "~ads. • ,~ 
r mformauon, 
• ~ SAT. OCT V_l FRIDAY, SEPT. 29 1 
PRINCESS CRUISES" ~ ; .... WED. OCT. 111 THURSDAY, OCT. 5 
,, s more than a cruise, it's the Love Boat" ~ ~ ~ ~ -  " . : . "  ' : ' ! " : . , ,  ; 5 .00P .M.  ' : ~ 
2 1 
CARIBBEAN CRUISES I Choos ing."  to  buy  I • From Just $524* USD per person ~ r ' " ' r J "~ " " '  
. ,m m " " 'I'm,, , L' i?ii!m Lall nOW for your cho,ce oFcab,ns at ~ Furn i tu re  & Mat : .  esses,  .... 
unbelievable savings. ' " an  he  el  e. hs l i ke .  En.i°ylheultimateCaribbeanexpeiience , .~ ~.~ I 
with Princess. Choose from lhree legant ~ ~  y w re  S 
ships and threespectacular lllnerarles. ~;~'.,,...-~"~.'__~ choos ing  to  pay  hwhy her  r i ce  Relax'in five-star ac ommodations.. ~ v - ng p 
Sa or sumptuous cu,s,ne. Enloy stellar enter- ~ and  wou ld  anyone do  that . :  ! ; ! tainment. And discover 6Xcillngly different ~ = • 
worlds at every port, including Princess' own 
private island. ~ n 
Wilh airfare add-on packages F rom ~ .- 
lust $499 PP' the Caribbean's never been ~ - ~ ~ ~ L i  " " : !  ? "~*" ':!~ 
so affordable. ' : :., 
But space is limited, so don't miss this -~- 
opportunily to change your latitude, "~" " • . . . . . . . .  
Book today! 
*Rates are In U.S, dollars, per person, double occupancy, [or cruises 
only. Offer applres to selected departure dates, Ipace subject to 
availability. Port charges extra, Some reflrictionz may apply. ConTact 
UNIGLOBE [or complete detaih. 
Prince. vessels are registered In Britain, Libedo, Italy and The Bahamas. 




means better personal service, 
. . .  -- %" I 
F i ~ e  ~ • - - -  : , . ' o t ] " " '  .U r n z t u re  *, , i,]'- - " i 
4730 Keith Ave. 
635-4111 I 
... and Mattresses tool 
OPEN TO THE PUBUC: Monday to Thursda / & Saturday: lOam -6pro 
FddayL10am - 9pr i/Sundayi Closed DE 
I1[I 
] 
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• . . . . .  : 
RICH BLEND IN THE HORSESHOE 
A truly modern home featuring 1,350 sq, ft, of excellent 
living, located near all schools. Two storey home with 3 
bedrooms, ensuite off the 10 x 16 master bedroom, lovely oak 
kitchen cupboards, up-dated flooring including ceramic tile in 
the spacious entry, two fireplaces, patio doors leading to new 
sundeck finished with Duradeck and vinyl railing, and glass 
brick filtering light into the living room. 
The full basement features a large reD room, office area, 3 
pce. bathroom and sauna, plus door off carport leading into 
laundry/utility room. Major up-grading has been done by 
replacing all the windows with twinseals, new vinyl siding 
installed, painted throughout, new nat. gas hot water tanki and 
gyproc in some areas of the lower level. 
Ready and waiting for a new owner, immediate possession 
could be arranged. Take the time to view this home at the 
OPEN HOUSE to be held October 1st,, 1995 at 4901 Straume 
Avenue, from 2- 4 p.m. Rusty & Bert Ljungh :. hosts. 
~!:~:i:;ii;i(!,; : i !! !i, Di!!;:!!~: i !i!:i 
i:ii!iiiiiii[!ii: ~iiili 
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" [ATE  
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Spacious LJvingroom ....... ~, ::~ ::::::~~::i~ !i'iii!i~'~! / 
! 
Ter,.ce.ree.,mm,n. " ' ,  
B.C. Certified l imberWi l l  cut down any  tt'ee! "Safely"~ i ~Y~/ -~"  ,._u. , :' ~ ~ ~ l i :  
Clean up available . ~ ' ~  r Plumbing&Heating '~ ' - ' J  [| 
~635-7400 i:'"'"~"'."~'~"""~:'7'":tflJ'~. ' FALL'~aOUND~Z"EI:/,Ii, t 
~i~ " 111p tram .... ,onme#.Canada "= h°n  tt°p uP the t . . . . .  . ~..~, ,~1~ I ll '~;Jl~ I  II , J l  YOUR IMP OVING Terrace. B C ,/R~ Box 22, ,~["; " Major Credit Cards Accepted Jl li " ,VO.OT.E,US". ,OU  rll ,,
Z ~I' gastank. , J .~  I A°c~,Ss, Ma'rjor~ie p' "ark Your don..a~='-'-'-"~ IT SE,V,OEO,OO   / I l
" t  Gasoline vapours | CANADA'S 38-1167 " ' " ° "="  .... 
~1 will escape when / I I. 
, your gas tank is to0 ,  [~ o~~.~35.93191~ ~ J  L full and contribute I Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send your 
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3814 PINE AVENUE 
5115,000.00 EXCL. 
5117 A & B MEDEEK STRATA 
$253,000.00 MLS. 
492---5 SCOTT AVE. 
5130,500.00 MLS. 
LOT 22 LODGEPOLE 
595,0011.00 MLS. 





GOSSEN CREEK ACREAGE 
5159,900.00 MLS. 
5112 AGAR AVE. 
594,500.00 MLS. 
TWO ACRE LOT FOUR ACREAGES IN ROSSWOOD 
Each parcel approx. 40 acres in size, all fronting1 
Located on Solomon Way & lightly treed, on Egan Road, great mountain views, small creek 
Serviced with hydro & phone. Listed exclusive through all lots, land mostly cleared. Nice building 
at $29i900.00. Sites on all lots. Call in [or map and directions to 
properly. 
VACANT LOT CENTRALLY LOCATED LOTS 
Great 12Ox132 lot located near the hospital. Four lois zoned M 3, for multi-family use 
Medium high density perfect For a rental located adjacent to the downtown commercial 
complex. $59,951.00 MLS. area, ideal for housing development or 















Two 33 ft. lots on Greig Ave. city services 
available, excellent site for an office building or 
slore front. $50,000.00 Excl. 
KEITH AVE. INDUSTRIAL LOT 
Ppproximalely 2 acres, light industrial site at 
5309 Keilh Ave. Ideally suited for truck shop or 
warehousing. Properly is treed and the up- 
grading of Keith Ave. is proposed For this years 
completion. $92,500.00. 















BEGINNING THIS January 
all School District 88 employ- 
ees with unsupervised access 
to children will have to un- 
dergo criminal record checks. 
These employees include 
teachers, l~rarians, learning 
ssslshnt staff and more. In to- 
tal 280,000 members of the 
B.C. workforce will be af- 
fected by this legislation. 
The Criminal Records 
Review Act is designed to help 
protect children while ensuring 
as much as poss~le the 
privacy of individuals. A cen- 
tral agency within the govern- 
ment will coordinate the record 
checks and ensure con- 
fidentiality of information. 
Good's work 
remembered 
SCHOOL DISTRICT trustees 
approved a one-time scholar- 
ship of $350 in memory of 
Barbara Good. 
Barbara Good was a home 
school coordinator at Skeena 
Junior Secondary, and died this 
summer. 
"She can't be replaced," 
said Skeena vice-principal 
Fred Woods. "But what she 
accomplished will live on in 




THE SCHOOL meal program 
will continue this year at E.T. 
Kenney and Clarence Michiel 
elementary schools. Response 
from both parents and children 
has been good, trustees were 
told at their last meeting. 
Subway, a sandwich 
restaurant, has been awarded 
the contract until June 27 of 
next year. 
The school distrlct~'si~nt * 
$111,036 on the school meal 
program last year, ending the 
year with a surplus of $24,122. 
Secretary treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff indicated that the 
surplus is a result of not know- 
ing how many children will 
need the program from year to 
year. 
New speeder trap eyed 
A TRAIN CROSSING on Hwy16 She said locations for the p0s- getting people to slow down, crit- 
east of Terrace may be a location sible two photo radar devices to ica say they represent a cash cow. 
for one of the provincial govern- be located in northeastern aud Photo radar, for example, was 
ment's new photo radar devices, northwestern B.C. will be decided introduced in Ontario by the for- 
That crossing ranks as the fifth after meetings with local groups, mer NDP government there but 
worst on a list of 100 highway The units work when a cancelled when the Progressive 
spots in the province when it vehicle's speed is judged by Conservatives were elected this 
comes to severity of accidents radar. I f  the speed is over .the summer. 
based on volume of traffic, limit, a camera device is trig- The photo radar meeting here 
And since photo radar 'is gered, taking a picture of the lakes place Sept. 28 and while 
ultimately designed to Slow vehicle's licenceplate, that's not open to the public, 
people down and thus prevent ac- 
cidents, the crossing is a candi- 
date, says a provincial official. 
"The higher the speed, the 
greater the risk of accidents and 
the more severe the injuries can 
be. If we can slow people down, 
we can stop some of the in- 
juries," said Betty Nicholson of 
the motor vehicles branch. 
That's then processed and a 
ticket sent to the address on the 
vehicle's registrhtion. 
Nicholson said the unils are 
portable and will be moved 
aronnd in the north to the loca- 
tions selected as being the worst 
for speeding. 
While some govermnents view 
photo radar as a valuable way of 
Nicholson promised there will be 
the chance of opinions to be 
heard afterward. 
RCMP officers have consistent- 
ly said that speed is a factor in ac- 
cidents on many northern high- 
ways. They say that's particularly 
the case in the winter when 
motorists don't drive according to 
road conditions. 
Detachment numbers drop 
THE LOSS of surplus RCMP of. 
ricers has hurt the ability of the 
local detachment to take on spe- 
cial projects. 
Four officers over and above 
the number generally regarded as 
adequate have now moved on, 
says detachment commanding of- 
ricer Inspector Steve Leach. 
"When you do have a snrplus 
you can target certain types of 
crime such as drug enforcement 
- -  street drug enforcement 
and break and enters," said 
Leach. 
"It gives me just a little more 
flexibility to police the com- 
munity," he added. 
And while Leach dedined to 
comment on whether the detach- 
ment is now below required or 
accepted staffing levels, Leach 
did say the day to day activities 
of the detachment aren't ira- 
paired. 
The surplus officers were all in 
the general duty category, 
temporarily raising that section's 
number to more than 25. 
Leach didn't c~edit he special 
activities of the surplus officers 
as the sole reason the area's crime 
rate dropped dramatically from 
]993 to 1994. 
"It's hard to couut one thing to 
why crime goes up or down. 
There are a number of reasons 
socio economic circumstances 
being one," said Leach. 
"But certainly if we have more 
people, that's more people on the 
street in police vehicles," he con- 
tinued. 
One specialized activity al- 
lowed by the temporary surplus 
was assigning an officer full time 
to work on the community's new 
Crimestoppers program. 
Leach said it isn't all that un- 
usual for detachments have sur- 
plus officers at certain times. 
He said transfers in and oat and 
assignment changes don't balance 
out at times. 
Funding Opportunities for Community Health Research 
With the shift of health decision-making to the local evel, it is 
increasingly important that communities become involved in 
health research activities. 
To facilitate community participation i research and evalua- 
tion, the B.C. Health Research Foundation (BCHRF) pro- 
vides grants to assisl: the development and implementation~of 
' ' innovative, c0mmunity-based 
healthresearch projects. 
The information session 
has been scheduted for: 
Terrace 
Thursday, October ~2, :t995, ,: 
 ill 
The BCHRF will host an informa- 
tion session in Terrace on 
, ~Thursday. Oct@er 12,199,5!t0,~,,~,.;~ ,  
i ~evie~v h~-ading~.pportumties avad-
~bble through th~Foundation. 
Registration is by phone through the 
Foundation office, 
B~C Health Research Foundation 
#9"9- 47so Kingsway, Bumaby, B,C. 
. . . .  VsH ~d~a 
1"ol Free: s-8oo-565-599~ 
BGleL~L111 
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Look Twice. 
It's Motorcycle Season. 
WE'RE TOUGH 0N 
I IUi! I i! t, IF 
Beeswax 
Craft Sheets $1,4~ 
over 30 Colours to Choose 
From 
DMC F loss  
5SCeach  or 
'J. '~'  Get 1 Free 
Every Colour DMC Makes 
P lus  the New 3800 Ser ies  
"'Your Low Price Zone" 
Skeena Mall Next to Ovetwaltea's Mall Entrance 635-1422 
Annual Pre, Christmas Sale 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Hom~ Work! 
" -" . . . .  l - / 
' ~ " ~ ~ ~  MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
"' "~"~ ~ - -  - ""= 1058 SQ, FT. (98.2 M =) .,i 
~;i,ii-~ LOWER_ FLOOR PLAN 





.~ .q*; .f ,UTUn[ 
-..'ir--Y~ 
/ : 
k"F" ~-¢q~ .............. 4
FI~I '=:" 
IPLA N No. 90651 
TOTAL: 1058 SQ. FT. (98.2 M =) 
WIDTH: 520 (15.9M) • 





- .  L " 
UAST IR  
r, ~1"1 w = irl 
J ~M Irl 
living; ~' 
,~ master bedroom features a two-piece 
ensulte. 
v, lower floor may be finished at s later date. 
• ,,, deck Increases the overall depth of this 
home. 
Rates 2 
(for 2"x2" box) 
52 wks. O $9.46/wk c 




   CARPETDOCTOR 
~ Rav Rioux 
18 
3738 River Dr. Terrace 
Temce C~et (entre l ld .Q  N 
3202 Munr00 Street 
at Hwy. 16 W - . ,~  
Terrace. B.C. 
YOUR DECOR 
ut of town customers call 
-800-665-1657 
Custom 
F loors  
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & Tile Finishing 
12 Styles Of Custom 
Made Mantels 
635-6477 
,3756 River Dr.. Thornhlll 
ACADIA NOI~WEST ME('~II~INC, A
I~SID~J~&COMMERCI~. 1~ 
F ~ ¢ - - ~ ~  
lie PLUMBNG *HEAllNG, P~F~0[RAT~N PR0fESS~(~4LS 










Friendly Advice" - . ,~%~l ,  : ~ . 
4818 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. FREEESnm,S 638"867~ 
C~O@ YOUI H i House Plans Avai ia  le Through WBBB REFRIGERATION LTD.  i,,wnu0 
~, ~ ~ appliance r pairs Ph: (604)635-2801 
~ ~  ® for most rnaices and 
IM RT 3207 Mun~ T'.=o -BR-MA rE.] . ...... mode,s,: . . . - -  
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 6 3 ' 5 " 6 2 7 3  635-21  88  4637 Lazei l8  AvenuO~ " KITCHENS ~ z :  . • - , - . CELUNI*SIGIIA~I~NA(~III~ :' 





iOhts I . debated 
NUMBER o f  traffic 
l i~ is : : in  Terrace could 
;dramatically increase in 1996~ 
I:A ~affie light is approved for 
the:interseCtion of Kenney and 
Hwy,i6 west: 
:~d! ihecity has asked the 
public works department toget 
a prlce for installing lights on 
:' three more intersections 
lil downtown? 
I T~p p~ority, according to 
I '  dlr~ter i of engineering Stew 
• I Chrls.tensen, area pair of ear- 
l f ie' l ights'  in front of the 
: Moha~,k, at the intersections 
o f ;Eby  with  Lazelle and 
LakelSe. , 
~e tldrd light the city will 
ch@kout Would be installed at 
the ~/ner.of Lazelle Ave. and 
KalumSt. .  ' ' , 
i Ciiris~nsen is'getting further 
accident Stats from the RCMP 
befo~imaking final reeom- 
mendatiom to  council on 
which intersections should get 
lights.! ~ 
:The: Kenney/I-lwy 16 light 
will cost the city $28,000. It's 
being cost-Shareal by the high- 
ways ministry and CN. The 
If liglltr timing and train opera- 
J fionslwill be coordinated. 
I Also Under debate is an im- 
I provement to the intersection 
0f ~zelle Ave. and Sparks St.. 
A : pressure:sensitive light 
Was also suggested for that in- 
~rseetion. 
i Other options includ e slap- 
ping yellow paint on the curbs 
[ ~;iextend the no parking zone 
:and improve sightlines. 
i ~Alsodebated was what to do 
downtown traffic 
bottleneck created by the 4600 
block of Lakeise Ave, 
Couiieili0r Ruth Halloek sug- 
gest~ the long term solution is 
to take back the sidewalks 
ithere and turn the street back 
~to four laites. 
,'We're going to have'one 
heck of  a load Of traffic in a 
r few y~m;i~i~h~¢ s~ii~J. " 
Christensen agreed it might 
be  a '~ long,term solution, but 
noted it's not one downtown 
merchants would accept any- 
t~e  soon. 
:~: City nixes 
sidewalk plan 
THE CITY  has quietly aban- 
doned a proposal it make 
homeowners responsible for 
sweeping and removing snow 
fromsidewalks and boule- 
vards. ; _ 
The tdea is one of those that 
came out of last February's 
"Think Tank" session. 
None of the e0uncillors at 
last week's public works com- 
mittee meeting owned up to 
cooking upthe idea. 
But all agree now it's not a 
good one. "K i l l  i t , "  said Ruth 
Ha!lock. "Their tax money has 
tO 'go for something," joked 
David Hull. 
The city has refused to 
release the complete list of 
Think Tank proposals, ome of 
which have no t yet emerged. 
On the road 
ECONOMIC Development ob 
ricer Ken Veldman received 
approval to attend the North by 
Northwest Tourism Assoda- 
tion annual general meeting in 
Houston ($602) and the Eco- 
nomic Development Associa- 
tion of B.C. annual confer- 
encein Vancouver ($1,330). 
Also approved is a request 
from fire chief Ready,Smith o
send two members an In- 
spection Techniques course in 
Prince Rupert ($325); sending 
senior building inspector Paul 
Gipps to a sprinkler seminar in 
Coquitlam ($970); deputy 
treasurer Judy Degerness' at- 
tendance ata local government 
accounting and financial 
reporting seminar in Van- 
couver ($1,300); sending 
director of engineering Stew 
Chfistensen to the Public 
Works association annual con- 
ference in Spokane, Washing. 
ton ($1,800) and two public 
works staff to Municipal Expo 
'95 in Mataqui ($2,029). 
Appointment 
EL~ Johnson has been ap. 
pointed chief election officer 
for the Nov. 18 referendum on 
a proposed new arena. Colleen 
Davis will be her deputy for 
thevote. 
i 





IDEAS for parks and walking 
routes eem to be the talk of city 
au right now. 
uoun¢ ill ors at a City recreation 
committee meeting earlier this 
month eMled for development of 
city n an for the greenbelt area 
t v me v ~ r's e~ 
Th )lan is to determine how 
: test icquire theremalning land 
:~ eeded,priorize what is wanted, 
and determine whether l~alls 
should be paved, developed as 
gravel crash or left natural. 
Parks superintendent Steve 
Scott says the city should look at 
beginning development of an of- 
ficial city-maintained trail 
through the greenbelt area soon. 
He noted that even where the 
trail goes through private proper- 
ty, it's within the 25-foot buffer 
zone on either side of the creek in 
which developers cannot build. 
He suggested getting permis- 
sion from those private owners to 
develop and maintain the trail 
even where it crosses those 
properties. 
Councillor Ed Caaydon who 
suggested a "three bridges" 
walking route should be devel- 
oped and promoted. Scott suggested an even more 
Many people already walk a key route to develop is a walk 
circle from the Sande overpass, along the river bank from the new 
across the new bridge and back bridge down to Braun's Island, 
into town via the old bridge, he "There's really no citizen ac- 
said, Grsydon said such a route, 
properly promoted with some in- 
terpretive signs and park benches 
along the way - -  perhaps 
sponsored by businesses or ser- 
vice clubs - -  would be a fine ad- 
dition to the town, 
It could be a version of Ques- 
nei's scenic walking route, he 
added. "That's my vision and it 
could be cheaply done," 
cess to the river," he said, noting 
visitors to Terrace only get a 
glimpse of the Skeena s they go 
over the bridges. 
Noting some southside farmers 
are seeking riprap to protect heir 
land from erosion into the river, 
he suggested a deal might be ar- 
ranged to stabilize the banks in 
exchange for a riverside strip of 
parkland, 
) 
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14 Kt. D iamond 
Studs Sale 
Reg. SALE:  
T.W.* 0.08ct. $129.95 $9699 
T.W,* 0.10ct, $149,95 S i12  9~ 
T.W.* 0.15ct. $223.95 *167  9~ 
T.w.* 0,20~t, $282.95 *2119~ 
T.w.* 0.25ct. ,4~7.95 '31299 
T.W.* 0.30ct, $534,95 $399 99 
• ' ' " " 9 , 9 T.W. 0.50el. $~497.95~1119, 
~ u . . . .  
14Kt Pendant (  
Available in Emerald, Ruby,:: 







Available in Emerald, Ruby, 






5'ALE s209 ~9 
,!i( !i . . . .  / :~  " 
10Kt** Gold 
Diamond &Onyx Gents Ring 
Reg. $417.00 
SALE Ut)9" 
- z~hv), * 
• .~;~ . . . . . .  . B253 - T.W. 25ct 
'"," ~ - -~:' t Reg. $597.00 
SALE s447" 
t 
• . ~ . . . .  ,::~ Reg, $375.00 
"5 . ~ ' ~  ~ ~ ~* ' "~P '~ ' :~ '~ '  " : ~'  '~  ~ '  
SALE ~279 ~9 
~:i~t;:"~+~:' ~@ ~ , -~>~,.  - . . . . .  ~ .  .... ->. B252 
:.,,~-r,~ ...............  ~ , - -  ~..~,~,..~..~. Reg,$375.00 
: SALE s27999 
-.,i:~ ~ ,, ~, ,,, ~ ~.-Y~I~& 7~!:~! ; Reg. $417.00 
SALE S30999. 
. . . . .  ::'= Reg. $330 0 I ~  
. :i; SALE s24699 
- 25 B 5 
SALE s309" 
D 
10Kt** D iamond 
T.W,*  O ,10c l  
Reg, $441.00 
SALE s329 ~ 
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14Kt**  Go ld  Lad ies  
Dinner  Ring 
T.W. *0.25et. Available inEmerald, 
Ruby, or Sapphire & Diamond 
Reg. $1275.00 
SALE ~9559~ 
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T,W.* .15ct Rqg, $297.00 
SALE s209" 
10Kt** Double Heart 




T.W.* .40ct Reg, $690.00 
SALE s516" 
*T.W.- Total Weight 
**Kt.- Karat 
***C.T.- Carat 
P lease  check  
and  compare  
our  qua l f ty  
and  our  
pr i ces !  










I I T 'S GOOD to be back in Ter- 
race and with UNBC and the 
Standard. As a teacher, I feel 
obliged to start with a "How I 
Spent My Summer Vacation" item. 
When I arrived in Brandon, Manitoba at 
file end of last April, the Assiniboine River 
was rising. It continued to do so until it 
spilled its banks and covered most of its 
floodplain. The river was over a kilometre 
wide instead of its usual ten metres. This 
was the worst flood in twenty ears. 
The city dike protected the built up part of 
the valley. One road which ran parallel to 
the river had to be closed as it was under 
water but the main roads which crossed the 
river were kept open by sandbagging on 
both sides. 
The recreational areas, which were not 
protected by the dike, were under water. 
The go l f  course lost nine of its eighteen 
holes. The campground was best suited for 
houseboats. The water on the football field 
was higher than the crossbar on the goal 
. .~Sts ,  ' . - . . . . . . .  
- ;rliis~was f i0f/( f l~h flood, It took over six 
. weeksfgr trio rive~'~i~retum to its channel. 
Surprisingly the ;d~nage was minimal. 
There was very little sediment deposited 
and the grass soon looked normal. The 
bleachers on one of the baseball diamonds 
had floated away and were now tangled in 
some trees a half mile downstream, and the 
backstop had been badly twisted out of 
shape probably by floating material. 
After the water disappeared "For  Sale" 
signs sprang up in front of a number of 
house~ a long the river. Although sandbag- 
ging had kept the water away from their 
front doom, I suspect hey had wet base- 
taunts as the storm drains had backed up in 
that area. 
After a wet start, the summer was hot - -  
very hot. With the heat came a number of 
wind storms. In Saskatchewan and south of 
us, tornadoes were spotted. The wind on its 
own was sufficient o do some damage in 
our neighbourhood. 
One evening, my wife told me to park the 
car near the house, and always trusting her 
intuition, I did so. the next morning, a large 
limb from the neighbours tree was across 
Ihe bottom of our driveway. Several days 
later, another storm came up and another 
branch of the same tree fell to the ground. 
This time across his driveway. I think the 
tree was rather rotten but the neighbours 
planned to hang on to what was left of it. 
The next piece of excitement was not ex- 
actly a natural disaster but it did make the 
national news. The natural gas pipe line just 
north of town exploded with considerable 
force. To be honest, we slept right through 
it. Several weeks Jater, we were visiting my 
sister-in-law when a natural gas official 
came to the door to say that they were test- 
lag the line, which ran along the side of her 
property. They were filling it with water 
under pressure, and it had sprung a leak 
nearby. 
"Don't  be concerned if a gas crew show 
up. There is no danger." Comforting 
thought when you have to live next to this 
thing for the rest of your life. 
Due to the hot dry weather, we were 
transporting water out to a farm where we 
had three dozen tomatoes planted. For the 
first time in four years our tomatoes actual- 
ly ripened before the first frost. This came 
early, on Labour Day. An appropriate 
ending to my summer vacation? 
Dr. Beg Home is a member of the Univer. 
sity of Northern British Cohonbia Faculty 
of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Studies based in Terrace. 
School gets passing grade 
IT'S NOT just students who get 
report cards these days, 
Now schools must go through 
an examination process, involv- 
ing everyone from the youngest 
primary student to parents to 
custodial staff. 
The exam is a year-long process 
called an accreditation, and E.T, 
Kenney was one of two schools 
in the district put under the mag- 
nifying glass last year. 
This month E.T. Kenney got its 
report card, and the marks were 
good. 
Throughout the accreditation 
the school looked at 84 goals, 
hying to find its strengths and 
areas that needed improvement. 
"Students were asked about 
how they liked the school, read- 
ing, the teachers and more," says 
Stephanie Moulton, a grader 3 
teacher involved in the accredita- 
tion process. 
Because the younger students 
can't read and write very well, 
simple questions were read aloud 
in class, and students circled a 
happy or sad face. 
"The students rated the school 
highly, though there was some 
concern over playground safety," 
says Moulton; 
Parents had a generally 
favourable r sponse as well. They 
gave the school good marks on its 
positive learning atmosphere, and 
the way teachers taught math and 
English skills and respect for the 
envirorunent. They also were 
pleased with the way students' 
self esteem was developed. 
Some parents were concerned 
about the curriculum in social 
studies and science, and in com. 
puter and physical education 
classes. 
Parents were also asked about 
the changes they would like to 
see made at E.T. Keaney. 
"I worry about the attitude of 
EVEN THE YOUNGEST students took part in the recent accreditation process at E.T. Kenney 
school. These grade one students were asked if they liked the school, reading, their teachers, the 
playground and more. The majority of students and parents rated the school quite highly. 
the Terrace citizens and that I 
often hear ~ that it is a lower 
class school - -after  the Parkside 
line up a few years ago. 
Stupid? I always defend E.T. 
Kenney and would like to see 
more school activities promoted 
in the community at large hope- 
fully to change people's atti- 
tudes," wrote one parent on a 
comment sheet. 
Other parents asked for a 
cleaner playground, tighterbe- 
haviour code and more emphasis 
on other cultures besides First 
Nations. 
"F sodi~times feel that the high 
concentration of behavioural 
problems encountered in this 
school is a detriment to the rest of 
the student body,; wrote a parent 
concerned about that the amount 
time that is spent on behavioursl 
problems, rather than on teaching. 
There were also many positive 
comments. 
-"My child has been associated 
with hearing impaired, children 
of different cultures and has 
learned to be more ~ accepting and 
less prejudiced than perhaps I
was at his age." 
"My daughter's attitude has 
changed dramatically from her 
previous" school, and she now 
wants to leamand likes school." 
"We like' the multi-ethnic na- 
ture of the school and that~kids 
from all backgrounds are made 
welcome. It's a friendly School. 
And that the school always looks 
so clean (thank you janitors) and 
interesting bulletin boards." 
An external team, comprised of 
teachers from Prince Rupert, 
Burns Lake :and Surrey reviewed 
the resuitsOfthe surveys and con- 
ducted t~eir own interviews. 
In their summary they wrote 
that "E.T. Kenney is a very warm " 
and inviting place of, learning of 
which the staff and co~tiu,ity 
can be justly Proud.,' 
UZZlE BORDEN TOOKAN AX m Dave Uscumb had better 
watch out for his head. He's playing the part in Mr. Borden in the 
TLT season opener - -  Blood FlelatJons. That's the infamous Uz- 
zie holding the ax, played by Julie Jacobs. 
TLT holds auditions 
COLD, DREARY winter days children to this one. 
loom ahead, but Terrace Little "It is cut and funny," she says 
Ct  Theatre has a great way to beat and while the naked lady makes 
the winterblahs, her presence felt, there is ab- 
Come try out for their light- solutely no nudity." 
hearted comedy, Hey Naked Lady Auditions for the play will be 
which will show February 8-17. held in the Green Room, upstairs 
This Fred Canniehaei comedy in the McColl Playhouse at 7 
takes a fun look at the lives of p.m., October second and third. 
four young artists, their not-so. There are roles for two women 
young landlady and a retired gun- in their twenties, two men in the 
fleman who is trying to escape the same age group, and a woman 
loneliness of a widower's life, and a man of more advanced age. 
Th is  eccentric ensemble is then Technical crew are also needed, 
packaged within a kooky Green- so eve n if you are not looking for 
Around Town 
Managing grief 
THE TERRACE Child De~,elopment Centre is hosting a two day 
workshop on managing rief and loss. The workshop is directed at 
professionals caring for families and children, and will be held Oc- 
tober 20-21. 
Cost for one day is $40, both days are $75, For more information 
contact the Child Development Centre at 635=9388. 
Toy run this Saturday 
MOTORCYCLISTS are hoping for a good turnout for the 13th 
annual Terrace Toy Run this Saturday. 
They meet at noon for a no host lunch at Mount Layton Hot 
Springs. The actual parade of toys starts at 2 p.m. at the weigh 
scales at the comer of Hwy. 16 and 37, then winds its way 
downtown to the Coast Inn of the West. 
All motorcyclists are welcome and donations of new toys from 
the public are also appreciated. Proceeds go towards the Salvatio" 
Army Christmas campaign. 
Eelow is Jack Talstra, holding the proclamation officially declar- 
ing Toy Run Day, Ron (3owe of the northwest B.C. chapter of the 
Harley Owner's Group, and James Gillam, organizer of the toy run. 
I t 
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 lTY  CENE i i :  
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING - -You  won't want to miss this 
rare glimpse at an exotically foreign culture. These four talented 
I 
MUSIC 
• LION,& BOYD comes to Terrace October 3 at the 
REM Lee Theatre. Tickets are $23.50 for adults and 
$19.50 for seniors and students, and are available at 
Sight and Sound in the Skeena Mall. 
• BACK ALLEY RHAPSODY - -  This Russian musi- 
cal comes to Terrace on Saturday, October' 7. Tickets are 
$12 for students and $15 for adults and are available at 
Erwins Jewellers. 
of her career in DANGERous MINDS, playing at 7 I 
~ind 9:15 p.m. At 7:15 p'm. take a walk on the lighter:- 
side with CLUELESS. And at 9:30 p.m., ~i 
DESPERADO continues for its second week. :~ 
Starting Friday ~ !
• BABE, starring Hollywood's most gallant pig (literal, ii 
ly) shows at 7 p.m. At 9:15 p.m. DANGEROUS 
MINDS Continues. And at 7:15 and 9:30 p,m, Julia:: : ! i~  
Roberts, Dennis Quaid and Robert Duvall star m the  . . . .  
comedy SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT, : 
• VALDY - -  For three decades Valdy has been one of 
the top singer/songwriters in Canada. This two-time 
Juno award winner comes to Terrace on October 15. 
Shows are at 3 and 8 p.m. at the MeColl Playhouse. 
, . . . . . . . .  
ET CETERA 
• WALLY HUMPHREY: A RETROSPE~E ~ : ~!~ 
Tickets are $20 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel• Proceeds This is a unique chance to see a wide display of paint~ i 
go to the TLT building fund. i : i ings by this well known local artist, as many of these ~! 
: i paintings are privately owned. This retrospective show 
T H E A T R 1:  until the end of September. The art gallery is open ~I I_ Tuesday to Saturday from 12-3 p.m. and Sunday from 1' 
• AUDITIONS for TLT's comedy: Hey, iNakedLady ~ 4 p.m., and is located in the lower level of the library, iii: 
will be held in the Green Room; upstairs in the McColl 4610 Park St. 
• CANADA CARES WEEK Sept. 24-30 has been :~ 
Playhouse, at 7 p.rn. on Oct, 2 and 3, There are roles for 
two young women in their mid to late twenties, two 
set aside by World Vision Canada to draw attention to : ::' i~i! young men in the same age group, and a woman and the country-wide campaign against global hunger• Over 
man of more advanced age. Technical crew members 200 people in the Terrace area sponsor third world chii- 
are also needed. The play runs Feb. 8-17. dren and their families, promoting education health care MOVIES and social programs geared to make them self-sufficient. 
musicians show you an abundantly rich slice of Russian life. For For more information about Canada Cares, contact 
ticket info, see music listing. & Michelle Pfeiffer gives one of the best performances Jacky at the public library, or phone her at 635-7161. ! 
Wednesday~ September  27 p.m, in their second floor office'at"the Tillicum Twin Theatre. Call lie speaking in a positive and encouraging environment. New mere- 
DIABETIC REFRESHER CLINIC will be held this day at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. A doctor's referral is required. For more 
info contact Dana Hill, RN, at 635-2211, local 321. 
Thursday~ September 28 
TERRACE WOMEN'S CENTRE holds its annual general 
meeting. Direction from the membership is required on 
priorities for the upcoming year. And to lure members, choco- 
late cake is offered as a door prize. Guest speakers 
Stephanle Wiebe and Jennifer Lung on women in the media. 
'For more info call638-0228. 
/.:~' :=',i ' "  Ttlday(Se~)tember29 . . . . . .  
COMMUNITY FAREWELL to Doug and IJnda Smith. Doors 
open,at 7 p.m. at the Coast Inn of the West banquet room,. 
Cost is $25 per person. Snacks and appetizers will be pro- 
vided, Tickets available at the chamber of commerce; Ca l l .  : 
635-2063. " " 
Saturday, September 30 
TERRACE TOY RUN - -  Motorcyclists meet for lunch at noon 
at Mt. Layton Hotsprings, followed by the parade of toys at 2 
p.m. at the Terrace Weigh Scales. New toys and cash dona- 
tions are welcome. For more info call 635-9217. 
THE HAPPY GANG CENTRE hosts an evening of cards and 
games. Refreshments are served. Everyone is welcome. Call 
635-4441 or 635-9090 for more info. 
Linda at 635-6849 or Betty at 635-5394 for info. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold a board meeting the third 
Monday of every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 p.m. They're 
looking for volunteers and board members. Contact Lois at 635- 
4232 for more info. 
bers and guests are welcome. For more info call Linda Tanner at 
638-1856. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets every second Tuesday at 
7:30 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. 
DAIKO J I  SOTOZEN CENTRE hosts Zazen meditation every 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing your grandchildren7 Call Tuesday evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info phone 635-3455. 
Marge at 635-7421 for info. 
'MILLS MEMORIAL I-Iospitai Auxiliary meetsthe third Monday -- 
. of each month in the board room at 8 p.m. Everyone i~ Welcome, 
.............. :... '.,. ,._~..._~. ... ..... ~:=" _c*~" ...... i ~' 
ALzHEIMER AND DEMENTIA support group meets at 1 p.m. 
on the last Monday of the months at the Terrace Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
TERRACE & KITIMAT SINGLES meet for coffee every Tues- 
day at 7 p.m. For more info phone 638-8894 or Carroi at 632-3547. 
T'AI  CHI FOR SENIORS is held Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 
a.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. For more info call Jean at 635- 
3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet he first and third Tuesday 
of each mouth at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of the West; Learn pub- 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets the third Tuesday of every 
month from September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Stepping Stone Club- 
h~ou~se_, 3302 Sp,ari~. S!: Form?re inferno, atio.n ~il.638-2202. 
T & K SINGLES meet every Tuesday for coffee night at Mr. 
Mike's at 7 p.m. Call Ben at 635-3238 or Carroll at 632-3547 for 
more info. 
The Terrace Standard offers the What's Up community calenth., 
as a lmblic service to its readers and community organizations. 
This column is intended for.non-profit organizations and those 
events for which there is no admission charge, 
Items will run two weeks before ach event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 p.m. on ihe Tlmrsday before 
the issue in Which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or printed neatly. 
TERRACE CHAPTER OF THE RNABC meets at 9 a.m, at 
the Northern Motor Inn dining room. All RNs are welcome. 
For more info call Alison at 635-6663, 
Monday1 October 2 
TERRACE PIPES AND DRUMS hold its annual general 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Kin Komplex by Heritage Park. All 
members are asked to attend. 
Tuesday I October 3 
BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT GROUP meets at 8 p.m. in 
the Mills Memodal Education Room. For more info call 
Denise at 635-4552. 
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF FORESTERS hosts a members 
benefit information night at 7:30 p.m. at room 2001 in the 
Northwest Community College. Guest speakers, door prizes, 
and dessert and coffee. For more Info call 635-6985. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION holds its regular monthly meet- 
ing at the legion at 7:30 p.m. 
WEEKLY MEET INGS 
MONDAYS 
MOTHER'S TIME OFF- -  Morns are invited to drop in, meet 
other morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break while your children 
play dose by with experienced care givers. They are open Mort., 
Wed., Thurs,, and Fri. from 10-11:30 a.m. at the Knox United 
Church. For more info call 635-4147 during program hours. 
SKEENA SQUARE DANCERS meet every Monday at the car- 
penter's Hall at 7 p.m. Beginners are invited to learn a traditional 
dance with a new flavour. Singles or couples welcome. For more 
info call Carol at 635-2122 or June at 635-1570. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR Association meets the second 
Monday of every month at 8 p.m. at Thornlaill Jr. Secondary in the 
library. 
KERMODE BEARS DANCE GROUP meets every Monday and 
Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Centre. 
Anyone interested in dancing please come out. Elders are needed 
for drumming. For more info please call Benita at 635-7670, 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 2ad and 4th Mon- 
day of every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks Hall. Call 635-5121 for 
more info. 
BIRTtlRIGIIT volunteers meet he 1st Monday of each month at 8 
t .  • . 
i i  
. ~ ~ , r~-  .1~7.  ~ . ~ . . ~  ~ ~ . 
? LW 
[ Yamaha owners are smart owners, because they know value 
Now when you purchase your new A'rv, ] when they see it,And there's no better time to earn wdue than 
i receive a Warn Winch FREE. (while supplies last) ] at the Original Yamaha 4x4 Out-the.Door Event, ' It's your choice of three great value options when you choose 
F I  NANC I N G AVAI  LAB LE  a selected Yamaha 4x4 ATe. 
(~ IF YOU DRINK, 
oou,r alOE. Visit us today and discover how to get more for your money. 
,ono,.o. Ken'= Mar ine  TrevorGJbson 
4946 Greig Avenue Terrace, BC 
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LOANS.+ Terrace Co-op 
~~a~&~- . - .~ .  FOrLo0kingfor a i / T rove ,  I • C H I L D S  PLAY  
~!t~!! !~ g et.a.way this winter... I / Shopping for Kids Clothes in The Terrace Co-op ~ ~  ra~kto o,,rhel~ful & I / 
~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ' ~  knowledgeable staff I / Family Fashions Department is Childs Play!! 
I~[B i i / l l l~~~~~i /~ about a personal loan for I / we have an excellent selection of Boys & Girls 
~~,"  ~~: !~ i t "  travel. I I Clothing - One of the BEST IN TERRACE -, 
/ ~  ~'rerrace&Distric'¢reditOni°n I I Featuring Ouality Brand Names like K i Dres es. 
~ ~  -- ,0,0,.o..,,.,v..+o,,..o+ ~,,0,,.,,, I / OUAL,W CLOTHING AT AFFORDABLE PRICES! 
~'~ .'~ We belong to .y+ou: I 
~" + Serving M tubers And Their Familles 
::•i: ~: i I 
i ~ '.~ ./• : : , . . ,  
IN THE COOKIE JAR - -  Regulars at the farmers market w 
know Olivia Marques. She often gets comments on her excellent 
paslry, Olivia also sells flowers, fruits and vegetables. 
BUY ONE GET ONE 
+ 
ower  lady has ° -  " '+-  " "  " + + ' + ' "  - - '  I l l ,  - c,,,~v,taf,..m,~,s,~,h~,~=~,..a I L l !  L~_._~2,2~0 ~PO. Ptu 83305 .~  ~,_~___~,2992_  ~J~'  I ,~  ~ ~o0~. ptu 8fl39 _,~._~ _~_~y_,_~_ _ _3o,2~j__ _ uu j  
great + ha, baknng too ............... i ' - - ' °  
a vendor at the Skeena Valley ~ ~ J L I J -J[ 
Farmers Market for the past ~;,o>: ~: , ~  
four years. She started out ,"':~:  .l.I2.qJ[ 
with a few vegetables, then ~ " 
one thing led to another. :~ + *~~ With Coupon I 
• Y:ld = d F~na~t Sd¢~ ~el ~ d 0~ ta~.l ~ ~l=a'linl d n il= ~ t~ ~e ~ ~ I 
Olivia now sells flowers, fruit, ~ .  ~ '~a~= ~m~'~'=~'~*~s"~'~"~'~[ 
vegetables as well as a variety --'~ ............... x '=~="~"'="'  ( I . s i~s ,~, ,~,  19~s. ~[ '~ J  
of baked goods. I have often • ;::~ ~:~ I SAFEWAY~NffDCOUPON PLUS3306 c~n~S.tur~y,S~.n~,~0,~w~. 1 ][ /]  [SmW~YmN;EDCOU~O. PLU83322 ~, l~m~%, ,~4,un~ I 
heard people comment on her 
eXcellent pastry, u . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , . .  ..... - - - -7 ,  . . . . . . .  "a r. . . . . . . .  -~  
n ,,~L ~ I J ' l o I  ' :1 I 1 t l  nnT;. ~ . ,  ' J r l ]  I I : l '  o 1 O I I i~Olivia' has, apples andpears  ,I : i i ;~  ~]  F~~~i'=']01~']01~, ,l r ! ' ; '~ :~11 i  J,(]~[~]l I l ld[],l:[~[],i~, 
' ~  t~e market  ................ ' : .......... . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~6;;~ i  ~I ! ,  , ,  _ ' ,, " ~i:~' " :! ! ' ~ , . . . . . .  nglit now, m- ~ 0 * ~ a ' ~  . . . .  I t 
~V:xrYndg°°dwe~r~gar~PP~'da~od r LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN ' ;'..,+ . .... =' ~, 1 I 
::baking and juice - -  and a Olivia Marques came to Ter- I ' ~ ,  " ~' I I 
goOd eating apple as we, l. race from Portugal in 1976. : [~~~i~/  W,th Coupon ~ ~1~,4 ,~+~, : ,1  With Cou-on , 
somot,=, o.~,a,, ror=o~ ~o =.o  to~o,n ~or ~u+an~. , ,  . . . .  " + ' , + " + " ~ - " + ' + + - ' + - + =  =,~~/+-+- - -~-+-+- - . -+ .+!  
to  asthe flower lady. She of- I.,uciano, who had been living ,l~~/~"=~==~-~,,.,.~.'t,a,.,.,.~,.I '.YlI: '~;~'~; ~~; : :  " :~.i ,=~-~,.=~,~-=~.,.~-~,,,=,,,,-,,,.~ 
fers:a Wide variety of beautiful and working here for a few i ~  ~,~,~. . ,~,=~+m~,~ t,l,-.~ [ i~ , ,~ ,~,~. , ,~ ,~, .~,~=~ ¢i..~ I 
i flow¢~: Asters, dahlias, years before Olivia's move. I . souponva,dfromSunck~y, Sq~m~24, until I n CO~laOnv*hlfromSund,y,S~plml~r24,untli I LS.~FEWAYP~I~EDCOUPON LU83328 ~i,~s,%r~d,.~,~..~__ao, tws. ~.~- J  VSEW~Ym~T~DCOU~O~ PLUS3323 d.=i r,m , ~0,W*S. 
g lad io lus  and sweat peas are The Marques have been on ............................... J L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =d_L~~ . . . . . . . . . .  j 
bigfavourites. Molit0r for almost 20 years 
i With  all this to offer at the and raised two sons here in 
market you can imagine what Terrace. Their sons are grown 
the Marques' town-size lot on now and live in Vancouver 
~d:iM°lit°r looks like. It is burs t -As  for Olivia and L u c i a n o , .  ,~ ~ t r e e s .  MountainA h trees .............. ~ ' ~ . "  ~i ~ 'n / - "~+~'~~"~'  I I ~ ' - - ' ~ ~ ~ s ]  ~~~-~~' i¢  "~1%%~ ing. with vegetation. It seems • they still visit Portugal every " " . . . . . . .  , ~ ~ _ ~ - ,  ,r,,,:~,,':~.-, ~:.'L~;.. ~C~ .... " " '~ ' :' ~:" ;*':~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~:~, : " ~ +~'' ' ' ..... 
that every inch of space is other year or so. . .\ ..... . . .,~,,:~.,.~ ;~. ~-,~ ,~, 
thr iv ing  with shrubs, plants, You can find Olivia at the :'-.'  , ~. I I ~ ~ : ~ - ]  
north end of the market, every ~ ,  . ~ ~  
k have been grafted with pear Saturday morning. . & ~ ~ . . . . ~  ~ ~ ]  
: :limbs to produce fruit. The Farmer's Market starts ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  *-"- . . . .  ~,~?. ' : f :~- . [ I I [ '~ '~.~ : ' . f~ l~:<,~ L'Zim,~ , 
Even an old washing ma- every Saturday at9a.m, in the :. ~. ~'~ ~,,+~,:-: ~~+*:  ~',~;~ 
Chine serves as a planter for parking lot across from ~: . . . . . . .  " :'~"~"~': ' '~~'~"~='~ , n , i ~ 
i ~hlias. George Little Park. Lynne SUP "' " ' ' - -  m: t~]*~:n : [ ' ]O l : l l l *~ l l  I 
The only fertilizer used on Christiansen is a vendor at the l~l l~lA. l~lt l tt  A I~A]  REME n '~A $KmttSS ~ A A  I 
the gardens is chicken manure market and a member of the CAKES ~reu l J~V CHICKEN BREAST ' JVK I  
and leaf mold. market board .  ~ WhiloorCho¢ololo. n / ' / I  ,:+,0 .... d q k m V l  
i~  " A,o,,o,,.~+,o,,,~, ....... U I s,.,,+,~PA~K. ~ I 
~, Wte Facta  r s + + ~ ~  i~: !~ l  
i 98 ''o , , , ,  ~owmu~.wm, LES APPLES ~~1 DETERGENT m] J l i~q~ APERS L I ,0dvo,i0,=o,. ! ~[ l l f f f f  -Iowmuehwatm Pmduclo[Conado. ~ I I  ABCUIt . . . .  Otiginol. '~ '  ~ IPamp .... I / ' "  
• :, C0nodo  Foncy Grade .  ~ - - I  I 
I LIMITOF I. I ~  ' 
. . . . . . . .  ,.~Ok~, I ~ ~ I  4VSL i I ~72"$ i i  
• redeem all major food How much water Is used lot"an automatic Wa~,  '~ on average 
awasher? ,  haln competltor coup°ns*'* 1 -low much water is used o n average to. hand wash, ~,s,es, VISA" C 
in&~O.S.l,~ome~hd~edk IT.k~ ~ Hdd,~tNV,,t~//a~n~C,~9~h~U~t'0~k~m/. 
CALL FOR HOURS ,: 
Customerservice...635-7206 Manager ....... . ....... 635-7280 
Del l . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .635-1374 Bakery  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . .63511372 Mon. -  Fri.,..,. .............. , ..... 9'- 9 
Floral ..... ., ..... , ........ 635-1371 Pharmacy...,.....,....635 1375 !6L 
rx  . .  o ,~o4aov  "a . . , . . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . .  " ' ' - ' ' - -  ~ : ' :7 " ' :  
..... i l i~:~i l  ~ 
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Thank 
You 
° ,, • 
Dear Sir:. 
Random acts of kindness go un- 
reported everyday. I felt this one 
had to be reported. 
My husband and I decided to 
cement under our carport. While 
we were at it we also decided to 
put e curb down our long 
driveway. We thought we could 
do the job ourselves. We were 
wrong, very wrong. 
We ordered cement from 
Skeena Concrete Products Ltd. 
The drivera re very busy, and on 
a tight Schedule. 
When I came home the track 
was parked in the driveway. The 
scene before me was quite amaz- 
ing. The driver was helping. Ac- 
tually, :hewas instructing and 
doing the work, as my father-in- 
law helped. 
The driver was late for another 
job, bu t continued t 9 help. He put 
us a!! work, so we could get 
the job finished. He sent my hus- 
band to his house to borrow the 
tools we needed, 
The sweat poured from the 
driver's face.~ l ie shoveled, in- 
structed, and sweat some more. 
All he really had to do was drop 
the cement, sit in his truck and 
walt. He didn't. We finished the 
work. We offered himmoney for 
his hard labour. He dedined. We 
didnSt even get his name.. 
But another amazing thing hap- 
pened, He came back. Several 
hours later on his own time. He 
again went to work to smooth the 
cement, so it had a nice profes- 
sional finish. 
This time we asked his name. It 
was Larry. We gushed our ap- 
preciation. 
Thank you seems o small. I ex- 
citedly told the story to  my 
daughter. "Morn," my daughter 
said, "this was a random act of 
kindness." 
We apologize for any in- 
convenience we may have caused 
anyone lse. We are very grate- 
ful. We will definitely hire a con- 
tractor for our nex t large project. 
Skeena Concrete I want you to 
know that Larry is your best pub- 
= Great dogs 
STUDENTS AT SKEENA Jr. Secondary were treated to a lunchtime feast of hotdogs and 
cake last week, The lunch was held in honour of the good behaviour of the school's students; 
and was organized by the RCMP, Incidences of vandalism have been quite low this year. The 
RCMP are hoping to organize similar lunches at Thornhill Jr. Secondary and Caledonia, 
providing the trend continues. 
Legionr hosts darts tourney 
By Cmde Peter Crompton , 15 we will be hosting the looking for all the help they 
Legion Branch 13 North Western Zone meeting, can get, so if you have a little 
THEFALL  season starts off a t  Observers to this meeting are time on your hands please 
the legion with our Annual welcome. The Branches meet contact Crude Bill or Crude 
Terrace Open Darts Tourna- 
ment, September 29. Hopeful- 
ly we will have a good turn 
out and as successful a tourna- 
ment as past years. 
Our next general meeting is 
on October 10th at 8:00 pro. It 
should not be as long as our 
September meeting, but 
should be of interest o all our 
members. Your Management 
and Finance committee will be 
met September 19, and should 
have a report ready for the 
members at ~the October meet- 
ing. 
For those 'l members inter -~ lic relations person you have, He 
deserves a raise. Just so' othe/s ' ested, both darts and cribbagd 
know, this was a random act of ~ are in full swag on  Wednes- 
kindness from someone that cared day evenings, ~By all accounts  
about a job. So much he couldn't the first few nights have been 
stand to see a job poorly done. quite busy and entertaining. 
S. Dn Silva, The weekend 9f October 13- 
Terrace, B.C. 
A Golden i 
Opportunity 
TO S,  ^ we  -- 
' 44 .95  s0.o. 
G'O.L 'D  
REG. $58.95 SQ. YD. 
When you buy a 
Mannington Gold 
floor, you get a floor • 
that not only starts 
beautiful it stays 
beautiful for years and 
years to come. 
See our samples of 
new patterns and 
colours. 
in the canteen while the Ladies 
Auxiliary will be meeting at 
the Happy Gang Centre, 
The Ladies Auxiliary would 
like to remind everyone that 
their regular general meetings 
go September to June, the first • 
Tuesday of every month, and 
they welcome any new mem- 
bers. They are also open for 
bookings for Christmas cater- 
ing. Please contact Lisi at 635- 
2158. 
We had a very successful 
Western night on September 
16. Everyone seemed to enjoy 
the evening. Hopefully we can 
Haigh. I am sure they will be 
glad to hear from you. 
We have a new 2nd Vice 
President ~ C-~de Pat Smith. 
I am sure Pat, who has been 
doing a great job with our 
bingos, will continue his dedi- 
cated work. 
We have survived another 
very slow summer. Hopefully 
our winter activities will allow 
US to continue to  serve our 
veterans, their dependents, our 
youth and the community. I 
know we will need to do a lot 
of soul searching before next 
summer if we are to survive. 
keep these specials going and 
help the branch back onto its 
feet after a veryslow summer, 
Remembrance Day is just 
around the corners and Cmde 
McCrea and his crew will be 
So anyone who has any sug- 
gestions for the good and wel- 
fare' ~of" your Branch,'let's'us 
know. We need your help• 
Lest we forget. - 
1 
Look Twice. It's Motorcycle Season. 
• Kathy's Fun Fit 
Low impact 
aerobics for ,: 
those just getting 
started or looking 




Kathy Corbett ~ 
Classes  Monday Even ings  
September 11 to 6:15 pm to 7:15 pm 
Mid-December  
January  8 at Kermode 
to  M id -May Fr iendsh ip  Soc ie ty  
$10  per set o r$1 .50  drop in .  
/ 
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he finest 
D steak night 
in town! 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 - Terrace ""  
amunnuImnnmnni Imnimnu 
F i rs t  F r iday  o f  Every  Month  
J u i cy  S teak-  Baked Potato  - Sa lad  
5 :00  p .m.  serv ings  i 
nmmln  lU  lml  ann l l l l l  i n l l lU l  E l  in  
Members  & Bonaf ide  Guests  Welcorne~/  
• Mus ic  Every  Weekend ~ /,f 
i .} 
Adult 
Youth (13 to 17 yr) 
Junior (8 to 12 yr) 
IT'S YOUR LAST 
T~ I_c~'[l-t~ L~'"  
v 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 




Child (7 and under) 
IT 'S  OUR ANNUAL FALL  SEASON PASS SALE.  
PURCHASE YOUR SHAMES MOUNTAIN PASS BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30TH 



















First Member $459 
Second member $269 
Third member $209 
Fourth member $ 70 
Plus GST 
Plus GST * Family of 4 or more pays only a maximum of $1007 
• plus GST. 
m Pass application forms are available at Schooley's Sports and Tony's Corner Store in 
nat; Maverick Mart, Kaien Sports Centre and Vertical Ski & Cycle in Prince Rupert; 
Seasons Source For Sports, Sport World and Shames Mountain Administrative Office in 
'race. 
tDER BY MAIL-Complete your application form and mall to: Shames Mountain Ski 
orporation, Box 119, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2. 
)RDER BY PHONE-Call (604) 635-3773 and our staff will complete your application 
era over the phone. Please have your MasterCard or Visa number / expiry date ready. 
ORDER BY FAX-Complete your application form and transmit to (604) 635-9773• 
ORDER IN-PERSON-Applications will be processed atour Administrative Office, 4544 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace between 9 am and 5 pro, Monday through Friday. 
FAMILY PASS DESCRIPTION: 
1. LEGALLY MARRIED-and dependants of same up to a maximum age of 18 years 
2. COMMON LAW MARRIAGE PARTNERS-and dependants of same up to a maximum age of !8 
3. DEPENDANTS ENGAGED AS FULL.TIME STUDENTS UP TO A MAXIMUM AGE OF 25 YEARS, 
Senior (65 yr +) 





IF YOU'VE gone to Safcway 
lately, you might have felt as if 
something was missing. Well, 
you're right. 
That certain cashier who always 
gave you that big smile and a 
friendly good morning has now 
officially retired. We are all going 
to miss Doreen Paulson. 
And now thanks to Doreen's 
sister, Marjorle Corcoran from 
North Vancouver, who has 
prepared a little story. 
Do'teen is a true northerner. She 
was born in Bums Lake in the 
late 40s and moved to Terrace 
where she finished high school. 
After Doreen left school she 
started working at the Terrace 
Coffee Shop and Home Grill, a 
restaurant managed by Eleanor 
Jackson. 
After serving her millionth cup 
of coffee and hams san, she 
moved, down the street o the lo- 
cal co-op store where she worked 
as a cashier. 
Terrace was growing quiekly, 
and ffhen a chance came to work 
at the Mac Adams clothing store, 
Doreen took it 
Doreen flogged "shirts, shorts 
and ties" for a while, then 
lowered here sights and trans- 
ferred to the shoe business, later 
s.EN I0 R'.S NEWS 
Doreen Paulson 
becoming manager of Terrace's 
first shoe store owned by Lucky 
K0el. 
By this point her family had 
grown to the point where she felt 
, /  i ,  
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YVONNE MOEN 
she should be spending more time 
at home with her children. 
You may wonder how those 
children came into the picture. 
Well, it all started back in 1952 
when she said"yes" to a young 
Swedish fellow named Carl Paul- 
son. The tied the know on Sept. 
19, 1952. 
In 1954 their daughter LiMa 
was born. She was followed by 
sons Larry, Gary, Greg and Dar- 
rel. 
The boys were rather 
boisterous, and Doreen spent 
many years chasing after them, 
once ending up ripping her dress 
in a mad dash over a picket fence 
to save her youngest boy Darrei, 
only to discover he'd been safe in 
bed. 
Tragedy struck the family in 
1975"when her eldest son Larry 
was involved in a serious car ac- 
cident, leaving him a quad- 
riplegie. 
But with Larry's remarkable 
courage and positive attitude the 
family managed to meet the dif- 
ficult challenge and move for- 
ward. 
Back in 1968, when her 
youngest was three years old, 
Doreen made the decision to 
rejoin the workforce. 
Safeway was just finishing 
building their new store, and 
Doreen was accepted on as one of 
their first cashiers. Little did she 
know that she'd be with them for 
27 years. 
That long-time association 
came to an end on August 24 this 
year, when Doreen retired. 
. ,  , . .  
I 
Seniors welcome at 
Happy Gang Centre 
WHO ARE B.C. seniors? 
Any citizen, 55 years and 
older, not necessarily 
receiving a pension, is con- 
sidereal to be a senior. 
The seniors of Terrace 
have an organization and a 
drop-in-centre where they 
can meet and socialize with 
other seniors over a cup of 
coffee or lunch. They're 
also welcome to bring their 
conccrns .  
Terrace's Branch #73 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners 
Organization welcomes 
any citizen to their Happy 
Gang Centre situated on 
Kalum Street, very near to 
the intersection of  Lakelse 
Ave. and Kalum St. The 
Centre is open Monday to 
Friday, 10:00 A.M. to 2:30 
p.m., where seniors are 
welcome and may wish to 
,become amember. 
Our membership meet- 
ings are held the second 
Thursday of each month 
(except July & August) at 
2:00 p.m. 
We have a games pro- 
gram which includes carpet 
bowling, floor curling, 
snooker, darts, etc. Each 
Tuesday evening at 7:30 
P.M., members meet for a 
game of  crib or whist. 
Bingo games are held on 
Friday afternoons. Any 
senior wishing to partici- 
pate in the games can 
phone MaryAnn Dilley at 
635-6835. 
A group of ladies meet 
[r  
AILEEN FRANK 
each Tuesday morning at 
the Centre to do quilting. 
They would welcome any- 
one wishing to learn to 
quilt. Come to the Centre 
to view the beautiful quilt, 
along with other prizes, to 
be raffled at the annual 
bazaar, which this year will 
be held October 28th. The 
knitting & sewing com- 
mittee have a cupboard full 
of  wool & material if you 
have the time and can 
volunteer to make articles 
for the bazaar. 
Our members hold 
catered or pot luck suppers, 
almost one a month, usual- 
ly to celebrate a special oc- 
casion such as Thanksgiv- 
hag etc. 
Seniors are invited to 
drop by the Happy Gang 
Centre and pick up our 
monthly newsletter and be- 
come acquainted with our 
activities. 
On her last day Safeway held a 
party, giving her a very large 
retirement cake. Doreen spent the 
day handing out cake and other 
refreshments and visiting with all 
the customers. 
Before she left the store Doreen 
was presented with a cheque from 
t l~  staff for a Irip, plus con- 
gratulation letters from previous 
managers of the store. 
And then waiting outside was 
one more surprise ~ a bi~ white 
limousine to drive Doreen and 
her husband Carl, daughter Linda 
and a few grandchildren around 
town. 
Her family also had a few sur- 
prises for her - -  a new self clean- 
hag stove and a new fridge. 
And now a very happy re ,e -  





You already have o chequing 
account, so why should 
you get this One? 
L'-'J THE NORTHERN PACKAGE 
- one convenient monthly service charge 
- interest paid on account balance 
- unlimited ATM transactions at any Credit Union 
machine 
FJPlP1H 
. no charge personalized cheques 
- no commission charge on travellers cheqo, 
- no charge on money orders 
- no charge c6mbine statement 
- no charg xint of Sale entries 
- no charg itili~/bifl payments . . . . . . . .  . .... 
H , , . , 
- minimum $500 overdra~protection (OAC) 
L~j THE MASTERPLAN PACKAGE 
- all of the "Northern.Package" features for the 
same convenient monthly service charge 
fiPitriH 
- a MASTERCARD PAYMENT CARD which allows 
access to your accounts from anywhere in the 
world 
- travel insurance 
- a line of credit at a reduced variable rate of interest 
(OACI 
Lr'j EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT - 
CHEQUING " : " " 
- on equily secured floating line of credit up tO: : .  
$70,000 .!.:! < - 
Once you switch to a Terrace Credit 
Union Chequing Account, you'll 
wonder how you ever did without it. 
Call or drop by our office for 
complete details. 
'],¢,:n ace & District Credit Union 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 27, 1995 - B5 
FLYNN SCHOOL 
OF  BALLET 
Laura Flynn, Teacher 
Member of: ~ 
Iloya~ Ikadem y of Ilartdn~ 
'. 3226A RiverDrive 638-2077 
For 
 16. 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635#282 
ce oelong to you." 
Semng members a~l~l~ses ,  c,.,, u,,:, 
e c red i t  un ion  advantage;  we  are  a pro f i t  shar ing ,  member  owned ins t i tu t ion . , ,  
,t,~;,hg to you. . ~~. ' ' 
I I I  I I I I I 
-•:.i L ,:.: , • :' * '•ii,"•.. •~.•. ' 
l t ;sTr ip leOi6~e again7, so  come mjoy our  ; ~ A  
PecosJTdver ~f f  Ta~i~p~tter fo -of ~$7.99.  : II1~I~1 '
platter for only $5.99. ;rhey re ju,t  two of ,,.;~,_,~_,. 
me a ~gnts on our:'mP[e.u!e menu. ...... lust ~ Co0d: 
• "' ::;: ( i  
• :~ )m the ,,;,> 
ii' i Ukraine~and Russia , ~i ~I!: 
; >Terrace Concert Society• 
:. presents 
BACKIILIEV - i! 
lllla sodi i .  
A v ibrant  mus ica l  comedy that  
the whole  fami ly  will love 
Sat., Oct. 7 
8 p .m.R .E .M,  Lee Thea  
Loca{ed !in Inn of he Wes :~'~' the Coast t t; :,. 
Tickets: $15.00 Adult 
$12.00 Students & Sen iors  
Ava i lab le  at  Ervvins Jewe l le rs  
in the Skeena  Marl  
- [ .  . • 
• " *  / . 
"~'" ' " " ""; t 
.% 
. : .&  
:.(;.::.i;... 
[ ; 
". i h~.- . 
Seasons Packages for 1995/96 season (6 concerts) on Sale 
$75 Adult $60 Student/Seniors Mastercard & VISA accepted:,~ 
Sponsored  by  ;.,;,~, 
g,  , 
Tymoschuk Agencies Ltd. 
The Terrace Standard ><;, I :  
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 2.7, 
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1 Would Like To Announce The , ! 
".GRAND OPE:N/N 
n OfTh Ne Conept ~ ~ ~  ~ eir w c Store 
n .......... ~iNTHE OLD SAANLOCATION" "~':(SKEENA" "~ ' 





n Fashion Footwear and Clothing by: I 1 




Rawlings~ LA Gear 
Head ~ Greatland 
Saucony ~ Non-Fiction m 
Russell B 1 
Sorel 
Starter ~c Adidas ~ Puma Wilson 
" 1  
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
/ / / 
635-1110 
• 1 - $100 Gift Certificate Drawn Daily 
/ / / / / 
1 
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• Low water tales 
AST SATURDAY afternoon, 
which, as it tams out, was the hot- 
test September 16 since 
___M meteorologists have kept records of 
such things, I found myself standing above the 
Lower Potato Patch cursing my camera for hav- 
ing the effrontery to run out of battery power 
without letting me know earlier. 
- So far the little, ergonomie, waterproofPentax 
has performed wondrously and well. When the 
subject has been backlit it has automatically 
filled the dark space in front of the subject with 
flash. When I've slipped the film into its back, 
the little shirt pocket sized fellow has wound it 
onto the take up spool automatically while si- 
multaneously reading the film speed then 
making the required adjustments. This last fea- 
ture"is especially important for a photographer 
who has been known to open the shutter before 
thirty-six splendid scenes then opened the back 
only to find his film sticking its dark little un- 
exposed tongue out at him from within its 
pristine canister. 
Though it won't pick out the retina of a griz- 
zly bear at a hundred yards, or take in the entire 
Teikwa Range in one snap, it can been zoomed 
fzom 35 to 70 millimeters, focal lengths that 
nicely cover about ninety percent of the pictures 
most folks shoot. If the instruction booklet is to 
be believed, my Pentax is capable of as many 
trick shots as the most expensive of cameras. It
even has a remote for those tacky family group 
shots; all this for four hundred bucks. But, 
without batteries my neat little camera may as 
well be a lump of coal. 
Before me was a ['me pho~.op: ,a parade ~f. 
nattily clad fly fishers sh~ffli~g s l~ l~hr~ 
the low and clear water ai the~ top of the lower'.. 
patch - -  the very spot where Karl Manser 
beached and killed his world record thirty-four 
pound buck ~ and here was I, perched a hun- 
dred feet above them staring at the icon of a 
dead battery on my LCD. 
Fortunately my fly rod is not battery powered, 
but there was no use putting itin action either. 
Although I could see stoelhead in the deepest 
part the run, the chance of persuading one of 
them to take a fly was about as likely as grow. 
ing bananas on Baffin Island. Watching the 
angler at the head of the line pitch his fly over 
and past the fish reminded me of the similarly 
clear, sunny days on a similarly low and clear 
Coquihalla River in the days before it was 
mined by the men who, paradoxically, won an 
environmental award for wrecking it. 
The engineer who designed the Kettle Valley 
Line that once threaded its way through the val- 
ley had a fondness for Shakespeare, thus he 
named the first set of tunnels Othello. There are 
also points along the way named for Iago and 
Portia and other characters. It was by sitting on 
the bridge at Lear and watching men fish the 
fine pool underneath it that I first learned about 
steelhead reactions to light and low water. 
It was fascinating. Again and again fishers 
swam their baubles over fish that could be 
clearly seen hovering just off the gravel bottom. 
Some anglers managed to sink their flies deep- 
ly. Others, by accident or. by design, I could 
never b~ sure, drifted their lures only inches un- 
der the surface. Every once in a while one of the 
fish would quiver or rise a few inches in the 
direction of a fly. Though other fishermen told 
me a few fish had been taken at midday in the 
Lear Pool, I didn't see it happen once. When the 
sun sunk behind the mountains and shadows 
covered the water, things changed ramatically. 
Then we routinely caught the same fish that had 
spurned everything shown them earlier; often 
taking them on floating lines and small flies. 
It's not hard to appreciate why a fish recently 
returned from an ocean, where there are lots of 
places to hide, would feel as skittish as a cat in a 
dog pound when it finds itself in some diminu- 
tive po01 within a shrunken river brilliantly lit 
by the sun. Steelhead are victims of their ag- 
gressive nature. With the lights dimmed they 
will move to strike. 
The gentleman I watched on the Kispiox was 
probably atourist, so it is understandable that he 
would want to spend as much time on the fiver 
as possible. To have any chance at all in those 
challenging conditions he needed to make a few 
corrections. Instead of wading up to his waist 
something, unless you are crossing the fiver, 
you almost never need to do - -  he should have 
crept up on the fish and began casting to it on a 
steep angle from a good distance upstream. His 
fly should have been small, drab and sparse, 
possibly a ten or twelve. And, the leader needed 
to be twelve feet at least. With that equipment 
and a delicate presentation exclusive of false 
casting, he might have successfully performed 
the considerable f at of moving one of those sil. 
ver fish, but given the conditions he'd be better 
offdoing something else, . , 
' Like taking pictures, ay, ' 
-.. , : : . . :  . . . • - . .  ; :  " 
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FRIENDLY RIVALS. The northwest's Internationals primarily of ex-Vancouver Whitecaps, during the an- 
squad pose with the Columbus team, made up nualOIdtimerssoccer tournament in Vancouver. 
Oldtimers tie Whitecaps 
THE INTERNATIONALS returned from 
the annual Oldtimers tournament in Van- 
couver happy with their performance but 
mourning the loss of a friend. 
The Internationals are made up of 
players from around the northwest and led 
by player coach Tom Filtziakis of Ter- 
race. 
with the round robin completed, the 
. team was due to take to the field on the 
Sunday to play off for third place. 
I t  was then they learned Jim Ciccone, a 
Prince Rupert teammate who was sup- 
posed to be joining them for that game, 
had been killed in a car crash. 
"We had a minute's ilence before the 
game," Filtzialds said. " It  really affected. 
the team." The Internationals ended up 
fourth in the eight eam tourney. 
But the northwesterners had earlier 
come as close as it gets to repeating their 
1990 appearance in the f'mal. In the same 
group as Columbus - primarily made up 
of ex-Vancouver Whitecaps - the Interna- 
tionals had held that squad to a draw and 
beaten both Chile and Aldergrove. 
Unfortunately, The ex-'Caps finished 
with the same unbeaten record and got the 
nod on the narrowest of goal differences. 
Whatever the outcome, Filtziakis said 
the triphad, asalways, been worthwhile. 
" It 's a great ournament," he said, noting 
it also draws teams from the US west 
coast. " It 's nice to play against those 
guys, you learn a lot." 
Although the '95 season has only just 
Filtziakis is already looking ahead to next 
year. And hoping it's one that will see 
more players coming back to the game. 
Many one-time players, he agreed, de- 
cide to drop out of the game because of 
the demands of growing families. 
However, he suggested by the time they 
reach the qualifying age for Oldtimers 
37 years old and up - -  they might have 
the time to take the sport up again. 
"There's a lot of talent here," Filtziakis 
said. "Why are you hiding?'" 
His goal is to draw enough playersback 
that Terrace will be able to field its own 
Oldtimers team. 
He  said anyone who Wants more in- 
formation on Oldtimers soccer could 
phone him at 635-5752, Nick Kollias 
going down to Croatia and settling for 
doubles this time 
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS got 
no respect in this year's Youth 
Soccer playoffs. 
None of the seven regular 
season powerhouses managed 
to pull off the double and only 
-~ two were even able tO make 
i the playoffs finals. , 
L : Of that pair, Braid s Insur- 
'anCe;icame closest. With the 
i~red  'tied at 2 after both 
i ~ :i'eguiation and overtime, 
i Bta id 'sand Terrace Shell had 
::~ to fe te  a penalty shootout o 
decide the title, the latter com- 
ing out on top by a 2-1 
margin. 
It was Terrace Shell's second 
successive playoff 
championship n the Under-14 
Girls division. 
There was no such close call 
.,•in the Under-12 division 
4 . . . . .  where Finning Tractor had all 
: guns firing in dropping league 
~i champs Copperside 6-3. 
L ~other  2-2 score after over- 
time forced a shoot-out to 
• settle the Under-16 Boys final, 
A & W taking it away from 
Bandstra Transportation. 
Regular season runner-up 
Carlyle Shepherd came out on 
top in the Under-10s second 
season, doubling Surveyors 4- 
2. It was the second straight 
year Surveyors had made the 
final only to come up just 
short. 
It was also a 4-2 scoreline in 
the Under-19 Boys showdown 
where another egular season 
runner-up, Councillors, proved 
too strong for the Bavarian 
Inn. The Girls side of that age 
group saw Tide Lake outscore 
Pizza Hut 5-3. 
Having averaged only four 
goals a game during the sea- 
son, Terrace Builders found 
the scoring touch with a ven- 
geance in the Under-14 Boys 
final, blitzing Carpenters 
United 7-3. 
Carlyle Shepherd were top 
scorIng team across the seven 
divisions, putting 105 between 
the posts in 16 games. The 
stingiest eam was also in the 
Under-10 division ~ Centen- 
nial Lions gave up only 20 for 
a goals against average of only 
1.25 0ntheir way to the league 
title. ~' " .... > . " : ,  
been completed for the local Oldtimem, (635-9231) or Dick Springer (635-2880). 
JUBILATION. Above, Terrace Shell Under-14 Girls 
'players celebrate victory after the division's playoff 
final. It was the second consecutive title for the squad. 
Below, Charmaine Dozzi holds the most sportsman- 
like trophy handed out each year by Tide Lake coach 
Blaine Kluss to one of his own. Kluss is seen holding 
the playoff championship trophy earned by the team. 




up is here 
THIS SUNDAY the 1995 
running season closes out 
with the All  Seasons Half 
Marathon. 
Although the 21kin road 
race is the headliner at the 
annual .event, participants 
can also opt for the 5km 
walk/run and 10~ jog/run~ 
The start ~ and finish 
line forall three distances is 
at Northwest community 
College, the Half Marathon 
kicking off at noon and the 
other two an hour  later; . - 
Age  divisions include 
under-13, 13-19 years, 
Open (20-39 men's and 
women's) and Masters (40 
years and up men's and 
women's) . . . . . . . . .  
The entry fee is$.20 ($18 
for BC Athletic Association 
members) for advance 
registration, $2 more on 
race day. Al l  .':entrants 
receive a eonu~idnorative 
long sleeved T -sh i~ 
Entry forms can~be found 
at All Season Sports. 
Soccer AGM 
seeks ideas 
YOUTH SOCCER is .en- 
couraging parents ofplaye!a t0 
come out in force to its annual 
general meeting next week. 
" I f  you plan on having chil. 
dren involved in soccer next 
~ear, now is the time to offer 
suggestions to TYSA,'.' says 
spokesman Val Belina. 
And she emphasized there 
was no need to fear being 
bullied into volunteering for 
anything. At the same time; 
Belina added; TYSA always 
welcomed newvolunteers. - 
The meeting takes place in 
the Happy Gang Centre at 7:30 
p.m., Wednesday, October 4. ~ 
~'*Y ,< ' i )  4 
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FREE CURLING at the Ter- 
race rink evenings all week. 




ment gets ~i{~r way 8 p.m. at 
the Legi0nwith Mixed Dou- 
bles. Continues with Singles 
and Doubles Saturday, Teams 
on Sunday. ' . 
GOLF 
Thursday, September 28
LADIES CLUB wrap-up. 
Regular golf followed by an- 
nual meeting. 
Sunday, October 1
RAY TAFT Memorial 
Autenm Leaves wind up 
scramble takes place. 
HIKING 
Sunday, October 1
INSECT LOOKOUT is the 
destination. Enjoy the autumn 
display. Meet at the library at 
9 a.m. Leader is Frank (632- 
7884). 
MEN'S REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
Oldttmers Division 
9 p.m.- Convoy v Terrace 
Timbermen 
10:30 p.m.- Wranglers v 
Okies 
(Team matchups not f'malized 
yet, but schedule has one 
game Thursday, two games 
Saturday, two games Sunday, 
and two games Tuesday) 
RUNNING 
Sunday, October 1
ALL SEASONS HALF 
MAI~THON (21kin) starts 
12 noon at Northwest Com- 
munity College. 5kin and 10 
km events tart at I p.m. Open 
to all ages. Pick up entry 
forms at All Seasons. 
YOUTH+SOCCER ,~ 
Wednesday, October 4 . 
ANNUAL GENERAL Meet- 
ing of TYSA at Happy Gang 
Centre, 7:30 p.m. All parents 
urged to attend. 
STOCK CARS 
Saturday, October 7
AWARDS NIGHT Dinner 




HOCKEY accepting names 
for its waiting list. Phone 
Roger Harris at 635-3400. 
MIXED CURLING: the 
curling club has added a third 
draw to the Friday'night 
league and is now accepting 
entries on a f~t come, first 
serve basis. Phone 635.5583. 
'F Curling league expands 
THE CONTINUING demand p.m. This will increase the feature, he added. 
for spots in the Friday night maximum to 36 rinks, he said. Kozak pointed out anyone 
Mixed league has prompted "If  we have people who who has never tried curling 
the curling club to add another want to curl, we don't want to has a chance to check it out 
draw. have to turn them away," free-of-charge ach evening 
Noting the league had been Kozak explained, next week. 
oversubscribed in the past few Last year the club enjoyed That's when the club stages 
• years, club president George one of its most su~fu l  sea- its annual Curl Canada week 
Kozak said the same thing had sons in years. Kozak said that during which instructors will 
happened again this year with was due in part to special in- be on hand to show new- 
29 teams chasing 24 spots, centive rates the club intro- comers the ropes or help cur- 
In the past teams had been duced for that season. They in- rent curlers hone their skills. 
turned away once the maxi- eluded half-price league dues All regular leagues fire up 
mum 24 had been reached, for first-time curlers in Ter- the following week. 
This time, l~owever, the club race - -  a saving of up to $90 Kozak said if anyone wanted 
membership had voted to open - -  and half price dues on one to curl but didn't have a team 
the league up by moving the night's play for those who yet, they only had to call the 
start time of the normal draws took out a membership, club at 635-5583 and it would 
forward a half hour and adding Those price breaks have now likely be able to find them a 
another beginning at 10:30 been adopted as a permanent berth. 
Sudden death 
decides Ladies 
DEBBIE CARRUTHERS suc, victory. 
cessfully defended her Skeena In other low gross results, 
Valley Ladies golf club Leona Wilson and Audrie Cox 
championship, but it took 37 took second and third to Price 
holes to do it. while Gaff Shinde beat out 
Carrnthers and Lynn Price, Brenda de Jong in the 'B' 
last year's overall ow net win- flight. And in 'C' last year's 
ner, finished the two round winner Lyn ApolcT.er was 
event even at 182, forcing sud- relegated a spot by  Barb 
den death. Riding. 
Carruthers natched the win On the net side, Linda 
on the first hole of the playoff Hamilton finished clear of 
leaving Price to claim low Pare Biffle in 'A', Anne 
gross honours in 'A' flight. Pruner and Bonnie Letawsld 
This year's overall low net moved up one place each from 
title went to Sarinder Dhami last year in 'B' and Norma 
with a 145, a big step up from MacDonald repeated in 'C' 
last year's 'B' flight low net Cont'd on page B16 
Whatdo Over 1,000,000 Fun, Friendly 
and Active Canadians Have in Common? 
CURLING 
Make it part of your active 
lifestyle this winter. 
~ LEAGUE 
Monday Mixed 
• -,Mo nday~Spper~League 
~ Tuesday AM-League .. 
Tuesday Mens 
~ Wednesday Juniors 
Wednesday Ladies- 
~ Thursday Mens . 








Casual, fun oriented 
Competitive, open to 
all mens, ladles, jrs. etc. 
Casual & drop in 
All welcome 
7&9pm ** 
4 pm Junior training league 
with instruction 
7&gpm ** 
7&9pm.  ** 
7&9 pm LEAGUE FULL 
10 am Social, fun, business 
team oriented - all 
welcome 
1 pm Family, fun oriented 
** Mens& Ladies leagues are grouped according to skill level. 
Yhese leagues are designed to accommodate either the 
seasoned curlers or new curlers. Everyone is welcome to join. 
Leagues will start approximately October 10. Registration or 
inquiries at the Terrace Curling rink or phone 635-5583. 
ANY INDIVIDUALS WANTING TO 'ff 
CURL WILL BE PLACED ON A TEAM. 
ADULT NOON HOUR 
drop-in hockey at the Arena, 
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. 
Goalies with equipment play 
free. 
FUN MIXED darts at the 
Legion every Wednesday 
night beginning ~t 8 p.m. 
Open to all on drop-in basis. 
Rookies welcome. 
TERRACE BADMINTON 
Club plays Tuesday and 
Thursdays, 8:00-10:00 p.m. at 
the Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School. For into, contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month, 7:15 p.m. 
st the clubhouse on Rifle 
Range Road in Thomhili. 
New members are welcome. 
For information, contact BUi 
Watson at 635-5109. 
I I 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or fax them to 638- 




Peter ' s  TA I  CHI  
Get a Head Start on Y0ur CD Library 
with a Bondwell Multimedia PC:. 
Receive eighteen CD 
software titles with a 
new Bondwell MPC 
system 
C lmada, Vgld,t 
+:. | 
;i" .~ : . ~: ..i] "+ ( . ~  .~.:i~.f " +(.:":+": ::~: ~.~~:.,~i~.,.:..~,~ ' :~+ .:?+..:. +..:"++~ ,~.. ............................... • ; .-.,. . ......... ~ ~.~i~ . . . . . . . . .  - - -  
:. . . . . . .  ~., . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ , ,  :: .;: : ,~  . . . .  
BW9 - -  . . . .  _ _ _ _  
Includes: 
Product iv i ty  So f tware  
• WordPer fec tWorks  Dent ium + 
• WP InfoCentral "~ "o  c = ~ = o n 
• WP Grommotik 
• WP Clip Art 
Reference'Software 
• Compton's Encyclopedia 
• Compton's Home Remedies 
• WP Home Dictionary 
Entertainment Sof tware  
• Let's Learn Volume 1 
• WP Paper Planes 
• Wing Commander 
• F-14 Tomcat 
• Mega Fortress 
• Wing Commander Academy 
• Mig 29 
• ]et Fighter II 
• ATAC 
• The Heroes of the 357th 
• Int¢l Pentlum 75MHz processor • 8MB RAM expandable to 128MB 
• 256k external cache • PCI local bus architecture • QUAD speed CD 
ROM drive • Dual amplified speakers • True 16-bit sound card 
• 540MB hard clriw • 3.5" floppy drive * Enhanced IDE PCI controller 
• 1MS PCI video card = 14.4 voice/fax/data modem 
,Internet starter kit • High speed 16550 serial and parallel ports 
, Microsoft meuse & mouse pad • 101 key enhanced keyboard 
• Windows 95 pre.loaded • Two year parts ~ labour warranty 
• 18 software titles • 15" SVGA Plug & Play Monitor, 28, i024x768, NI. 
,,,,oro.,, S2 ,469  
Quality Personal Computers 
Bondwell PC'~ am built in Canada by: 3D Mlcrocomputer~ 150 Bullock Drive, Markham, Ontario, [3P ! W3 Fox: 90S,472-6633 • 1-800-567.7413 
The Intel Inside Logo and Pentium are registered trademarks of Intel Corp. The Bondwell logo Is a trademark of Bondwell Canada. 
All prices and configurations are subject to change without notice. Regional price variances may apply. 
. . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  ++ + . + + , . +  +~, .... ,++~0+.++++~+ . . . . . . . .  , ~, + +++ ++ +++ 
Thank You 
Very /lu ch /, 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Association wishes to 
thank our many sponsors, 
volunteers, and patrons for 
making 1.995 another 
successful year. 
See Yo  u A I I  Ne (t Year ! !  
, ~ ,+ 
<? ? !i/i ~ '<~ 
J 
1995 MEN'S Soccer League champions Western Pa- 
cific Maintenance pose for the traditional team photo carry off the hardware in this year's playoffs. 
complete with trophy. However, they weren't able to 
Knights' ride out to title 
haiftime whistle blowing on a scoreless 
tie. And the goal drought continued well 
into the second half, finally broken 
when the Knights found the net about 20 
minutes in. 
That proved to be the turning point of 
the game, the Knights turning drought o 
deluge as they pumped four more by 
Western Pacific for a convincing 5-0 
victory. 
The result was far different from 
Western Pacific's tourney opener. As 
~ #"~h 
.~!. 
A CHARGE which started late in the 
regular season carried the Knights to 
this year's Men's Soccer league playoff 
championship. 
Undefeated in their run to the final, the 
Knights faced regular season champions 
Western Pacific Maintgnance, the team 
they'd earlier sent to the 'B' side of the 
double knockout tourney by a 3-2 
margin. 
The showdown match opened with 
promise of just as tight a game, the 
Vi 
league champions, they had got to relax 
on the sidelines with a bye, but they had 
little chance to do so once they took to 
the field. 
Facing United nations, who had 
clubbed the Internationals 5-1 in the first 
,round, Western Pacific found them- 
selves matched goal for goal, 4-4, 
through regular and overtime. 
They were finally able to break the 
deadlock in the penalty shoot-0ut with 
three unanswered markers. 
:¢~: : * ; . t<~:~ ~:;~.: 
) 
% 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
Terrace Freightliner All West Glass 
Traffic Jams Auto Ken Nigh Mechanical 
Refinishing Services 
Cole Petroleums BC Ltd. C.E. PerkinsTransport 
Wayne & Betty Gilmore Special Thanks to all the 
Troy Tymoschuk fans for their never 
ending support. 
.~  ~,60- ~ Drivers: Albert Weber 
Owners: Albert Weber 
~:~ ~ Pit Crew: Ralph Weber, 
Wayne Gilmore, 
Harley Bell 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
Lay Harris Trucking 
Ken Neigh Mechanical 
Off Road Specialties 
Cliff Muir & Son Trucking 
Perkins Machine Shop - " 
Casper's Auto Body 
Gerry's Sign Paint Drivers:°. RonHarris. Special 
:Thanks to the entire Pit 
Crew. 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
CedarlandTire Paragon Insurance 
Pizza Hut Agencies 
Wilkinson Business Castrol Canada 
Machines Superior Linen Supply 
Norm's Auto Refinishing KalTire 
Drivers: Paul Fleming, Ed Hess, 
Mags Hugon 
Owners: Paul Fleming, Tim 
~ ~'~"~" Fleming , Carnie 
~,,-- Pit Crew:Ken Hawkins, Dlanne 
Hess 
,~ , .  . . . .  . 
TPiANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
J,L. Excavating AL-C's Glass Ltd. 
Thornhill Motors Sales & Swifty Carllne Mufflers 
Leasing 1995 
K. Grace & Sons Ltd. Off-Road Specialities 
Ltd, 
 s¢ oO Drivers: Raser Sutherland, James Michalchuk, Cheryl Grace 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
Traffic Jams 
R40 Construction 
West Point Rental 
Howard O'Brlen 
Mark Neld/Neid Enterprises 
Owner: 
-- 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
West Coast Landscaping Valley Oxygen 
Agar Red & White Head Shed 
Misty RiverTsckle Shop Rich With Colour Tattoos 
Auto Magic Tire 
Drivers: Jack Osborne, Les 
Relnhardt, Dianne 
James ........ 
Owners: Jack Osborne 
Pit Crew: CatherlneRIley, Leslie 
Prior 
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Lock Out 
Auto Crime 
.ouO. sen, l i 
R40 IiI   ONSTRUCTION ' 
CHBA ~ 
WHEN QUALITY COUNTS/ ,,,c 
• CUSTOM HOMES .S ID ING '~'~ 
• ADDIT IONS .SOFF IT  
• ROOFING .FASCIA !~i 
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THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
Terrace Builders Do It TNJ Sound/Kenwood 
Centre Quaker State Motor OII 
Terrace Ease Unl-Prep Enterprises 
Cole Petroleum Blue Ridge Ventures 
Azorcan Autobody 
. Drivers: Dave Reinhardt, Was 
~I~O" , . _ Patterson, Debby 
~ Reinhardt 
,~o Owners: Wes Patterson Dave 
~.~'~ ~t Reinhardt 
Pit Crew:cory Albright, Dawn 
Tomas 
THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS:  
"rymoschuk Agencies Ltd. SKB 24 Hr.Towlng 
Elker Auto Supply Northwest Landscaping " !  ~i 
Northwest Automotive 
First Choice Radiator - . . . . . .  
Owners: Jules LaFrance, Dan 
Thickett 
Pit Crew:Ju!e ! ~ France, Dawn 




THANKS TO OUR 1995 SPONSORS: 
First Choice Radiator PJ'a 2 for I Pizza 
SKB 24 Hr.Towlng Northwest Auto Repair i 
Minute Muffler Northern Signs 
Smlthers Mountain Yamaha . , 
I 
Driver: Claus Wolnowsi~;iPat~ ,' 
Wolnowsk!, Mo~vyn ~ :, 
Ownem:, Clads'& Mb~n 'i ~ ' 
Pit Crew: Billy Gush, = Nell Fast Jr 
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20 .  MOBILE  HOMES ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If e Holiday Monday Deadline Is Thursday at 5 p,m.) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 
p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.c.veG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either 
cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have your 
VISA or Mastercard number eady, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS 
20 words or less 
1 insertion - $5.00 
3 insertions - $12.00 
6 ]nserlions - $15.00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.39 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
11.90 per column Inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $6.64 per column inch 
OBITUARIES 
$22.83 for 3 Inches 
*Additional t $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend edition of 
the Skeena Marketplace. 
OVER 30 CLASSIF ICATIONS. I  
AND MORE ADDED AS NEEDED 
10. Real Estate 180 Pets 
20 Mobile Homes 190 Livestock 
30 For Rent 200 Farmers Market 
40 Commercial Space L 210 Garage Sales 
For Rent ~ 220 Lost and Found 
50 Wanted to Rent ,•  230 Personals 
60 For Rent Misc ~ 240 Births 
70 For Sale Misc . 250 Card of Thanks 
~.C i  Recreat iona l :  Lan  80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
260  In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
300 Help Wanted 
310 Careers 
320 Work Wanted 
330 Notices . 
340 Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial 
Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of Children, marital status and 
empl0ymentwhe n Placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking 
preference .... 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of explry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 
30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item 
on.ly, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount 
• :10: REAL  ESTATE : 
, .  • . . .  . - . . , .  , • . .  . - 
CTION 
10. REAL  ESTATE 1 0. REAL  ESTATE 
1700+ SQ.FT. newer home on 75x200 
ft. lot. Open layout. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, new •appliances new 
furnace & du~ng with full 
undeveloped basement. Motivated to 
sell. $135,500. Call 635-9196 to view. 
5 BEDROOM house, Horseshoe 
location, spacious interior. Main floor 
over 1,100 sq. ft. Developed 
basement. Concrete driveway. Priced 
to sell at $139,900. Call 635-2256. 
5.5 ACRES; 1500 sq. ft, house; 32 ft. 
x 40 ft. workshop; 11x12 ft. storage 
shed, fenced and cross-fenced. 
$66,000. Approximately 120 acres; 
hydro, telephone, well treed but no 
merchantable timber. $50,000. Call: 1- 
604-696-3310. 
BEAUTIFUL 6 Br. Victorian Style 
Heritage House in Hlsodc Old 
Hazelton. Large private landscaped 
yard. 2 rain. walk to downtown and 
amenities (restaurants, movie theatre, 
liquor store, bank, churches, post 
office, etc. Ideal for large family or B & 
B. Serious enquiries only please 642- 
5498. 
COPPERSIDE ESTATE four 
bedroom, 3 bathroom, full basement 
and a large lot with fruit trees makes 
this the parsed family home, $139,900. 
Call 638-8166. 
COUNTRY HOME, over 3 acres of 
land on scenic Francois Lake in 
downtown Colleymount two floors of 
over 1600 sq. ft. living space. 3 
bedrooms, two bathrooms,deck and 
balconly. 624 sq. ft. garage/workshop, 
cement floor, wired, insulated 
approximate/ 2 acre fenced area. 
120,000.00, t -604-695.6349. 
COUNTRY LIVING; house with 4 
bedrooms; 1488 sq. ft.; workshop 
1280 sq. ft.; landscaped yard; 125.03 
acres; part-fenced; $99,000. Call: 1- 
604-696-3310. (Houston-Perow.) 
DEJONG CRES 1 1/2 years old. 1950 
Square feet. Four level, split with 4 
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, family room, 
living room, dining room, reo. room, 
bright kithcen $184,500.00 evenings 
638-8492. 
FOR SALE by owners- 1200 sq, ft. 
split level, mountain view. 4 bdrm, 3 
bathrooms, large modern kitchen, with 
Island. Outdoor jecuzzl, satellite dish, 
alarm system, central vacuum, & 
IMMACULATE 4 bedroom fenced 
house with finished basement, 1 1/2 
baths, large family and rec. room. 
Laundry room and workbench. N/g 
heat. Beautiful trees in front. Close to 
school. For more Info. phone 638-0252 
or 635,2747 (leave messaqe). 
UKE NEW fully insulated, well built 
shop (35' x45') on 5 acre building lot in 
Decker Lake Heights, Radiant gas 
heat. $45,000.00. Call 698-7484. 
NEW HOUSE for sale on 2 acres. 
1250 sq. ft. Unfinished basement, 
garage, sundeck, drilled well-good 
water. Beautiful view of mountains. 
$169,900. 635-6995. 
ONE OF a kind, quality custom built 
home. Few months old with 4 
bedrooms, 3 full baths, gas fireplace, 
double garage, oak kitchen, nook, 
large games room, skylight, paved 
driveway, professionally andscaped, 2 
decks, 3 new top of the line Maytag 
appliances included.. $239,000. Call 
635-4233. 
SMALL HOUSE to be moved or 
demolished for materials. Anyone 
interested in moving it at their own 
expense is welcome. For more info 
call 635-4949. 
Your We~come Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Ela ine  635-3018 
Tanls 635-6459 
Franc lne  635-2688 
Nel la  635-1605 
Gl lUan 635-3044 
If you have moved to 
Terrace or have just 
had a new baby, or 
assemble, mortgage. $179,900, By are  getting married, 
apolntment only, 638-1477, 3915 just give one of us a 
st, Call 
$59,995 INCLUDING SET UP, 
Skirting, GST, new 199414x68 2 bdrm 
2 appliances, ready for occupancy, 
financing available, call Mary to view 
638-0800 or Cord 638-1182 for info. 
10X55 2 bedroom trailer recently 
ienovated inside. All new: plumbing 
cupboards, iron, carpet, pocket doors, 
gyproc throughout, textured ceilings. 
Electric heat with wood backup. Very 
bright. Lots of windows. C/w blinds 
and valances. Fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer and microwave, woodstove also 
2 adjoining additions with deck and 
walkway. Must be moved $12,000, 
10500 Call. 849-5260 must sell. 
12' X 68', nice shape, 2 bedrooms, 
fridge, stove, new water heater. Gas 
heat. Located in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Court. $24,500.00. Call 635-7446 to 
view. 
"AWESOME" 1972 14x60 3 bdrm, 1 
bath, 2 appliances, tin roof. front living 
room. Very good condition. Deliver to 
Burns Lake for only $15,200. Phone 
403-470-8000. 
WANTED BUILDING lot (Terrace 
Area) prefer south side but will look at 
everything. Including acreage close to 
town. 638-0227. 
EXCELLENT VALUE for a home 
investment. A two year old 14x70 
mobile home, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 
located in a park. Maintenance free in 
& out. Neutral decor, 3 appliances, 
N/G Heat and water (avg. $55 
bimonthly), central A/C, includes new 
garden shed and fenced yard. Asking 
58,900 will consider offers. Call 
evenings and weekends 635-1814 ask 
for Lvle. 
ii Lake, Ocean & River Frontages Acreages, Ranch Lands, Small Lots Islands. Great Investments free catalogue - filulncing NIHO LAND & CA'I'FLE COMPANY LTD Ph 604-521-7200 Fx 604-257-3535 
OPEN HOUSE 
4514 GRAHAM 
Sat.  SepL  30 ,  12 -4  pm 
• 2 bedrooms 
• completely renovated 
• New kitchen 
• New bathroom & skylight 
• Gas fireplace 
$98 ,500  
For info 638-0488 
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday 
September 30, "i 995 
MLS 
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
4911 Scott Avenue 




Rr ,,HI  
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638-14OO 
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1971 PARAMONT trailer with full 
addition 4 bedrooms, natural gas heat, 
fridge & stove, new floor. Very roomy 
and cozy. Must see to appreciate. In a 
friendly trailer court In Thornhill. Asking 
32,000 or best offer. 638-1569, leave 
message. 
1971, 2 bedroom mobile home on 
80x101, come with 4 appliances. 
Come with 4 appliances. Fenced 
yard/green house. Located on Copper 
Rlvercrest. $72,000, 635-6429. 
197,p1 MARLETTE 12x56 Two 
expandos make this unit nice and 
wide. Plumbing, wiring and high 
efficiency propane furnace new in 
1992. Includes skirting. Must be 
moved $12,500. 847-3351 or 847- 
2854. 
1975 14X68 2 BR asphalt roof, fr/liv. 
very well kept. $21,500. 1980 14x60 2 
br. if/kit., asphalt roof, f/s, d/w, Incl. 
$23,500. 1982 14x703 br. fr/kit, built- 
in d/w, new carpet in Ir, m.b. hallway. 
Large kitchen, & Ir. $25,500. Free 
deliverv. Call anytime 1-306-694-6262. 
1976 (28X40) double wide mobile 
home and other sizes. Call for details 
to: 1-403-458-6398. 
1977 PYRAMID mobile home; 3- 
bedrooms; 5 appliances. Must be 
moved. Also a 12 x 25 2-bedroom 
addition plus sundeck. S25,000 (obo). 
Call: Houston 1-604-845-7306 (Henry) 
or 845-7860. 
1980 14X60 2 bd. fr/kitchen in 
excellent cond. $23,500. 1975 3 br. 
new asphalt roof, new furnace, central 
air in excellent condition $21,500. Free 
delivery. Phone anytime 306-694- 
6282. 
1982 14X70 trailer; 3 bedroom; 4 
appliances; $28,000 delivered. Call: 1- 
403-458.6398. 
1983 MANCO 14x70 mobile home 2 
factory edition. Fenced yard In well 
maintained trailer park 5 appliances. 
Country kitchen. $42,000. Call 638- 
8986. 
1993 14X70 Dartmouth mobile home, 
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 skylights. 
All new electrical appliances. Call 635- 
4390 or 635-6646 after 6 ore. 
1995 FRI 2 bd manufactured home. 
Patio doors, skylight, completely set 
up in Kermode Park. 5% financing on 
approved credit. 635-7447. 
ACT FAST won't last great deal. 
Completely renovated 1974 Safeway 
14x68 2-3 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 
appliances. Delivered to Burns Lake 
$17,400. Ph: 403-470-8000. 
KERMODE PARK manufactured 
home sales feafuring 14x71 & modular 
homes. Across from weight scales. 
635-5350 or 635-3120. Drop in & take 
a look. 
MOBILE HOME towing 12' and 14' 
wide. Call Yellowhead Trailer Towing 
for estimate. 847-8986. 
NEW 2 berm 14x71 home, complete 
with fridge, stove,n/g heat, skylights 
and more, setup and reaoiy for quick .. 
occupancy with financing available. 
Call Gordon to arrange viewing, 638- 
1182. 
"LIKE NEW" 1977 Norfab 14x64, 2-3 
bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 4 appliances 
totally redone inside. Newer vinyl 
siding in great condition. Delivered to 
Burns Lake for only $20,400. 403-470- 
8000. 
1 BEDROOM aparment. Quiet, clean, 
security entrance. Cn site 
management. Downtown location. 
Sorry, no pets. Call 638-7725. 
References required. 
2 & 3 bedroom trailers for rent. Sorry 
no parties and no pets. References 
required. Please leave message at 
635-4315. 
2 BEDROOM house on 6 acres (in 
Terrace) for rent. Available Oct. 01/95. 
Call (604)558-7969 (Vernon). 
2 BEDROOM suite - utilities included 
suitable for quiet working couple. 
Sorry, no pets. Very central ocation, 
references required, for appointment 
to view call 635-5020. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, c/w frldge & 
stove, Suitable for professional couple. 
References required. No pets 635- 
3796. 
AVAILABLE OCT. 1/95, Roommate 
wanted to share 3 bd house. Female 
preferred, All u$ities included. 
Washer/ Dryer. $450.00/mth. 635- 
1158. 
FOR RENT 1 bd unitin Thornhill. $425 
mth. 635-4453. 
FOR RENT 4 bdrm house In Thornhill. 
References required. Available Oct, 1. 
Fridge & stove $900.00 a month. Call 
638-0860. 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 sq, ft. 
prime office or retail space. 
Reasonable and negotiable rent, on 
main street, (Lakelse Ave.), main floor 
- prime location - suitable for retail and 
office, Ph. 638-0555. 
FOR RENT. Furnished condo Sat 
Jose - DeI-Cabo - 8aja Mexico. Cal 
635-3728. 
FURNISHED ROOM to rent on bench. 
Private bathroom and entrance. 
Laundry and cooking facilities 
available. Female non-smoker wanted. 




CORNER OF KALUM & SCO'IT 
, Close To Town And Schools 
Frldge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Heat (Oct. - April Inclusive) 
References Required 
1 Bedroom Apt, $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $550.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $650.00 
No Pets. 0Nhen Available) 
OFFICE DAYS (9- 5) 635-6224 
I I I 
DS m 
TWO BEDROOM Duplex for rent. 
$825,00 per month 4830 Graham. No 
pets non-smokers. Phone 635-6187 
references required. 
THORNHILL (MCNEIL Street) for rent 
movile home with large addition and 
garage. Reliable persons only, 
References required. Available Nov. 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-5968 






Limited Time Offer! 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
,Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Uving 
• Free Cable TV (inst. incl.) 
,Free Heat, HotWater & Heated 
Storage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundry facilities on 
premises). 
• References required. 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2822 
• t 
FOR RENT. Retail or office space. 524 
sq. ft. air conditioned. Good location 
4644 Lazelle Ave. available 
immediately ph. 635-3475. 
LARGE SHOP for rent suitable for 
"logging truck", heated, phone hook 
ups 210 wired. For more info call 938- 
1206. $350,00 per month aluminum. 
OFFICE SPACE second floor 1 office 
580 sq. ft. and another 241 sq. ft. air 
conditioned. Available Oct. 1, '95. Ph. 
635-3475. 
Commercial Storefront 
space for rent. 
1300 sq. Ft. for Sept. I. Call 
635-5981 or  635-3909 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St. 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central ocation next to 
Heritage Park, We can accommodate 
20 - 100 people for weddings, meetings, 
etc. Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- 
tending available. Please call Robert 
Finlayson at 638-1231 for viewing and 
reservations. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
LEASE IN KITIMAT 
PRIME LOCATION 
The Snow Valley Savings Credit Union has for lease in its 
new building prime retail space for immediate occupancy. 
The area for lease is 1843 square feet adjoining the Credit 
Union next door to the new library, bordering the City Centre 
park area. 
This is an ideal location for any retail enterprise. 
For more information, contact Austin Byrne, General  
Manager, 639-9391. 
EXPECTING COMPANY OVER THE HOLIDAYS?? 
Plan to attend our 
OPEN HOUSE at 
5242 MountainM,s Vista Drive 
Sunday, October 1,1995 
OF  TERRACE 1:00 pm- 3:00 pm 




Joyce Findlay Shells Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
$159,900 MLS 
LOCATION! LABELLE! LOCATIONI 
Large family home with four spacious 
bedrooms, three baths, two fireplaces 
and wood stove. Formal iving and 
dining room eating area In kitchen, new 
counter tops and ceramic back splash, 
family room and storage. Luxuriate n 
the hot tub, duradecking, fruit trees, 
etc. 
$154,900 EXC 
Immaculate four bedroom home In 
Thornheights. Open concept Is featured 
in the main living area. Kitchen has an 
abundance of oak cabinets and a built. 
in dishwasher. Three piece ensulte. 
Vinyl windows and custom blinds 
throughout. Beautifully landscaped, 
green house end storage shed. 
:~ i~i~ ~/i ~ :: ~ i~ ~ ~i ~ i 
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50. WANTED TO RENT 
FAMILY OF 5 !ook ng for 3-4 bedroom 
house preferrably in town. References 
available. Call 635-6467. 
NON SMOKING single employed 
professional looking for rental 
accommodation, preferably a small 
house or part of a house. Call 635- 
3933. 
90; CARS FOR SALE ' I SINGLE PARENT with one child, 
quiet, non-smoker need a 1 Or 2 bdrm. 
Suite. or apt. in Horseshoe area, 
Resonable please. We're desperate. 
638-7979. 
WANTED 1-2 bedroom suite or house 
for quiet working female w/clean well 
trained dog. Call 635-4162. (Leave 
message.) 
WANTED BY couple with one child 
one or two bedroon~ furnished house 
or apartment for month of December• 
Phone (604) 771-3405 (collect) after 7 
pm. 
2.DOUBLE wide portable classrooms 
approx. 24x36 and 22x38, Must be 
moved. Call 842-5155. 140. SNOWMOBILES 
288 HUSKYVARNA. Used only 3 
times. $650 obo. Please call 638- 
2098. 
4 ~INTER tires P225/50VR16 
P155/80R13 - 2 Winter tires. 635- 
1946. 
5 CAMP trailers: 3 bunk houseS, 
• ; sleeps 20 with facilities Complete 
kitchen trailer with dining room and 
walk-in cooler and facilities. Priced for 
Quick sate. Must be moved. 842-5598. 
- - . -  IRLY  B IRD- - - -  
I'- ool 
Hvvy.  16  E .  Ter race  
638-8700 
OPEN SUNDAY 
BIRCH FLOORING tongue and 
groove, 4 side, 3/4 in. thick, 12 in. 
longer. Rustic grade $3.10 per sq. fi. 








SQ.  FOOT 
Hwy.  1 6 E .  Ter race  
638-8700 
OPEN SUNDAY 
BABY SPECIAL crib, mattress 
bedding and musical mobile. $100.00. 
Phone 638-8312. 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. raoes 
welcome. Now dealing in Takamine. 
Bill's Guitar Shop. 632-4102. Call 
today. Fax 639-9879. 
NOTICE TO advertisers and readers: 
When purchasing airfare through 
private parties, please be aware that 
airline companies may ask for 
appropriate identification when 
boarding and may deny boarding 
orivileQes. 
PRE-FABRICATED utility and storage 
sheds, joey shacks, garages, and 
snowroofs over trailers. Phone Dirk 
Bakker 638-1768 evenings; 





PER SQ.  YARD 
H w y. - '~-6--E.  ~e---~'~'rac e 
638, .8700 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT for sale. 
UNIC "Phoenix" Cappuccino Machine, 
Like-new condition, used only three 
months. Comes with 12 Espresso and 
22 cappuccmo cups/saucers, 6 
mochacclno glasses, 4 stainless steel 
plthcers - 2 for steamed milk a 2 for 
coffee. "Yogurt. Master" frozen yogurt 
machine, like-new condition, used 
approx, one Year. Comes with 
stainless steel sink &adapters. Other 
items Include (2) counter coolers, 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq, ft. Francois 
.... Lake Woodworkin[I. 1-695-6616. 
CYLINDER HEADS for chev. 5.7 Lltre. 
T.B.I. 1985 C,W. Gasket Kit, 
Professionally rebuilt. $400 exchange 
635-1749. 
A 
- - - -  IRLY  B IRD - - . - -  
MANURE 
1 99 
2.0  L 
Hwy.  16  E.  Ter race  
638-8700 
OPEN SUNDAY 
LARGE SATELLITE. Dish. w/remote. 
$1000.00. 10 hp air compressor,, 
$3500.00 obo. Call 635-9171 after 5 
IDm.  
MOUNTAIN RANGE Appliance 
Repair. Prompt service in your home, 
Need parts? Reasonable rates, 
Servicing. major, appliances. Service 
and Darts guaranteed, Licensed for 
Freon recovery, Call Nathan at 635- 
9428. 
counter freezer, microwave. 635-5531. 
STUCCO EQUIPMENT for sale all or 
part. Phone after 5:00. 376-9276, 
Kamloops. 





Hwy.  1 6 E .  Ter race  
638-8700 
OPEN SUNDAY 
DAFFODIL BULBS, 25 bulbs for 
$5.00, Phone 638-1768 eveninqs. 
FOR SALE: Mens 26 inch 10 speed 
bike $50.00 obo. 635-5318. 
UNIVERSAL GYM "York 2000" 
$900.00 Like new, stationary bike only 
45 km on it $150.00. All are open to 
offers, Call 632-6421. 
WASHER & Dryer for sale $450,00 
excellent condition, Call 635-2739, 
YAMAHA PIANO 45" upright, walnut 
with Bench and Books $3200. 
Telephone: 635-9121. 
TRIUCKLON) OF SIDING S/EE 
FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER 
Vinyl Siding 60¢/sq. ft. + Trims 
Heavy Gauge Aluminum Soffits 
Factory & Custom made Aluminum Fascia Covers 
. Vinyl Louvers & Vents 
Custom Bending for the Hard-to-Renovate house 
TO ENSURE YOUR COLOUR IS IN STOCK 
Call 847-4224 Fax 847-6088 
WILL  SHIP C.O.D. 
Out.of-town call 1-800-717-4224 
. . , . :  . . . .  
- - - - -  IRLY  B IRD- - - -  
%7 
WHITE  TOILET  
9900 
BY AMERICAN STANDARD 
Hwy.  1 6 E.  Ter race  
638-8700 
OPEN SUNDAY 
1940 CHRYSLER 2 dr Coupe, 
dissassembled- has no motor. $1200 
OBO. Call 638-7726. 
1951 CHEV. p.u. custom cab street 
rod .project. Nova front end clip. In 
pieces. $2000.00 1-604-698-7606. 
1976 CAMARO COUPE. 350 V8 
(4BBL) engine, 4 speed factory trans. 
p/steering, p/brakes, positraction rear 
axle, factory air conditioning, polycast 
wheels, Jade green metallic/gold hood 
and trunk inset. Car looks and drives 
like new. $9500. 847-9564 leave 
message. P.S. No test pilots. 
1981 DODGE Shadow S.E. White with 
red pin stripes. Loaded. Good 
condition. $6995,00 OBO 849-5738. 
1986 SUBARU 2 wd wagon runs 
.qood $1500, Ph. 798-2551 eveninQs. 
1989 FORD Mustang $5,500 obo, 
Summer driven. New: trany, rubber, 
radiator, battery, spark plugs, and 
more. Must selll Moving, 847-9597 
eves. messages left will be returned. 
CHEV-1987 Lure-sport celebrity 
automatic front wheel drive with over- 
drive 4 door Sedan. Air-condition - 
power locks, windows, trunk. Cruise 
control- tilt steering stereo with 4- 
speakers and time clock fully loaded. 
t Extra clean, mint con~iti0n. Asking 
$4900.00 no GST firm. Phone 638- 
0050, 
• 1983 F150 ,Extra , cab...Propane 
powered. P/c, cruise, canopy. $5500 
obo. Call 635-3258. 
1985 TOYOTA 4x4 Turbo Diesel 
pickup complete with canopy. 103,000 
km. Good condition. Will consider 
trade for newer, full size 4x4. $4300 
635-2765. 
1989 FORD F150 4x4 Nc, cruise, p/s, 
p/b, excellent condition. All updates 
done, $7500 firm. Call 635-4000 
(leave messaqe). 
1990 FOR p/u 4x4 new tires, stereo, 
lots of extras $6500 obo. 798-2400. 
1993 CHEV $10 extended cab, 
canopy, box . liner, 2 winter tires, 
chains, 69,000 km. $10,000 obo. 635- 
3425. 
1993 $10 Chev. 4x4, Running boards, 
boxliner, headboard, 6 cylinder, 
$12,000 firm, Call 638-1536. 
1994 TOYOTA xcab 4x4 V6, 5 speed, 
fire package 9,000 km, immaculate, 
kenwood cd player, asking 
$21,500.00. 638-1937. 
8 1/2 Frontier camper, queen bed, 3- 
way fl'idge, stove/open, furnace, 
bathroom, sleeps 5. Ford F-250 
supercab, camper,special. Excellent 
value $5000 OBO. Call 635-3880. 
FORD F250 diesel, 4x4 with service 
box body. Well maintained 7.3L 5 spd 
trans. $9500 OBO; 1979 Chev Van 
350 ci Auto, ps, pb, with bed 
mushroom pickers special $1500,00 
OBO 638-0789. 
'93 1=250 Super Cab nat. gas 7 mths. 
left on factory warrenty. Can transfer 
lease to your name. You save big. I 
have made 8 payments already, 635- 
6891 before 9:30 pro. 
!:;I:I'I~CHECK THESE OUT/ 
COVER iT/Beat the cost of 
expensive winter storage, On 
Display at Shoppers  Auto 
Mart - Instant garage, stor- 
age shed, all s izes available 
in a choice of style, colour 
and  fabric. SEE THEM 
TODAYI 
NEED A GREAT FAMILY 
CAR? Try This,1993 FORD 
TAURUS 4 Door Sedan, 3,8 
L, V6 eng ine  with automatic 
transmission. Only  50,765 
Krn, includes lots of options, 
F :ed right, DON'T  LET 
THIS ONE PASS YOU BYI 
1988 FORD AEROsTAR,  
This unit is clean and Would 
make an exce l lent  family 
vehicle, 3,0 L V6 engine with 
automat ic  transmission. Unit 
i s  ready to serve Its new 
owner, 
I I 
1980 SECURITY 8 ft. camper sleeps 
four ice box, 3 burner stove, very good 
condition $2000.00. Call 798-2594. 
1983 FORD motorhome self 
contained, sleeps 6, 30,000 original 
miles, Good condition. Reasonable 
priced at $18,000. 695-6334 Burns 
Lake. 
1987 TAURS 20' travel trailer 
immaculate condition, full bath 
w/shower air conditioner, awning, T.V. 
antenna, twin beds, full set tinted 
storm windows, leveling jacks installed 
847-2129. 
1994 DUTCHMAN 24' Travel Trailer. 
Roof air, awning, tinted glass, double 
door fridge, stereo, microwave. Paid 
$19,000; Asking $14,000. L. Hyde 
Stewart BC 636-2872, 
ATrENTION HUNTERS: 350 cc Big 
Red comes with a hunters package, 
spare tires, call 632-6421 for more 
info. 
NECHAKO R.V. dealer for Northern 
Ute Campers. All sizes from 6'10" to 
9'6" Including short box. Also dealer 
for Double Eagle Boats. 567-2937 or 
567-2620. Box 1187 Vanderhoof V0J 
3A0. 
1983 YAMAHA 650 Heritage special. 
Low mileage ex, run. cond. $1200.00 
ORe.  638-0789. 
1994 -400 Yamaha Kodiak 4x4 ATV; 
with 2,000 pound winch and 4 super 
swamper tires. Call: Houston; 845- 
3511 (Tony). 
1995 YAMAHA Phazer st. Iongtrack, 
In showroom condition. Has power 
reeps, cover, ski skins, handwarmer, 
used 1/2 a season. Low miles, 
$5900.00 firm. 1995 Yamaha Vmax 
600 st. in ex. condition long track, dual 
pipes, cover, ski skins, hand warmers. 
Used 1/2 a season, low miles 
$7300.00 firm. 635-0905 after 3:00 
gm. 
16 FT aluminum boat with 40 hp 
Yamaha motor and trailer. Has bilge 
oump. $5000 firm. Call 635-2597. 
16 FT. SANGSTERCRAFT, 55 hp 
Evinruda, 4 hp Johnson, fu!l canopy, 
fuel tanks, lifejackets, paddles, anchor, 
water-skis, towrope, rodholders. Goocl 
'~ condition;'$3.950.' - ........ 
18 1/2FT. 1990 Grummon Aiuminum 
centre console fishing boat with 
galvanized trailer and Johnson 110 hp. 
3D fish finder, depth sounder VHF 
radio, Big John downriggers, live bait 
well, rod holders, kicker bracket and 
remote electric motor. Excellent 
condition. Must sell $12,000. 846- 
5000. 
19 1/2' Larson, 115 hp Johnson O.B., 
new full canvas, new sounder, fish 
finder, CB, Iongarm down-riggers, new 
trailer. $7500. 697-2427. 
19 FT River boat trailer new tires, & 
bearing buddies. Call 632-6421 for 
more Info. 
19.5' CAMPION Allante {1986), 200 
hp MerCruiser, Alpha 1 leg, 280 
original hours, primarily freshwater. 
Cuddy, full canvas, Strongarm 
downriggers, rod holders,klcker 
bracket, VHF radio, stereo Shorrider 
trailer w/brakes. Ski, fish or cruise. 
Exceptionally clean boat, great for 
family, View at Tukii Lodge. Asking 
$16,900. Ph. 847-5755. 
LIKE NEW 1992 20 ft, welded 
aluminum river boat on 1992 trailer 
130 hp, Yamaha w/ yet & leg & 9,8 
merc, w/ E.Z. steer, D.S.V.H.F. etc. 
Asking $21,500. Phone 635-5371 aft. 
6 pro, 
1993 19 1/2 Calais Cuddy Cabin 
(bought brand new off lot in 1995). 
Comes with new 1995 150 merc. 
mariner, new 1995 9.9 merc mariner, 
steering buddy, depth sounder/ fish 
finder, 2 downrlggers, 2 salmon rods 
and rodholders, 100 Ibs assorted lead 
weights, crab net, flares and life saver, 
$21,000 firml Can be seen at Highland 
Helicopter (Smithers Airport) 847- 
9192. 
28FT FIBERFORM. Diesel on trailer 
$25.000. Call 635-5878. 
FOR SALE: 1980-19' Bayliner Capri 
Cuddy Cabin, Full camper top 140- 
4cyl Volvo engine 280 Volvo 1 eq total 
time 250 hours, Galvanized ~Easy 
Load" trailer 18 horse Johnson 
Auxiliary. Ex Cond. $13,000. Call 604- 
441-3227 eves. Cluculz Lake. 
FIRE TRUCKS, 140 G Grader, 350 
John Deere, 6 Cat loaders, Va water 
truck, 84" compactors, belly dumps, 
low beds, tilt trailers, 15 ton crane, 6 
single axle dumps, 57 T-bird,service 
trucks, backhoes. Call Vic (604)493- 
6791. 
We're  Here  to  He lp .  = 
t 
4 = - _.. - .. ,,~,~i~; 
Victor Cavalheiro and Steve Butler work as a team to 
help you. Together they have over 50 years of sales 
experience. Come in today for all your 
personal/commercial vehicle needs. 
Mc, -w 
TRUCK 
[ ]  laTiiLnU l i l~  
TERRACE 635-494!,, ~ ...... KITIMAT 632.4941 
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS PLEASE CALL 1 -800-SMCEWAN* 
9 5 M 0 D E L lI=l.7.qd-~Y E A R E N D 
,i 
/ .  oo--o,,. 
• ' standing re C~"  i 
.o. ow,. l; ,7 oui, E :,u7,1  o,.sl of roe. fha 's5 C, 
/ -~A = I ra . - -  •Efe. alures/nClUd • ,a, Eddlon extra v/c !s a!ways 
/ VT/ll 'R-5 
^ 
i i ~ a l m a m i ~ =  . . . . . . . .  : 
4838 Hwy 16W, Terrace 638-8171 
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" 230. PERSONALS 
1974 JOHN Deere 740 ine skidder. 
1979 John Deere 740 line sk=dder. Call 
weekends 846-9444. 
1979 KENWORTH log truck & pole 
trailer 400 big gem 1. cummins motor, 
RT 12516 Trans 433 55Hd Diffs, 
Rubber block susp, C/w 1978 Peerless 
pole trailer bull board, truck bunk & 
bolster, telescopic reach;' spring 
loaded S'6" Bunks. Tr;~iler"..scales 
S2&000,O0 For complete unit, Phone 
Dwain Sauve days 992.2679, eve 992. 
7658, Item #2 t980 Western star log 
truck & pole trailer 400 big cam 2 
cummins motor, RT 12515 trans, 433 
55 hd dills, rubber block susp. C/w 
1980 peerless pole trailer,Bull board, 
truck bunk &bolster, telescopic reach, 
spring loaded 8'6" bunks, trailer 
scales. $28.000.00. For complete unit. 
=hone Dwain Sauve.days 992-2679, 
eve 992.7658. 
667 B Clark line skidder; c-w doors: 
spare tire, chains;- many recent 
reoairs. 812,600, Call: 845.2102, 
667D CLARKE line skidder $12,000. 
ODD. 847-5511, 
9U D6 Cat 8500.00 D6 or larger 
brushblade 2500.00. DC3 Cat loader. 
bucket, blade 4800,00. New air 
compressor, updght, 140 psi working 
pressure 900.00. Large .brinks shop 
compressor 2200.00 Uncoln welder on 
trailer, 200 amps 2800,00 Uncoln 
LOST ONE large German Shept~erd in 
the Hazelton area Answers to 
"Prince', Lost on Sept. 1495. Has 
choke chain on, also very friendly, Call 
John or Norma at 842.5209, Robert at 
842.5081. or Pare 842-6902. 
40 YR old single female. Sm/sd 
looking for a male companion for 
dinners out, theatre mowes, what 
have you. Care for company? Reply to 
file #28. c/o The Terrace Standard. 
DIAL A Doll Escort Service. Now 
available 24 hrs, females, males 10's 
only Call now. 1-800-910-9929. 
EXECUTIVE LACE Escorts - available 
24 hours • 635-1587 Servicing Kitlmal 
till midntaht, 
HEALTH & NUTRITION minicourse 
offer, Individual assessment includes: 
flex test: body composition, endurance 
& nutrition. Six week certifie~ program. 
Inauire at 628-1701, 635-6363, 
HOT SINGLES (Terrace)! Avails your 
call 1-900-451-3560. ext. 1285, $2.99 
per minute. Must be 18 years. Procall 
602-954-7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, many 
have found help with ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS. Phone 635-6533, 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES is there 
F 
TERRACE 
Welder 300 amps .2000.00: Lincoln something about the Watchtower that 
300 Amps 3 phase,:icheapl 20nan makes .you,uneasy but don't know 
diesel light plants 6 16//, 3000.00 each, wnat r~ =s, ~r so; you are not alone, 
Phone •-1-847-4354 for recorded 2 gas light plants, 6 kw near new 
1600.00 each, other plants from2 kw 
- 5 kw, CJ5~;JeepcC;w snowblade 
3800.00 2 large Aluminum boats. 1. 
604-697-2474 or 697-2720 
THE DISTRICT of Stewart offers for 
sale, by sealed tender: 1928 Model A 
truck, This truck is not complete or in 
running condition, The highest or any 
tender does not have to be accepted. 
These tenders are to be delivered or 
mailed to the district office, ~ox 460, 
Stewart. B.C. V0T 1W0 Ph: (604) 636- 
9123. The closing date is September 
28, 1995 at 3:00 pm, For further 
information, call Bill McKav. 
A TOUCH of the wild hybrid wolves 
Very intelligent, faithful, obedient, 
PuDoies ready to ~o $250. 847-4959. 
CKC REGISTERED Siberian Huskies. 
Three females. 2 males. Silver and 
Black, Health and temperment 100% 
Guaranteed, 846-5109 or leave 
messace B45-3295. 
ORPHAN PUPPIES. 'Husky Wolf 
Hybrid 3 weeks old. $76 • 150.- Call 
635-3772, 
PEKINGESE PUPS. Ready to go. 
$300, Phone 632.2030. 
PET LOVE dog and cat grooming. 
Joanna 635-3772. 
SPRINGER SPANIEL pups. Excellent 
breeding family pets or field hunting 
small sized liver and white. Vet 
checked, Available Oct. 21, &350, 547- 
5841. 
THE TACK STORE. NOW open. 
Harness, saddlery and gifts, A~I you 
need 4 kms, out of Telkwa on Skillhorn 
Road 846-9863, 
THREE LITTERS of beautiful Siamese 
kittens, Different ages / sexes, 
9100.00 each. Discount for multiple 
purchases 1-604-692-3722. Let it dng. 
Call anv'!.im e.
1/4 HORSE cross. 17 yr. old. Grey 
mare, Excellent rail horse. Perfect for 
beginner ider. S1500 firm Phone 632- 
2033. 
3-4 veer old Ewes for sale, 638-0633, 
CATTLE FOR sale week old Holstein 
bul calves S80, 3 weaned Holstein 
strs. S150. 20 bred hiefers 900-1000 
bs Preg, checked Hereford, Sim. X 
Ore¢ Hereford bull, Ph 846-9158. No 
Sunday calls, 
DONKEYS: 3 weanling Jacks, One 
yearling .ack. One 10 yr. old Jinny. 
Cummins Ranch 542-5316. 
EMUS EMUS Emus, chicks of 1995, 
bonded pairs of 1994: blood sexeo 
reasonably pdced, Also Akita pups. 
694-3789, 
FALL PRODUCTION sale. Broke 
~orses. Young stock, Warmbolld 
crosses. Drafts. Phone for llst. Saddle 
tram[; ranch, 1-604-694-3521, 
HEREFORD, POLLED, 4 yr old, 
herdsire trustrnark son, very gentle, 
exc. shape S1350, Call Alex at 846- 
5343, 
PRICED TO sell. Registered Anglo- 
Arab gelding. 15.3 hand bay, Well 
rained English 13 years S3000. Tack 
also for sale 847.5840, 
REG, FULL blood Umousin Bull 3yr. 
old. Halter broke very gentle S2300,00 
OBO, Early morning or late evening, 1- 
604-696-3278, 
REG. QUARTERHOUSE gelding 16,2 
hh. Top Moon. Breeding, Quiet, gentle, 
no vices. $2500.00 1-604.694-3376. 
ROADRUNNER 2 horse trailer & tack 
room escape doors, front window, 
$2500,00, Textan 15" Western Saddle, $500,00.1-604-698-7627 eve. 
TWO BELGIAN yearling studs, Halter 
broke, One red, 1 blonde 81000 each 
messaoe, 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING single 
mature man offers free room & boar; 
on beautiful new house in exchange 
for light duties & companionship. Send 
reply to Box #26, C/o Terrace 
Standard. 
PSYCHICS KNOW all! Love, money. 
futurel 1.900-451-3530 ext, 1185 
$3.99 per minute Must be 18 years. 
Procall 602-954-7420, 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 I~our safe shelter to 
women with or without children. You 
can call, Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o,kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE= 635-6447 




Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
One issue in seven communities 
br four weeks, 
846-5434. Telkwa. I~)  5 9 0 t ~  1 
$50.00 REWARD for return of gold & 
blue framed sunglasses 
Northern Motor Inn 
Friday Niaht Seot, 8/95 635-1749 
FOUND3 rings beginning of August. Call Classifieds at 
Phone 635-2795 If yours. 
638-7283 LOST ON Centennial Drive, Sept. 
16/95 a very friendly Black & White 
c._at If !ound call 635-2288, 
PIANO/THEORY LESSONS I 
Toronto Conservato~ Grade 1 to A.RC,T, or I 
play for serf.improvement & enjoyment. 21 I 
years experience v,~ LRSM., BMus., I 
M,Mus,. Clualh~ed K~rby K;ndergarlenleacher. I 
Call Mrs 0kimi 635-1261 I 
I 
I PSYCHIC ANSWERS I 
LIYE A PERSONAL RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
INSTANT AHSWIIRS TALK LIVE I ON I 
noN. ..:.~,~ ,,ccuu,~ 
~,,uu= ~ ~vc.acs 
1-900-451-40S$ 
2,11 I1(118, $~l ,99 f 'mln ,  l i b  
WE PAY you to lose your weight! Lose 
weight like crazy! 30 day money back 
auarantee! Call 604-567-4041 
"PILLOWrrALK". CALL 1.900-451. 
4660. 18+ 82.49 per minute, rm 
waiting, 24 hours, CLC Enterprises 
B,C, 
RE)( THE owls with eyes so Wide 
watch over you. Sara view, 
SINGLE MATURE man, financially 
secure looking for female. Offer his 
beautiful new house in exchange for 
companionship. Reply to file#28 c'o 
Terrace Standard. 
Here's hoping your Thanksgiving s filled with fun and friendship. 
Have a great holiday! Monday, October 9 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 638-7283 
EARLY  AD 
DEADLINES 
Production Schedules through ISSUE DATE 
the Thanksgiving Day Long SAT, .OCT. 7 
Weekend will result in an 
EARLY ADVERTISING DEADLINE : WED. OCT. 11 
For classified and display ads. ir . . . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,;i},~;,,qv,:' i L,i;~!. ~.,Oh,~h~L,. 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 29 
5:00 P.M. 









 ese aoorox,m *e. ,O0  ew,o oor,,   .C.anO,u on 
an~ reach more than 3 million readers, words 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 96,00 each additional word 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERS! Pri. 
vale investlgation/res earct~ 
group seeks information 
about poaching, baiting & ille. 
gel bear parts trade Up to 
$2000 offered for info leading 
to arrest/conviction, Confi. 
oentiality/anonymity assured. 
1-800.889-1697. 
IF YOU are a Midwife who is 
interested in applying for the 
initial registration process in 
1996, please contact the Col. 
lege of Midwives so that we 
may send you our Expres- 
sion of Interest in Midwifery 
Registration, This is not an 
application; it is to gather in. 
formation for the planning 
and development of the reg. 
istration process, College of 
Midwives of BC, F502-4500 
Oak Street, Vancouver. V6H 
3N1. Tel: (604) 875-3580, 
Fax: (604) 876-3581. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995, Engine remanufacture 
from $1095, 6months to pay, 
6yr 120,000km limited war. 
rarity, Bond Mechanical .., 
building engines for 28 years, 
872-0641, 8a,m.-8p.m., 7 
days, 
LEASE REPOS, Returns. 
4x4's, Diesels, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys, Take 
over lease GMC Club, Cab 




MOM'S PANTRY Products 
(food products) is expanding 
& requires sales representa. 
t i res for home parties & 
fundraising Outstanding 
commissions. Great home 
based business opportunity, 
Call 1-800-350-6667, 
NEWEST BUSINESS Oppor- 
tunity, Products for the envi. 
ronment, Income potential 
$5,040, per week. For more 
information or presentation 
locations call: Ron BideweU 
collect (604)951.2524 Bur. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES MAKE A Difference? Learn 1o PARTYLITE GIFTS Top PSYCHIC MASTERS! Gem 
help people, quit smoking, quality product*Flexible hours uine Canadian Psychics tell 
lose weight, handle stress, *No investments*Monthly all, Answers on Romance, 
increase health. A unique Bonuses and nsentives'No Wealth, Career. Lucky #'s. 
self-improvement program, 1. Deliveries'Excellent hostess Live & Personal 1-900-451;. 
800-661-2599 Alandel plan*Exceptional Income pc- 3778, 24Hrs, 18+ $2.99 rain; 
School &Clinic. tential. 1.800.606-1327 Ex. I,C,C, 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams information available, 
For your new or existing busi- 
ness, Take advantage of the 
government grants and 
loans. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
FREE HOME Business Cata- 
log, Mail order and more. 
MAKE MONEY Preparing 
Tax Returns: Manual and 
Start your own business, find Computer Courses by self- 
out what you need to know. study; Free brochure, 1(204) 
(.45 stamp), RMCJ Enterpris- 956-7161; 1-800.219-8889; 
es. Box 2396-CP, Sidney, 
B.C, V8L 3Y3, (604} 656- 
0962, 
SAY GOODBYE,..To all your 
bills and retire earlyt To-find 
out now send S.A,S.E to: 
T,O,M. Box 20156, Kelowna, 
B.C. V1Y 9H2, 
$2.6.000+ netfmo, from 
home PtLFI, New concept 
flex/hrs, Help find missing 
kids, Investment 4.8 month 
payback. Limited areas left, 
Lower Mainland completely 




tension 549, Winnipeg, 
REQUIRED FOR B,C. Interj. 
or  GM dealer Journeyman 
Automotive Technician. GM 
training and experience pre- 
ferred, Position available Im. 
mediately. Excellent wages 
and benefits, Fax resume 
1(6041 378-4929 Attn: Mur. 
ray. 
HEAVY DUTY Mechanic 
Wanted. Parksville. Experi- 
ence needed in Class 6 7 
and 8 trucks. Air and hy. 
draulic brake systems, Elec. 
trical experience, Fax re- 
sume: (604) 248-7043. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
ARE YOU Game for excite- 
ment? Intimate photos and 
Fax: 1(204) 949-9429. Jacks 
Institute, 902-167 Lombard 
Avenue Winnipeg. Manitoba, 
R3B OV3, 
MONEY MAKING Opportuni- 
tiesl Learn  Income Tax 
Preparation or Basic Book- 
keeping, Tax deductible cer- 
tificate courses by home 
study, For free brochures, no 
obligation, contact: U & R 
Tax Schools, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy., Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
R3T 2B6, 1.600.665-5144 
Enp ~lre about exclusive fran- 
chlse territories now avail- 
able. 
BOOKKEEPING AND n- 
come Tax Coursesl Learn In. 
come Tax Preparation and 
fantasiesl Free discreet info Bookkeeping by correspon. 
call tolhfree: t .800.93. 
KAREN or write: Karen Box dence, Earn your certificate 
670.GB, Kelowna. B,C, V1Y now. For free brochures, no 
7P2, Adultsl obligation U & R Tax 
Schools. 1345 Pembina 
EDUCATION Hwy., Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
A NEW Career? Trained R3T2B6 1.800.665-5144. 
apar tment /condomin ium Over 20 years of tax training 
mar~agers needed • all areas, experience, 
We can train you right nowl 
Free job placement assls. EMPLOYMENT 
lance.  For information/ OPPORTUNITIES 
brochure call 681.5466 1- IT'S SPRING Down Underl 
800.665-8339, Wide variety of employment 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING opportunities, Must be avail. 
Institute of Vancouver offers able to travel. For furtherlnfo 
correspondence courses for call: Bill at (604) 878-6630, 
the certificate of Counselling FOR SALE MlSC, 
Studies to begin October 31. 
For a brochure phone Toll- 
free 1-800.665-7044, 
BE A Successful Writer...and 
write fo r money and pleasure 
while learning how You get 
individual tuition from profes- 
sional writers on all aspects 
of writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and TV scripts, 
arddes and children's stories. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: "Cheap. 
er Than Wood', Quonset. 
Stralghtwall qLJonset, Struc. 
rural Stee Buildings. B,C, 
Company, we won't be un- 
dersold, Service and satisfac. 
lion guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1.800.565. 
9800. 
BUILDINGS FROM Future 
CABINETS iN Stock coun- 
tertopsNanities also. Kitchen 
Craft Factory outlet, Cash & 
Carry Cabinet Warehouses: 
**4278 Lougheed. Burnaby 
298.9277 " 19700 Bypass 
Langley 534.7273 **800 
Cloverdale Ave.. Victoria 
475.1159 *'581-1 lth Ave.. 
Campbell River 287-8787 
*'1868 Spall Rd,. Kelowna 
860-6638 *'2580 Bowen Rd.. 
Nanalmo 756.9229 **12111 
Bridgeport, Richmond 279. 
9691 "*3566 Massey, Prince 
George 561-2240 
MOBILE HOMES 
MOBILE HOMES. Why buy 
used when you can buy 
new? Limited number of 
14x68 Three plans to 
choose from $34,900. Other 
sizes available. William 
Macauley 1(403) 447.2333 
(.~ot), 
PERSONAL 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC AN- 
SWERS. Friends of thou. 
sands, multi-talented interna, 
tlonal psychics, Relation. 
ships, Future, Finance, Ca. 
reer,., Live 24 Hours~ 
$2.99/Min 16+, 1-900~481. 
3783. 
PSYCHIC "ALLIANCE: 
B.C.'S LARGEST live date. 
line, Up to 96 callers on line, 
Women call (604)257.5470, 
Men call 1-900.451-3303, 
Only 81.99/mln, Must be 18+, 
UNEXPLAINED POWERI 
Psychic tells you things you 
may not even want to knowl 
1-900.870.2212. $3.75 per 
minute. 18+. 
YOUR PSYCHIC Advantage, 
Relationships? Career? 
Money? Decisions? Call Al. 
berta's mosl gifted, caring, 
psychlcs and get the answers 
now, 1-900.481-6767, $2,99/ 
minute. 16+. 24 hours, 
SINGLES INTRODUC- 
TIONS, all nationalities for 
friendship an~ marriage, 
Strictly confidential. We un. 
derstand and we care, Tired 
of Deing alone? Call 963. 
4880 Todayl 
LOOKING FOR old fash. 
ione~ romance and happl. 
ness? The Swan And The 
Rose Matchmakers Ltd will 
arrange introductions with 
someone who fills your 
"want* list. 1.800-266.8818 
(Toll-free). 
YOUR OWN Personal and 
Confidential Psychic 
Love*Job* Family" S$S* 
Health* Happiness, Accurate! 
1-900-451.4614 24hrs 
$3,99/min 18+, Call Nowl 
REAL ESTATE.  
TAKING OFFERS. 436 acres 
on Thompson River 12 miles 
east Cache Creek BC, Subdl. 
vidable to 10 acre lots 
rlver/hwy frontage, 1(6041 
457-9990 Mon-Frl, 7:30. 
9;30p,m, 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC, Major ICBC injury 
claims, Joel A, Wener, trial 
lawyer for 25 years. Call free 
1.800.665.1136, Contln. 
gen~ fees, Simon Wener & 
Adler, 
WANTED rey t B,C, Write, call ot fax today for our 
Free Book 'How To' BeA Q20xd0 $5975, Q35x60 100000+ satisfied cus. WANTED: B,O Llndeman 
FANTASIA OFFERS you F/T Successful Writer* T011 free $8810. A30x38 S7626, tomers, Aug, lottery winners, crawlers smell J D crawlers 
$$$ for P/'r Hours selling the 1-800-267-1829 F~'  1 f'613~ S25x40 $7271. Ends sliding. $o ve all probems Answers and sma farm t'ra~or~ =,nu 
finest lingerie andsensua l  749.9551, The  ;'Wr't ng door included, Archesonly~ about love, money, career, a•e Ploestone Va ev'A~';~ 
products through home par. School, 38 McAithur AVe Q42x64 $6943 Q42x66 ' $3 49/mln, Ta!k ive 1,on.!, Parts Lid Moosomln,'$a;l<~, 
ties5, uar requ red . . . .  Call' 737..: . . . .  SUte 2400 Ottawa ON K1L $6843, GST ire ght to Van. 24 hrs,,18+., A . . . .  I calls conf. 1 (306) 435-3777. , Fax, 1(06) .. :: . . 3  " " ~ " " 1 40or 1.800.661-1878.: " 6R2 " : cower 1~800.668.5111 dentla 1.900:451.4336 • 435-4096 " : • • - , , - , 
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: :SERVICES '•: . .  ' . :~.SERVICE5 ' : : . . . . . . . .  ; Need a Company Car, 
i [heSkeenaMa tplaceWeekender . ...o.s..  businesses, why a specialized truck or i pay high account ng fe s for your
bookkeeping needs? For confidential, a whole  f leet?  ispt self0Jnlmtu¢e professional bookkeeping service, t ~ ~~, Put Beauty At ~#ur Fingertips Manual r Computer call 635-9592. Whatever your business vehicle / '~  
CUSTOM SLAUGHTER, cutting, needs, I have the knowledge to 
wrapping, sausage making. Grain ted find the vehicle and the plan to 
pork 1.25/Ib. Butcher - Boy handsaw 2 suit your requirements. ~ ~.  
I I I~"~# ~' "~ ~I  .~t~'  hp 3 ph. $1995. Red Willow Farm, ~ j ~ .  "%~:~'¢~=~----~-~-~ C ~ / ~ ' / ~  
Telkwa 846-5691.  CARTER 
Vt ~, .~ I~;~ Specializing in: Facials Body Waxing, & Nail Cam ~,i'g!'~t! iifiJ RAINBOW BOBCAT services 9" and ROOFING & S ID ING 
" J VV)~ i~ ~ ~ ~]l~'~ 12': earth auger' backhoe' leVelIng' 638"1949:7~1 : backfilling and general c lean-up. RESIDENTIAL - -  "~ 
f!i:iiiingi011mn f0rtodaYss c fusi a] Reasonalble rates. Call 638-0153 or & COMMERCIAL  o*.,,:~.c,,,L~CU,,r.so~ .~ 638-5805 (mobil ). 
RECENT uac music graduate has Norm Flann 3992-A 01d Lakelse Lake Drive, Terrace; B.C. 
uc ess n openings for trombone and other brass Serving the North West o.~.~,..~=~ - 
students, classical guitar, theory ~ ~ll • 
1847 411161 history and Jazz theory lessons. Also ~1 available. Call Aralyn at 635.0931 and Mi It B i Eq ip 
leave a message. Fax(604)847.2664 I no a us ness u ment ROCKY RIDGE Chalets. Enjoy a I (1.800.862.3926) I ;E I~ I~IF I  II 
peaceful getaway. Deluxe wilderness I Dallas Carter J 
accommodation one hour from M©Ewan L¢~LI ~ Ohms 'N' Wafts 
Smithers. 847-2797.  ~ ,,.~oo ~ ~ #4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
TERRA BOBCAT services backhoe, Hwy. 16 West Terrace I 
12"-16"-24", Augers 6"-9" -12"-18", ~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
Sweepers, concrete breaker, pallet ph: (604) 638-8390 
forks, tracks, 5 ton dump, backfilling, MINOLTA fax: (604)635-9127 
levelling, clean up. 638-8638/ mobile 
6~8-~o8 BUSINESS EQUIPMENT • COPIERS • FAX MACHINES UNCONTESTED DIVORCE service, 
resumes , typing, Call C.J.Secretarial, e ~ ~ • ~ II (I 
"WINDOW OF Oppourtunity" Tutoring, £ h g ~  ~ l y 0 ~  I - -  
.... ~ junior and senior mathematics and I D L A N 
~ i i ~  i sciences. Hourly rate = $15/hr. For more information call 635-1514. LANn MOBILE RADIO I "ILJULJU U 
- -  CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
~ .  • Marine Radios ,f ~!: ~i!:i;~ :ii i~' ~i DRYTOP We wholeheartedly thank family and friends (~1~\ • Telephone Systems GUTTERS for your show of kindness, compassion and . 
support in the recent loss of our beloved son & • Repeater Systems 
brother Ran. # 4 - 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
BB • 
• i~ ~ ~ Thanks to those who sent flowers & food and a ; , 
• Specializing in5"continuous special  thanks for  donat ion  made to the. #"~&~,~ Phone for experienced and Speedy Service ~ '~ 
steellnstallation,Or auminUmrepairsgUtters.& Salvation Army in :R°n's name. ', s,,o,, DELIVERY & EXPEDITING/_j 
cleaning. Your kindess'will be remembered always, pGre°ce~rl/~iS°ns 6 3 8 8 5 3 0  SERVING TERRACE ~.J,.o., " 
& KIT IMAT : The Arnold-Smith Family Refreahment"°°'=t~ Anvtime ~ II 
. . . . .  ~ :,  , Roofing and Siding .... !• ,: :~:.= ~. : . , .  : , .  Keith & Thora *~o,UPS.CANPAR~O, ........ ....Z~ythzng- " " ~'~"-~ .~.~a' I' 
. BgndedCarrl . . . .  An-where ~,,z~ t'~'/ I Installation and Repairs "! Lorrie, Brant  ..~,,~ov=, ..... :~.~ ~, . . . . . . .  .. : 
Call Steve638-0838 ............................... Llana& Karen" ~,,~&v~'~.%, : i~  ~RPO,T SERViC, . ( .~ '~: )__ . , /  
; "Thankyou" (~.,~ Dcsktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt A belated heatMt hank you 1o the 
~> medical personnel, ambulance attendants / . )  ."~) ~" Phone 638-0877 
and any One who in anyway assisted when Business Imaee D,~ien • Small Volume Publishins 
our son Red Giairn met with his tragic G TOTAL  ENTERTAINMENT~ 
,= acddsnt on the lrene Meadows Road, Nass H i DRAFTING - / ~ ' .  / A _ Computer Tutoring - : t Velley In he early foggy hours on Sept. 2& New 18" RCA Mini Dish , ;~L /  / ~ - -  , ~  /,~ 
.1 .  . . . . .  
' ~ A very special "thank you" to each and COM UT .OR FT... i ' (,LJ L 
; everyone ofyou who so generouely gave SIAI~VISION 'i ,/feud for the body and the soul, Your prayers, Residential • Small Commercial 
, food, many acts of kindness were deeply 30Years Experience SATELLITE SYSTIFk~S ' 
i = apweciated and will n0t be forgelten. ,' 638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 FOR PRICING AND PROGRAMING 
:We were grateful to have a family friend Gerard H. Michaud CONTACT KARAM , 
: ,'~ Service.: pastor, Paul . Mohningher officiate for this I 4936 Park Ave.~ Terrace at (604) 635-4457 • ~ • 
" ;! 0nlya memory 0fyesterdays 
' TRAFLO : , ' Asighfor aface unseen ' And the constant feeling that God alone ~ 
. :, " Knows just what should have been. e ~ ' :~i~ii: :~ ; 
,~[  ~.,. ELECTRICAL :  : , :: Th0 G!aim Family CdS14Fe5 . . . .  
S, ERVICES I-Lingerie -Massage Oils 
|-Kamasutra Products ¢" CAM SIMON .... ~ ~,:~ii:~ ":"'~,~ ~ 
I'Bubble Bath -and more ~f.,~.,~p.~ . . . .  ~:~:~:~:~:::~.. 
I Sold privately through ouse part]e~ 
I HOSTESS DISCOUNTS RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
I CALL LANA 638-8098 (604) 638-1 566 RENOVATION, REPAIRS 
i~! Ayear has passed nta you were lokan ,,,..i 
~ii~ i,agicnll~ 
w~3~(~'e hod nochance to so, 
?~i And so many lhing 
,i ~We slill ask why? ~ 
(~?~ Bul ife bdngs questions wilhoul angers. ~;~ 
:: "%~eneverloSethe0nesweiovo : ,  i;~;" 
: ;~ ~'~'i:even lhough l ey're gone .... :~;i!~i::i~i~ 
~(~Wdhln lhe heads of lhose who ca e i~:~ i :: 
~ their mem0~y lingers on ~!" 
' ~':*~ . . . .  '"'~ 0 " 0 • 
('~, . . . .  Ever emembered by ' 4~,=~ 
. <~ ; . :  hisl0ving famil ..... 
, ~"?:~:( '.~ .~{,i,~-<~.,:~:~!.i~  . ........ ........... ~:~. 
' ~# " ~ ~:::i~:!'::.~ ...... 
| 
, • , -  : 
240.:BIRTHDAY & 
:.~NNIVERSA~Y, 
:: 280.BUSINESS..: .  :~:280. BUSINESS i:  
:;~=!~i~i~':~'!~:. ;~'~ :'::!/:;i:i i::;J!~i:! '~: ::~ f:~:,*'::; FAX (604) 638-8820 24 HR. SERVICE 
"~,M,,,,ryof iii~ CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSON ; ~ H E  SOAP EXCHANGE G( ;~ 
~ ~ Rod Glaim" ~i i  ~ '~,#~.~ You Can save 50% and more by using 
0,,. ~6, m2-s~t. 2s, 1.4 Adult Ballet Classes ~/our top-qua l i ty  cleaning products/ Hotel & Restaurant Hospitality 
,f,om us. ~:iii (Rynn School of Ballet) - o : . . . . .  ~jb~Equipment  
~,::~ " l . . . .  ;,4...- ( . '~= 11 ~" /A  V100'~ biodegraeable VGreat for septic lanKs 
]ygandbye ~( ,HHuuJ¢:= u J J -  • u/ ' - l "  ~Money-back guaranteed ~ Three T Industries 
So manylhingsy0uwnledlo d0 ,:%r;~ Tanla or Harold CAll Containers Re-used & Recycled 
( s leflunsaid, • = . - 4603-A Graham Avenue 
: ; (members of Time Sac.) I For free deliveryor pick up Call 635-7861/  ~ Terrace, B.C. 
~ ': ' " " We ' can  T anyth ing  up"  
'~!!~!i~i~i~: ~ I - Ia~raony  C lowm /I D.J. Odor-Miser I James Thomsen Telephone 604'638-1017 
=! ..!![ .~,~-~'-~,.~'~e,, - - - /I .Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organic | . 
638-8608 #~:~ I |  based and environmentally friendly I I Fax 604-63B-1012 
by .~:~.<::~ E~J'-.'-.'-.'-.'-~Jake & Jacouie. Ternstra,. ~ ,~ /I Residential- Industrial. Commercial, Marine- Auto I I | " I " " 
-v,~__~.~ 3987 Kerby Street, Terrace. BC ~-~'~'~ [I .Free Estimates. One cal away for fresh air.Serving ] I ' . . . . . . . . .  
,ily..:~ ~ "Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" ~ I I the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smlthers 
BIRTHDAYPARTIES.PICNICS.SPECIALEVENTS ~/// I I  ,JanSunberg , Phone: 635-1112 I I VICTOR R ed WE$ ..... ~ 35t4 Clare P~ve 
' Leave:heDe¢oratlngandClownlngtoUs, /I r ce, B.C., VeG3M, l [  . OPTOMETRIST BALLOONDECORATINGFORWEDDINGS&MEETINGS @ I| Ter a ' Fax:G35-1193 I I  
IANO OR VOICE  I ~A.~, .~R, . . .  I ~=~ Y~ I I 638-8055 
lib FormerTerraceresldentdean01son I ~ Home Parties I ,~;/) LESSONS ~ I I , #1-4748 Lakelse, Terrace : 
~" nowJean Elaine Reum I ~ Hostess Discounts - Gifts I v i " ' 
Elite HI nson ex d t ~. passed away peacefully st Royal | ~ ~  00 % Cotton (Infant to Adult) / " ggi , p eschar. I ] (Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
II' Inland Hospital In Kamloops on I J  ~ Bonnie Mercer / ~ I ]~  ~ I I . . _ _  
"::September 10, 1995. 8he s , , • x.-. .~vLr..  I ] 
h suMved bY her husband clarence, 635-1900 r 
Also Servicing Nasa Valley Residents Stewart,r three sonSGordRiCk(chris)(Dsbble)o son01S°nand°f I (Saturday lessons available In Kltlmat) 1 J 
)Jim (Pearl) 0!son 0fTsrrace and 8 , E R Vallee ~=;~ JUDITH APPLER ....\ = . .  I , grandchildren, sister Helen (John) I ~ ~)  / 25 Years  Exper ience  
. ~ 0f 8sskstchewan, 1 step daughter  -~CLTFZ~' .  ( '~ '~a~LOl l  B A ( ~ i C E  j Patios, Floors, Family Rooms, Fireplaces, Steps, Walls, & Entries :~and2stepgrandchlldren,$hewas J / r .. . / i   a,es e, 72851 / In Doing Kitchens, Bathrooms, Countertops, Backsplashes, 
..... , ,  ,retoRted in Kaml0ops, Aprlvate _ ] ; /  ,--3. ~ . ] . Res ident ia l  & Commercial Repa i rs  
:. fsm!ly service was held at the Ht . . J 8peclallzing#c . 
' ~llReumresldencelnl00MlleHouse. 7 I '  / ' ~'~"~"  /1 '  = 
i , : .  , : Jean wtll be greatly mlssed by her t/ ":::r,'v:;::::: 0 ' . .  . , oo . . . .  .,,o ov,o,.oll XoloOo %u?°ottm?np2l°thln' I I  be made to the Canadian Cancer ~ 4825 Kalum Un lse  Providing Friendly Professional Help to the Homeowner 
. - -  (so4, e35o~7, I .  C . . . . . .  ny " :=  I J  GaryChristiansen Phone/Faxi635"9280" 80clety.: / J. ~ j~  ~ : all For Appo lntment  i ;:: 
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'Round The  C lock  
F reshness  ' 
Make Your Choice From a Wide 
Variety'of Baked Goods, Soups, 
Chili, Sandwiches and More.,,Made 
Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your Choice 
with Our Famous Coffee. 
Two Locations To Serve You 
Better 
I OPEN 24 HOURS AI)AY I 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
You've Always 6otTime For Tim Hot'tons 
I 
AVON - Earn extra $$ for xmas. Free 
gift with sign up for a limited time. 
Phone today - Unda 635-9138. 
BEG!N YOUR own business, selling 
persot~el growth books, tapes and 
tarot cards in your neighbourhood, Call 
1-800-762-0262, for our cataloque, 
FOR SALE: well established food 
service outlet with very good clientele. 
Turn key operation, Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1 838 and leave 
a messaqe, 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT for sale, 
UNIC "Phoenix" Cappacclno machine, 
like-new condition, used onty three 
months. Comes with 12 Espresso and 
22 Cappucctho cups/saucers, 6 
mochaccino glasses, 4 stainless teel 
pitchers - 2 for steamed milk & 2 for 
coffee, "Yogurt Master" frozen yogurt 
machine, like-new condition, used 
approx, one year. Comes with 
stainless steel sink & adapters. Other 
items include (2) counter coolers, 
counter freezer, microwave. 635-5531. 
SHEFIELD & Sons franchise available 
in the Skeena Mall. Tobacco, gift 
items, lottery, etc, Full training, 
turnkey, support system, some 
financing. To join our national chain 
call 1-800-663-4213. 
ED 
ALASKA JOBS earn up to $30,000 In 
three months fishing salmon• Also 
construction, canneries, oil fields and 
morel Call 7 days, 1-504-641-777e, 
ext: 565 K-37. 
THERMOJETICS & Dermajsticsl 
• Complete cellular nutrition body care. 
Gain energy, lose fat, prevent health & 
feel greatl Product or Career Herbal/is 
line: "1-800-664-1133. In Terrace onlyl 
635-6363. 
~".1~ ~ ~  Get Your "q l  ~" ~ !t'O'..ll 
t~  ~l~ / Personal ized, "Se. led ' .  ~ I~1 f f -  i ,y 
Gift Canning L~A] 
g ,, . . . .  ~ . . - . . ~ . q. = . ,  ~ , . . . . . . . . . .  " . F11 , f& , :  4 g 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
- ) 
Phone 635-7995 :i i i!ii:i I
INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
Telephone 635.7995 Fax 635.1516 
School Based District Position 
(Clarence Michiel/Cassie Hall Schools) 
Rehabilitation Worker 
Applications are invited for a part-time position, 20 hours per week, 
with a wage rate of $14,30 to $16.17 dependent on qualifications of 
applicant. The duties and hours of work will be as assigned by the 
School Principal 
Essential Quallficati¢]s: 
1. Demonstrated abili~ to work cooperatively under the direction of a 
teacher in an elementary school setting, 
2. Strong interpersonal skills and a demonstrated ability to work 
effectively with professionals in a team setting, 
3. Demonstrated successful experience working with children with 
behavioural difficulties, 
4. Demonstrated empathy with children with special learning needs, 
5. Specific training or successful experlence in either counselling, social 
services or in establishing behaviour management programs, 
6. Substantial coursework towards or successful completion of a 10 
month program from a fully accredited college with an emphasis on 
working with students with special needs. 
7. Possession of an appropriate B,C, drivers license and consistent 
access to a vehicle suitably equipped with seat belts. 
8. Applications must be accompanied by letter(s) of reference an~ 
transcript(s) that address level(s) of competency in the above 
qualifications. The successful applicant must have a current criminal 
record check completed, 
Closing Date: September 29,1995. 
Application to: Mr, Bill Cook, Principal 
Clarence Michlel Elemenary School 
.=~ ,'~ :' ~.~.;!. :~-:::8430 Sparks Street 




Growing progressive dental 
practice in Smithers requires a 
C.D.A. the Ideal candidate will 
possess excellent clinical, 
diagnostic and communication 
skills. The ability and desire to 
work as a member of a 
dynamic team is a must. As 
our practice Is open extended 
hours, including Saturdays, 
you must be prepared to work 
on a rotating basis during 
these periods. 
If you are interested in this 
challenging position, please 
contact: Terri at 847-2722 or 
send resume to: Box 878, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
FAMILY COUNSELLOR 
To provide counselling, referrals and court assistance to families 
and individuals in the areas of parenting skills, sexual abuse, and 
family violence. The objective of the program is to strengthen native 
families and to reduce the incidence of native children entering care, 
Qualifications include counselling training and experience and an 
awareness of native culture. Some travel to North Coast area native 
communities is required. First Nations Counsellors are encouraged to 
apply. 
Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience, 
No phone calls - selected applicants will be contacted for an 
interview. 
Submit resumes by October 5, 1995, to: 
Theresa Wesley, 
Executive Director 
North CoastTribalCouncil" ~i. :~ . 
100 West 1st Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1A8 :-):.'i ~ ~ :ii! )iiii~:i- i _ i i 
KSAN ROUSE SOCIETY 
TEILRACE, B C, V Ie  156 
PRONE: (604) 6.1$.Z1TJ 
FAX: (60q ~5-~1 t5 
AUXILIARY SUPPORT WORKER 
LOCATION: = Terrace Transition House 
TERMS: -Shift Work 
-$12.10 to $12.82/hour per B.C.G.E.U. 
Contract 
-$0A0/hour in lieu of benefits 
-6% Holiday Pay 
QUALIFICATIONS: Diploma or Certificate'in field*of ..: :' : 
................................ social services or'related'field "and/or ................ 
extensive experience in crisis management 
preferably in the area of wife assault. A first 
aid certificate is required. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
~r-~ G0odkn0wledge of community resources. 
Ability to deal with residents in a 
professional manner and ensure complete 
.... ~i : ,  il confidentiality. 
• = Possess good listening and communication 
: / A iskils.- 
. . . . . .  ~" :".Ability to work as a team member. 
Ability to assist women and children in crisis. 
Successful applicant must be willing to 
- submit to a criminal record search. 
RESUMES SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO: 
" - Transition House Coordinator 
Ksan House Society 




Kitimat Works, the largest aluminum 
smelter in Alcan's system, requires an 
Analytical laboratory Technologist o 
provide technical support and quality 
assurance to the laboratory team. 
Reportthg to the Analytical Laboratory 
Supervisor, this position will focus on 
maintaining and repairing analytical 
Instrumentation (i cluding off-shift 
emergency repairs), maintaining 
computer files and developing and 
troubleshooting analytical methods 
and procedures. 
The successful candldate will have a 
two or three yeardlploma of 
technology in Instrumentation r
Electronic Technology from a 
recognized technical institute, a strong 
physics/chemistry background and a 
mechanical aptitude, A minimum of 
two to three years' laboratory 
experience Is desirable. 
An excellent compensation and 
benefit package, Including relocation 
assistance, Is provided, 
Alcan Is committed to Employment 
Equity and encourages appllcaUons 
from qualified women, men, aboriginal 
peoples, visible mlnodUes and 
persons with disabilities. 
If this position matches your 
qualifications and ambitlons, please 
fax the Employment Coordinator by 
September 29, 1995 for an 
application package. Please quote 
Competition Number 7000 In your 
request. No resumes please. 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd 
Employment Coordinator 
Fax: {604) 639-8602 
Kit/mat, B,C.,.. A 
friendly cosmopolitan 
community of 11500 
situated on B.C.'s 
scenic northwest 
coast, Kit/mat Is a 
modem self.sufficient 
small city with 
facilities that are 
envied by many 
larger centres. 
The city and 
surrounding area 
afford a life style that 
will appeal to outdoor 
enthusiasts interested 
in camping, hunting, 
salt and fresh water 
fishing, golfing and 
skiing. Two large 
community facilities 







elementary schools, a 




There Is an excellent 
hospital and housing 
ts affordable. 
Great Careers Need Great Beginnings 
Trans Canada Credit is a personal f inance company with 
1 45 branches across Canada. We are looking for an 
Aggress ive  Ind iv idua l  to Jo in  our  Team 
If you enjoy meeting and dealing with people, have grade 
12 education, and are willing to transfer we offer thorough 
on the job training program, an excellent benefits package, 
a competitive salary, and a beginning to a very exciting 
career with great opportunity for advancement. Apply now 
to 4548 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P8 
J.L. Kochel Contracting Ltd. 
-A  Major Trucking Firm, Log Contractor, Logging and 
Interprovincial Carrier located in Vanderhoof, 100kin west of 
Prince George. Vanderhoof is the heart of one of central B.C.'s 
prime recreational areas. 
We are currently looking for an individual who will be able to 
work on their own, is motivated, possesses good communication 
skills and wishes to pursue a career in accounting. The 
individual should be enroled in minimum third year of a CMA or 
CGA program. 
Duties include all phases of accounting up to and including 
financial statements, general office procedures. Intermediate PC 
skills in a Windows environment with emphasis on spreadsheet 
and database applications will be an asset. 
J.L. Kochel Contracting Ltd. offers an attractive salary and 
generous benefit package. Interested applicants should submit 
a resume or fax a copy to (604) 567-2212 by October 6, to: 
John L. Knchol. Pm~ident 
THE D.A.W.N. PROGRAM 
"Developing Assertiveness In Women For A New Start" 
A Training Opportunity 
ARE YOU? 
• A woman i9 years or older 
* Receiving Social Assistance 
* Having problems finding and/or keeping employment 
Nor thwest  T ra in ing  Cent re  is cu i ' rent l¥  look ing  
fo r  app l i cants  who are  commit ted  to learn ing  
* p e[sona!.Deve!opment Ski!Is and Employment Preparation 
Skins .... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,  .... ~ '~ ..... ~,.. " ; 
' "~: Bhsic:Fit~ Aid/FSod~afe ,Sffd Drivers :Training will be part 
of this training opl~ort~mity - 
Application packages must be picked up from, Northwest 
Training Centre, 3104722 Lakelse Ave. (third floor Tillicum 
Theatre Building). 
I ~.~ TO find out more information regarding . 
~.  the D.A.W.N. Program (.~,fl' I 
I 
f -  -,~ 
Forest Renewal BC Is a new Crown Corporation mandated 
to renew the forest economy of BC, enhance the 
productive capacity and environmental values of forest 
lands, create Jobs, provide training forf0rest workers and 
strengthen communities. The Corporation is completing itz 
6rst year of operarJon and will have a staff of approxlmardy 
80, located in Victoria and in six communides throughout 
the province. Forest Renewal BC is seeking six qualifie.d: 
Competition FB95:3669 Competition FB95:3670 
Pr ince  George  Kamloops 
Competition FB95:3671 Competition FS95:3672 
Smithers Cranbrook 
Competition FB95:3673 Competition FB95:3674 
Williams Lake Campbell River 
Salary - $37,782. $43,113 
Reporting to the Director, Communications in Victoria, 
you will provide leadership and deliver a broad range of 
public relations and issues management support to the 
regional team of the Corporation. You will work closely 
with a Regional Director In settJng regional communication 
priorities, monitoring issues, and managing community 
involvement and public relations activities of Forest 
Renewal BC In one of six regions or" the province. As a 
member of the regional team, you will be responsible for 
consultation with head office on communlcati0ns i sues, 
and will assist with the development and implementation of 
Forest Renewal BC's communlcadons strategy by bringing 
regional Issues to the attention of senior management in 
the Region and In headquarters. 
You require a degree in journalism, communications or 
related discipline, or an equivalent combination of formal 
training and experience and three to five years' experience 
as a journalist or public affairs professional. You have a 
sound knowledge of natural resources management and 
workforce issues In the region and have demonstrated 
success In designing, developing and Implementing 
communlcatJon strategies at the community level. You are 
familiar with community opinion haders and have 
embllshed effecdve working reladonships with members of 
the print and electronic media. 
If you are a highly motivated Individual with a mix of hands- 
on experience and formal training, and are ready to deliver 
an integrated message dlat Is critical to the success of a 
new Crown Corporation, forward your resume no later 
than 4:30 p.m., October I I, 1995, to: 
Human Resources Dept., 
Forest Renewal BC 
9~ Floor, 727 Fisgard Street 
Victoda, B.C. VaV I X4 
Tel: (604) 356-1919 
Fax: (604) 387-]334~ 
• A sepatat~ oppikatfon must be 
submiued ~r each b:a~on o[ tnttmt RENEWAL BC 
Forest Renewol BC/s o~mmitazd toenploymenr equity and 
weloomes ol~ll~tlans from all qualified canSda~.r,. 
. . . . . .  . . , , , 
. . " ' .u • 
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CTI()N ADS 
300. HELP WANTED 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to show 
Princess House Cryslal, cookware, 
glftware and jewellery at home parties. 
..... Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hrs work• No 
~-~ Inventory to buy, free training. Must 
(': have car and phone• Call 804-796. 
:~-,ao25. 
. EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, jewelry, 
~:  home decor sales? Opportunity to 
. double your earnings. Call Kathy 635- 
.... ~ 3066. 
FALL SPECIAL: We will pay you to 
lose 5-30 pounds, with safe, 
guaranteed, Herbalife products. Call 
CDT Health and Nutrition. 1-604-696. 
": 7319. 
KALUM KABS now hiring pit and f/t 
ddvei's and dispatchers• Experience 
not necessary• Please apply in person 
with resume. 
[ : [  NURSES WE are a national provider 
of various medical evidence services 
to the }nsurance Industry and require 
register~:d nurses on a part time 
venlpunc,,ure, ECG, physical 
assessmet;ts & claims assessments 
7 experience an asset, Please send 
resume Immediately to: Rapid-mad 
i Group of Companies 301 828 W. 8th 
: Avenue, Vancouver B.C. V5Z 1E2, 1- 
. :  800-665-4495. 
-~ REQUIRED FULL and p/t lifeguards, 
:::, :,"::. ~ Please bring resume to Mt. Layton 
;'~.~ Hot.springs. 
)~MEST ICPET  CARl 
;] required for Group Home for mentally 
" challenged adults in Terrace area, 
Must be experienced in this field. 
Salary dependent upon experience 
and qualifications. Only short listed 
applicants will be interviewed, Please 
send resume by.September 30, 1995, 
to Thompson Community Servlces Inc. 
102-1450 Pe'arson Place, Kamloopa, 
BC, V1S 1C4 or Fax: 374-7544. 
~ASIC CAR MAINTENANC 
THE. TAHLTAN Band Council is 
seeking a couple to reside In a home 
in Terrace to be boarding parents for 
~. eight high school students ranging in 
, , ages from 15-18. The appl cants must 
be non-drinkers, non-smokers and/Tee 
u o f  chemicals. The successful 
i i: ! applicants must be willing to undergo a 
criminal records search, For more 
• information contact Jennifer Tourney, 
Education Coordinator at (604) 235- 
3361 or Evelyn Hambler; Band 
' Manager (604)235-3241. 
- WANTED BABYSITTER to come into 
my home from 6:30 am to 4 pm. 
: Monday thru Friday. 2 children age5 
YOUR HEALTH - caring for you. 
Caring, certified nurses aide, 3 yrs. 
experience. Also have first aide ticket. 
intermediate, xtended, and palliative 
care. 638-8325. 
FARM AUCTION Canyon Creek 
Farms, Saturday, September 30th, 
11:30 am. Outside consignments 
welcome. Further information, phone 
B,C. Auctions 604-992-9325, Quesnel, 
B.C. 
MEET THE Maestro of Wilderness 
Mood, Ron Parker. Appearing in 
person at Process 4 Gallery in Burns 
Lake,on Oct 19/20. For further info. 
call 1-604-692-3434. 
PRO-LIFE education available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, 
lending library, dealing with human life 
issues such as abortion and 
euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646, 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ of 
Latter.Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact 
or Fiction, Shadow or Reality. Phone 




Sunday Service 10:45 
At  The  Thomhi l l  Communi ty  Ha i l  
Teens & Adults BiSle Classes 9:30 
S~day%'Cool Club 9:30 
:~,]!;~ :i, ii for ages 2, !2 
Adu l t  M id -week  B ib le  S tud ies  
Tee~s  Youth  Group  . ,~ 
Cubby s~Preschool and:tO. U.M.S. program .. 
1'1i ~s~me in the ~ll.:~ i. ;%~ 
Pastor  ~o~ l~oker  ,-. ::;f .~:~£%'~, ~ , 1,'.~ t ~ 
Phone6~35-5058 ~ :: : ; ~i 
340.. LEGAL NOTICES.  
, , y rs  & 3 yrs old. Phone 638-0386.after 
4pro or 635-6965. I BRIAN S, Condie will no longer be, 
: ~ .WANTED. TYPIST able to type. a 250 responsible for any debts incurred by; 
page German manuscript." 'Pe-rfe~t '~ Delorr~ IL Condle" (Bates) effective" 
• kfiowledge of the German grammar is Sept. 14195. 
I! required. The typing has to be done on 
(i atypewriter n°t °n a computer .628"3564.  " 
WANTEO: DELIVERY drivers in 
Terrace/KJUmat area. Must have 
• reliable vehicle, to work days, nights & 
& weekends, Send resume to Box 105 
U~( c/o Terrace Standard. Contractors 
. - need not apply. 
) i  ~ ARE looking for who persons 
have the ability to call on our present 
customers and to establish new ones. 
• " Income In direct proportion with 
i]'.: person's ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal Interview, 635-3066, 
YOU CAN start a new career at any 
~] age, We'll provide opportunity, you 
. provide desire and good work habits, 
Call Kathy 635-3066. 
HOME SUPPORT workers w/ home 
support or nursery back ground 
needed. Several casual to full 
positions available, Call Terrace Home 
Support Services for information. 635- 
5135. 
CASUAL PART time dishwasher for 
Sundays and Mondays at Mount 
Lavton Hotsprln~s. Call 798-2518. 
II Look ing  fo r " | |  
'~i Ch i ld  C a r e ?  ! l  
, ;~'Sl~eana Child Care Support ~ 
H• Program can help you re'eke the ~i 
'~ right choice for your child. For ~1 
i~J information on choosing care ~ 
. ~1 and available optons, call [] 
~I  Coco at 638-11t3 [ ] '  
]:~J A free service provided by the [] 
. ; ]  Terrace Women's Resource Centre ; ]  
;~4 ahd funded by the Ministry of .I,~ 
i [ ]  Women'sEquality, .i [ ]  
[U:xzxxxxxxxxxxxxx=x . 
HOUSECLEANING AT reasonable 
rates. Responsible, bondable house 
keeper to clean up those corners you 
just can't get to. Call Debbie at 635- 
7427• 
UTrLE RASCALS licensed family 
i daycare has ope0ings available. Call 
• 638.0066. (Tracey). 
i , MOTHER OF one available to babysit 
: Monday to Fdday in my home near ~'' 
' .. hospital. Call Carrie at 635-1872. 
MOTHER OF one will babysit irt my 
• home Monday to Friday• If interested 
' please call Therasa at 638-0958, 
Thank you. 
PAINTER 15 yrs. experience, Intsrlor, 
exterior, low rate=; for seniors. 635- 
' 3783, Ask for Jerry for free estimates, 
RESPONSIBLE MOTHER of two 
= Willing babysit your children in my 
: " home, on Bench (near uplands 
' school)• Call 635-6350. 
WILL  CLEAN your office,home at 
reasonable rates. Efficient service 
,638-0632. 
~ WOOD GLUEING available, Complete 
• Imckagea, Rberglaes repair on small 
~ Imat~,~ Polyster or aproxl-reslgn, Ask 
, ~lbout oak rims, 638.1701, 
Provlncoof M id lWof  ( ~  
Bdt l lh  Columbia Fo,'eltl 
MINISTRY OFFORESTS 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed Tenders for the following Silvlcuttura 
Tree Planting Contracts will be received by 
the 0istrlct Manager, Ministry of Forests, 
Cassler Forest District, Box 247. Dease 
Lake, B.C. V0C 1L0, on the date shown 
be~ow, 
Contract: PI.g'/DCA.O001. Locations: Willow 
Creek Forest Service Road (FSR) and Bob 
Ouinn FSR Estimated trees: 400,000 on 325 
hectares, more or tess. Mandatory viewing 
date: October 10, 1995 leaving the entrance 
of Bob Ouinn H~,~ays Camp at 1000 hours. 
Contract: PLDTDCA.00(~ Locations: Blue 
River North FSR, Blue River South FSR, Did 
Faddy FSR and Uard River, Estimated 
Trees', 286,000 on 230 hectares, more or 
less. Mandatory viewing date: October 11, 
1995 leaving Caseter Forest District Office at 
0830 hours 
Biglbllity for contracts ~]reeter han 100,000 
trees are restflded tothose Contr~tocs ~o 
have successfully completed a Tree Planting 
C~tract of similar size and nature In the past 
two years, Contractors who have had 
contracts with the MinisW of Forests in the 
past wo years which ave been canceled or 
where poor performance has been noted 
may be restricted further• 
Viewing of sites el the time of the site tour is 
mandatory pflor to submitting a bid. Tender 
packages will be provided at the time of 
viewing. Viewers must supply their own 
transportation. A four-wheel drive vehicle is
recommended. Please call Marietta Comeau 
or Glen Buhr at (604) 771-4211 at least five 
days prior to vle~ng dates 1o register. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders I  1300 hours 
October 27, 1995 at which time all tenders 
will be opened. 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lakelsa Ave. 
Oh, 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev, Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Revo Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
I m 
LEADERS WANTED 
" (Z~ ~.~,~' Call/or Details: 
~,~ 1 -800-565"8111 
• + 
NIRVANA METAPHYSICS & 
HEALING CENTRE 
"YOU ARE THE CREATOR OF YOUR UFE" 
Metaphysical &Transformational 
Counselling 
Self Growth Programs and Courses 
Qualified Counsellors & Practitioners 
3611 Cottonwood Terrace,BC 635-7776 
• +~ " " ,  : ~ : ' ~~l " " ' ~ . . . .  
October 2/95 $10.00 
, --_ I I  " - " "~ 
October 3 & 4/95 $23.00 
ZB&Y.  
October 3, 5, 10 & 12/95 FREE 
October 4-25/95 $60.00 
- : -  ; - - . .  _. -- -.- - - i _  - :  






October 16 & 18/95 $36.00 (6:30.9:30 p.m.) 
To register call NWCC at 635-6511. 
For more information on these and other Continuing Education 
courses please call 638-5408. 
Pd.'c Paul Kin  
FOI  3ATION 
"l:his Foundat ion- is  committed to f inancial ly supporting 
community recreat ion projects and programs including the 
addition of a Se.cond Sheet of ice. • 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
Re.  Box 203, Terrace, BC/V8G 4A6, 
The Rick and Paul King foundation isra registered non-profit 
society and is registered as•a charity with Revenue Canada. ~ 
Kitimat Lions Club 
CALL FOR TENDERS 
Tenders for the installation of a sprinkler 
system in a residential home. Smoke 
detectors to be installed at the same time, 
with related repairs. Tender forms may be 
picked up at 120 Nechako Center, Kitimat. 
For more information phone 632-2254. 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.B .C .  1995,  CHAPTER N-22  
Repap Smithers Ltd. hereby gives notice that an application has 
been made to the Minister Of Transport under the Navigable 
Waters Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the 
work described herein. Under section 9 of the satd Act, Repap 
Smithers Ltd. hasdeposited with the Minister of Transport, at 
Vancouver, BC and in the office of the District Registrar of the 
Land Registry district of Prince George at Prince George, B.C. 
under deposit number PGP39347 a description of the site and 
plans of proposed bridge over the Babine River at km 55 Shedin 
Road. 
Written objections based on the effect of the work on marine 
navigation or the environment should be directed not later than 
one month from the date of  this notice to: Dlrect6r General, 
Transport Canada, Canadian Coast Guard, Marine Navigation 
Services, Navigable Waters Protection Division, Suite 620 • 800 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2J8. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 20th day of September, 1995, 
D.G. Tint, A.Sc.T, 
Senior Technologist 
I 
ROBIN'S DONUTS & DELl, 
Western  Canada 's  la rgest  Donut  Franchise,  Is 
opening new locations In Terrace and Kitimatl 
Both  o f fe r  p r ime locat ions  and  an exce l lent  
earn ing  potent ia l  fo r  success  minded 
ent repeneurs ,  Wi th  ZO years  o f  exper ience  
beh ind  the  organ izat ion ,  Rob in ' s  Donuts  w i l l  
p rov ide  the  t ra in ing  and  suppor t  needed to  
prepare  for a br ight  fu ture l  
For f ranch ise  In fo rmat ion  ca l l .  Ken  Ranta,  




NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MAI"rER OF THE ESTATE 
OF GLADYS WARDEN McCONNEL 
Formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above estate ra required to 
send full particulars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown & Amdt, #3 -4623 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 1V5, on or 
before the 1st day of November, 1995, 
after which date the assets of the sald 
estate will be distdbuled having regard 
only to the claims that have been 
received, 
WIDAR ASBJORN SANDHAI..S, Executor 
cio CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solidtom for the Estate 
MIdltnj M I . ,1~ aM 




RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is I'~reby givee g~t an appticatiee will be 
made Io the Director of V'dal Sl~stlcs for a 
cha~ge of name, pursuant to the ~rovislons of the 
'~mi/~c by me: 
NAIIE OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Margarat "Candace" Wel~r 
ADDRESS : 5230 Moul~n V~la~. :; 
cnY: Terrace, B.C. " " 
POSTALCODE: VSG 4X5 
PHONE: 604.635-2232 .. 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY MINOR UNMARRIED CHILD'S 
(CHILDREN'S) NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Patet 2 
GIVEN NAMES: Anna Kad 
TO: 
SURNAME: P~tet 
GIVEN NAMES: Arm Karl Mergarel 
DATED THIS 22nd DAY OF September, 1~5 
A.D, 
NOTICE OF PROVINCIAL CONTRACT 
PROJECTS TO BE FINANCED BY THE 
BRITISH COLOMBIA M INISTRY OFFORESTS 
IN THE CASSlAR FOREST DISTRICT ~ 
REQUEST FOR COMPANY/CONTRACTOR RESUME: 
The Minisby of Forests, Cassiar Forest District, Prince Rupert Forest 
Region is establishing an eligibility list of Silviculture and Timber 
Contractors for the following projects: 
1. Silviculture: 2, Engineering: • 
(a) Planting (a) Survey & Design. Roads 
(b) Silviculture Survey . . (b) Construction Supervision 
(c) Site Preparation " (c) Road Maintenance 
(d) Cone Collection 
(e) Juvenile Spacing 3,Timber: . . . . .  
(t) Brushing • . (a) Timber Cruise &Layout 
(g) Implementation (b) Development Plans 
(h) Silviculture Layout/Traversing (c) Tote/Resource Plans 
(I) Silviculture Prescription' .- . : . .  :. 
(j) Back Log S Iviculture Prescription ., " : .  ~ .  ~ t :  :, 
(k). Stand Management 
(I) Forest Health Surve 
(m) Reconnaissance Su 
Contractors may not quallf~ 
on this eligibility list. 
Interested Con~'actors plea 
Cass la r  ForestDIstr lct - , ' ,.. - - • - • 
Box 247 
Dease Lake, B.C. V0C 1LO 
Attention: Frank Mlklas, ForesW Officer~ ! ('i(.~]).: .] ~ ' 
For more Information please contact Marlette Comeau,Resource Admln, 
Clerk, 771-4211. 
,$ - • , . , 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Wednesday, October 1 1, 1995, at the .offices of. the 
Regional District 'of Kit imat-Stlkine commencing at 7:30 
p.m, to receive representation from all personswho deem 
their interests to be affected bythe proposed bylaw: 
"Electoral Area  E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No, 372,: 1995:' 
In general terms, the purpose of the amendment bylaw is to 
redeslgnate, a portion of Lot 2, District LoL'i105, • Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan1560, from the R2 (Low Density Rural) 
zone; to the  RC1 (Rural] Resort) zone, The rez0nlng is 
required to address an existing f ish ing lodge cieveloriment. 
The land  tobe  affected by this zoning amendment is 
located in Old Remo as indicated qn:the sketch below, 
/1 i7o6[ /, 
// , s . '  
, ~,~/  "" ~ ...f 
/#AY l 
'r I1 Y:,.=.T~," : ~ , 
- ]998 
,4 
• " ~ I '  ;'; S ITEOF RE 'ZONING 
\ ~//~ ,~ ~.ar"  ~. APPLICATION. " ' - - [~  
'~  ~ [ 
, . "~ ~7 1712 
This byiaw, if adopted, will allowiuse~of +iile s~ubject portion 
of property In accordance witl~ the ~provi~lons 0f the ~ RC1 
(Rural Resort). zone of the Greater'TerraceZonlng~B~,law 
No. 37. The intent'of  th'e RC1 (RuralRes0rt)-zone~ s to 
allow, in a rural setting[ thedeVel0p~hent~i)f a small-scale 
destination resortwith integrated facilities io[accommodate 
and serve the recreational pursuit of tourists interested in 
outdoor activities: . .  
The proposed bylaw may be:lnspe~ted~iihe office of the 
Regional District of Kitlmat-Stiklnei~ #300~.4545 Lazel le 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. betweenthe hours of 8:30 a.rn. and 
4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except etat~ory holidays, 
Regional District  f Kliimat-Stlklne | :: i 
I I ] [ rii'i 
: 
BlS -  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 27, 1995 
from B8 
Golfing in ti e dark 
ahead of Gail Sears. 
For full results, see the Score 
Board below. 
While the tournament is the 
last major event of the season 
for the  Ladies, their season's 
official wrap up takes place 
tomorrow night. 
That's when the annual gen- 
eral meeting takes place at the 
course clubhouse, starting at 
7:30 p.m; 
Nancy Spensiey said 1995 
had been a very successful 
season for  the Ladies club 
with membership thehighest it 
'had seen. She  hoped that 
would translate into a large 
turnout at the AGM. 
And once the meeting is 
over, it will be time for night 
golf ~ that's right, golfing in 
the dark. 
Spensley explained rubber 
balls are used into which glow 
sticks are fitted. "The whole 
'ball glows," she added. 
The flags are also equipped 
with the glow sticks so golfers 
have an idea of where they are 
supposed to direct their 
luminous bali. 
Participants will play best 
ball pairs over three holes, 
likely the first, second and 
ninth. 
"It 's great evening, a fun 
time," Spensley assured. 
Score ]3oard 
Skeena Valley Ladles Club Championship 
Overall Low Gross Overall Low Net 
DEBBIE CAREUTHERS 182SARINDER DHAMI 145 
'A' Flight 2 - -  Bonnie Letawski 
Low Gross 3- -  Lil Farkvam 
1-- Lynn' Price ' ~'.: " 4-=-Mags Gingles 
2- -  Lcona Wilcox ..! ... 5~ Carol Kennedy 
3- -  Audrie Cox !C' Filgltt 
4- -  Joy Stephenson ' . .  ~ .. Low Gross 
LOw Net " ; " 1~ Barb Riding 
1-- Linda Hmilton " " 2- - ' LLyn  AP01~er 
2- -  Pam Biffle i. " . " 3--- Nancy Spensleyil. 
3 - -Lynn Cooper : . .  :,, ~ : ,  4" -  Linda Kawinsky 
'B' Flisht . r1 : * .  " . . .  : 5m Rhonda Feddersen 
Low Gross .... : 6-TEdith Oieselman 
1-- Oaii Sbinde : . . . . . . .  " Low Net 
2- -  Brenda DeJong ::  : 1---N0rma MacDonald 
3- -  Toby Tabata 2- -  Gaff Sears 
4- -  Dawne Parker ~ / i  3--- Mae Derrick 
= . 
5~ Joyce MacDonald 4--- Susan O'Donnell 
Low Net 5- ' :  Carol Avison 
1--Anne Pruner 6--- Paige Wardrop 
ROd &:Gun 
TANDARD 
This message brought to you by the Second Sheet of Ice 
Society and the Terrace Standard, 
SKATE "97  
'I Believe You Wood' 
I PSC club shoot 
1- -  Ed Morris .,,.... .... 56~.25 
2--- John Olencmss ;..... 50,538 
3 - -  Robert Tiernan ...... 469.21 
4 - -  Brian McCoy ......... 465.05 
5 - -  Glen Oliver ............ 409.24 
6 - -  Terry Morris .......... 399.95 
7--  Mike Wood ...... .... 378.39 
8--- Louise Folmer ....... 331.85 
9--- GordonSpeirs ....... 299.39 
10-- Sarah Lambert.,. .  279.30 
11-- Rick Rippisley .... 236.47 




To make next week's paper, 
results must reach us by 
5 p.m. Friday. 
Waiting lists long 
The Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League is comprised 
of 10 tea ms, six playing in the Recreational Division and four in 
the Oldtimers Division. 
The league is run by an executive consisting of a presidcnt, 
vice-president and 10 governors, one from each team. 
The league is fully insured and operates under the C.O.H.A. 
roles and regulations. A player must be over the age of 19 and 
any player over the age of 35 may play in the Oldtimers Divi- 
sion; 
Regretfully, just being 19 years old ts not enough to play. 
Owing to limite d ice time 1O teams is the maximum number the 
league can accommodate. This has created waiting lists for both 
divisions that, combined, have exceeded more than 100 poten- 
tial players at times. 
With a Second Sheet if Ice, the league would be able tO ex- 
pand the league in both divisions to accommodate the residents 
of Thomhili and Terrace who have been waiting to play. The 
league also hosts three tournaments a year, two in the Rec divi- 
sion and one in the Oldtimers'. These tournaments are currently 
limited to a maximum of 12 teams. With a Second Sheet we 
could host up to 20 teams and the additional eight teams would 
generate an extra $20,000 of revenue for the Thornhill and Ter- 
race business communities. 
And the increased availability of ice time would allow the 
league to host even more tournaments each year bringing in 
both economic value to the communities of Thoruhill and Ter- 
race and heightening the pmfde of the city provincially. 
The pressure on ice user organizations like ours to provide a 
service is now completely imited by our existing facility. Our 
communities have grown and our recreational facilities need to 
keep up. 
Trade shows, concerts, conventions, banquets and dances are 
just some of the non-ice benefits that the Second Sheet of Ice 
could and would be used for. 
On November 18, show your support for the Skate '97 pro- 
ject and vote 'Yes'. 
For more information contact Brian Downie at 635-5617 
or write to the Second Sheet of Ice Soclely, 
P.O. Box 798, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A1 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
sRoad ense 
Lookingn Gopd 
Lodk Sharp .,,/ 
Warm and Dry. 
Mens - Ladies - Kids 
Now in Stock 
"~" 3 in l's by 
Columbia 
"~ Sierra Designs by 
Gore-Tex 
"~" Licensed Wear by 
Starter 
' All Seasons -   
ource For Sports 
4555 Lakelse Ave. 
LIJCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
SEPTEMBER 1995 PALACEsEPTEMEBER  995 
' :SUNDAY i "  ' MONDAY ',: " T, UESDAY 











































































Doors 11:30 a.m. 

































1 /!~_ Youth ~.Ambassador 
~lsumkalum S Id~ 
Hospice Society 








Terrace Search & 
Rescue 
Games 12:45  
Games 6:15  





of Education In 
Terrace 
17 









Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon L , t  Wednesday  of  the  month  Is DOUBLE B INGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
>/ 
BIRDIE PACI~ 
(1 night in a Oeluxe, l
. . .  .~n,a Deluxe~, 
ill: 
PRINCE RUPER]  
~P,~'R. SON 
R ,d oe 
  .ERsoN* 
~ounds of ~olf) 
q~licabte taxes 
•(• FOUR DIAMOND 
AWARD 
AoUoToUoMoN 
F i rs  t T ra  c ks  
with 
Be first on the h i l l -  
or at the mal l -  





P155/80R12 ° . . . . . . .  60.94 ' P205/70R14 . . . . . . .  80.14 
P155/80RI3 . . . . . . . .  58.19 P215//5R14 . . . . . . . .  81.36 
P165/80RI3 . . . . . . . .  60.66 P205/75R15 . . . . . . . .  81.06 
P175/80R13 . . . . . . . .  65.34 P205/70R15 . . . . . . . .  80.14 
PI75/70RI3 . . . . . . . .  63.91 P215/75Rt5_. . . . .  85.75 
P185/80R13 . . . . .  67.44 P215//0RI5 . . . . . . . .  85.41 
P165/70RI3 . . . . . . . .  68.84 P225//5Rt5 . . . . . . . .  91.31 
P185175RI4 . . . . . . . .  73.48 1:225/70R15 . . . . . . . .  90.34 
Pr85f'/0RI4 . . . . . . . .  77.73 P235[/5R15 . . . . . . . .  97.61 
Pr95f'/5RI4 . . . . . . . .  76.05 P235/75R15 XL... ;. 102.50 
P205/75RI4 . . . . . . . .  78.53 *Tread esigns may vary 
BLIZZAK 
BITES THROUGH SNOW 
STICKS TO ICE 
P17g/0RI3 82U BW... 8T30 P205HOR15 950 BW., H9.17 
P18~70R13 86Q BW... 90.92 P205/65RI5 BW 940.. 128.31 
P175/65R14 82Q 8W.. 107.66 P205/60RI5 BW 91Q...132.54 
P18~/0R14 88Q 8W.. 106.13 P215/70RI5 BW 98O_ 125A8 " 
P185/65R14 86Q BW.. 112.24 P215/65R15 BW 96O.. 134.79 i
P185/60R14 82Q8W..11L89 P215/60R15 BW94Q..139.15 E 
P195//0R1491QBW. 11L45 P225/70R15BW100OA38A4 
P195/65R14 890 BW., 119.30 P225/60Rt5 BW 95Q.. 148,06 E 
P19~0R148608W.,117.88 P215/60Rt6 BW95Q,.148,70 !
P20~0R149408W..117,04 P225/60RI6BW98Q,.156.27 : 
P205/60Rt4 890 9W.. 123.75 P235/60R16 BW 10OO. 164.11 i 
P215/"/0R14 96Q 8W., 12286 
~') t~¢nDtA f l |n  n~l  4'}1 4= qraU l~ i l~ l r lu tPr .~t , ,  : 
WT14 
WINTER RADIAL 
P145/80R12 WW ....56.91 
Pt55/BOR12 WW ....59.61 
P155/80R13 WW ....67.34 
P165/BOR13 WW..'..75.84 
P175/80RlaWW ...83.57 
P185/BOR13 WW ... ,8L39 
PI85/'/eR14 WW .,..93.74 
P195/'/SRI4 WW ....98.29 
P205/75R14 WW ...I05.00 
P205/75R15 WW ...105.87 
P215//SR15 WW ...111.10 
P225/'/5R15WW . .114.84 
I'LL LIKE US, FOR MORE THAN OUR TIRES... 
ou'll like our exceptional staff and you'll like our expert brake, 
shock, strut and wheel alignment service~,~ 
Tom Foord ,  P res ident  " ;~ '  
~RN TRIPLE CLUB Z POINTS 
In addition to your regtllar 200 Club Z Points 
.~=~ with every $10 purchased we re happy to offer 
~_ , ,~ '~ "Triple Club Z Bonus Points" 
on Personal Use winter tire purchases 
until October 21, 1995, 
"Our usual Club Z Bonus is 1,000 points per tire with an additional 
1,000 Club Z Bonus Points when four tires are purchased at one time. 
/ <. 
